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owing to the warm Irminger current which from Cape Farewell
follows the shore as far north as Melville Bay. Along this
coast the isotherms run in a north-south rather than east
west direction and the mean for the month of July is only a
couple of degrees higher at IVigtut in latitude 610 12 N.
than at Jakobshavn in latitude 69 0 13 N. All Danish meteoro
logical stations in Greenland are situated on or near the
open sea coast where the summer temperature is depressed by
the proxi:nity of the seo. and rain and fog are prevalent. For
the period 1880-1925 the meen for the month of July at Ivigtut
"Tas just below 50 0 F. but during the kst two decades has in
creased slightly.
(:
In late years it has been demonstrated that at some
dis tance from t he coast, near the he ad of the Greenland fjords,
~he climate is decidedly continental, with relatively warm
and dry summers and correspondingly colder winters. The
ea.:;:-ly Norse settlers well realized this and their farming
cOruIllunities which thrived in Greenland from the 11th to the
14th Century were all far from the open sea coast. Because
the modern Danish colonization of Greenland has been based
largely on fishing, sealing and whaling, all Greenland towns
Ecnd villages have been built on the coast and only lately
has there been a return to the fjords where now a rapidly
expanding sheep farming industry is developing.
At the time of the Norse settlement the innermost parts
of the south Greenlcmd fjords had extensive but low and scrUbby
birch forest composed of a European species (Betula pubescens)
mich is also nativG to Iceland and northern Europe. This
snarse early Greenland forest was severely depleted by the
~orso settlers who depended largely on it for firewood.
In
some pkces the birch forest recovered following the decline
and disappearance of the Norse settlements but in modern tiroas
Grcenlanders and Danes have again made severe inroads causing
the forest to diso.ppear in all but the most inaccessible places.
Except for the low and bush-like juniper the flora of
Greenland includes no conifers, nor is there any evidence that
spruce or other tree-like species grew in Greenland in post
glacial time. This may be due to the insular nature of Green
land far clong the Labrador coast white spruce extends north
to Nain, and Q short distance inland grows to fair size
al_though the clhlate of the Labro.dor coe.st is probably no
Jetter than that of the west coast of Greenlo.nd.
Several species of plants that in North America are
closely associated with the northern coniferous forest are
found in southwest Greenland, among them Q species of mountain
Qsh (Sorbus decora) o.nd green alder (Alnus crispa). Across
North America the northern limit of the alder closely corre
G:fonds with tha t of the white spruce, so on bot anical as well
23 on climatic grounds there would appear to be reasons to
expect that white spruce (Picee. glauca) and possibly also
paper birch (Betula papyrifera) and several other species of
North American trees might be able to grow in favourable
plnces in Greenland.

/
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In collaboration with the Danish Forest Service and
National Arboretum, the National Museum of Canada has under
taken to obtain seeds of trees from places in Canada having
a climate comparable with that of Greenland. The initial
step was taken in September this year when W.K.W. Baldwin
and H.L. Shearman of the National Museum staff spent a week
at Goose Bay, Labrador where a quantity of seeds of white and
black s~ruce and paper birch as well as of other tree species
WQS obtained for shipment to Greenland.
The visit to Goose Bay was made possible by the Defence
Research Board which was eble to arrange transportation by
air through the courtesy of the Royal Canadian Air Force for
Messrs. Baldwin and Shearman from ottawa to Goose Bay and
back.
A.E. Porsild

The Changing climate of the Arctic
During the last three decades there has been a marked
change in the climate of the Arctic which is being felt
throughouu the northern hemisphere where, especially, the
meQn temperature of the winters has increased considerably.
In the North American sector this change is perhaps best
understood and also most marked in Greenland, where long
metoorological records exist from a number of points on the
west coast, Thus at Jakobshavn, in latitude 69 0 13 North,
the mean winter temperature for the years 1913-1922 was about
SOF. above the mean of 50 years [.go and that of 1923-1932
c.lmost 100F. above. In 1935-1936 the mean for the winter at
Gorulavn was 13.4 0 higher than the normal at the end of last
century, that of Godthaab 7.6 0 and at Julianehaab 9.s o F.
Increasing temperatures are not limited to the air; sea
temperatures also have increased and while the amplitUde is
not so groat, the result is even more profound and far
reacb ing.
Meteorologists have advanced a number of possible ex
planations for this steady increase in temperature in the
northern hemisphere. The most obvious one is that over a
number of years the low pressure areas over the northern
Atlantic have shifted north and east, thereby causing move
ments of warm air masses towards the Arctic. Predominance
of southerly winds has increased and accelerated the northward
flow of warm Atlantic surface waters which in the North Atlantic
and in the Greenland and Norwegian Seas now reach higher
latitudes than formerly. The amelioration of the climate of
the Arctic has been accompanied by changes that are equally
profound if not always so easily noted in the Tropics. Thus
there has been a catastrophic drop in the annual precipitation
in some parts of Africa. At Naivasha near Nairobi, Kenya
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the mean annual precipitation in the last 30 years has dropped
from 31 to 20 inches. In Leke Victoria this has caused a drop
of 35 feet in the mean water level between 1932 and 1945 while
in other lakes lowering of the water level has caused t.otal
suspension of navigation.
The warming up of the Arctic has resulted in a general
recession of glaciers in the northern hemisphere. Glaciers
2,re i'ormed by the accumulation of frozen precipitation of
countless years. By studying the stratification of glacier
ice and the advance and recession of glacier tongues, as
shown by their terminal moraines and fluvial deposits,
glaciologists may be able to reconstruct the climate of
that period during which the ice accumulated. When properly
correlated the cumulative evidence derived from the study of
glaciers in different regions may eventually make it possible
not only to interpret past advances and recessions in terms
of regional climates but also to predict future climatic
trends. In this connection it is interesting to note that
the amount of water released by the melting of glaciers has
already causcd a measurable increase in the level of the
oceans.

The warming of the arctic seas has caused a diminishing
of the arctic drift ice, which again has improved shipping
conditions. In the 1907-1917 period Norwegian coal mines in
Spitsbergen were able to load and export coal an average of
94 days each season, while 20 years later this period has
been extended to 192 days. In 1878-80 Nordenskjold in the
Vega was the first to navigate the North East Passage, but
to do this he had to winter twice. In 1936 a convoy of
fourteen Hussian ships mode the trip in one season without
encountering serious ice difficulties and during the last
war this northern Sea route was used extensively by Soviet
shipping. During 1942-45 even war ships, which are especially
ml1nerable to ice, were able to reach Thule without difficulty.
The seas around Greenland have also been remarkably open
in later years. The east coast, which frequently remained
completely blocked by pack-ice, in 1931-33 was almost free
from ice. Where formerly only wooden ships specially re
inforced for ice work were considered suitable normal vessels
are in usc. On the west coast of Greenland in the past all
shipping was suspended during the winter. From Disko Bay
northward the shore ice each winter normally extenlied to the
outlying islands, bridging all fjords and bays, so that dog
travel was possible between west coast towns from New Year at
least to the end of March. As far as I know no dog sledge
has crossed Disko Bay from Godhavn to Egedesminde since 1918.
In late years most West Greenland ports have remained open
throughout the winter and in 1942 a Greenland supply vessel
unloaded freight at Upernavik in latitude 72 0 43 N. during the
Christmas week in almost complete winter darkness. In 1941-42
the low-powered, eO-ton R.C.M.P. schooner St. Roch made

-------~~------~~~~
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the North West Passage for the first time from the Pacific
to the Atlantic and again in 1944 in the opposite direction
in only 87 daYs.
The warming of the arctic seas has profoundly affecteQ
marine life. The Irminger Current, that branch of the Gulf
Stream which washes the southwestern part of Greenland's west
coast, caL now be traced as far north as Melville Bay. The
increase in sea temperature of Greenland waters, varying
from 5 to 8 degrees F., has brought the Atlantic CQd and the
halibut, besides numerous other Atlantic fishes to Greenland,
so tllQt today the fishing temks off the west cor,st e.re muong
the richest in tree world. At the same tim" mGny arctic
m~rine animals, inclUding the beluga or white whale, the
arctic cod and the cQpelin, to mention only u few, have re
treated north.
Corrosponding changes have tc.ken place on land. In
Finland, in northern Sweden and in Norway the northern limits
for agriculture heve been c,dvanced e.nd the average growing
season mLt0rially prolonged; likewise, seed production,
nc.turQl afforestation and tree growth have increased markedly
nec.r the; northern limit of forest. Similc.r chElnges have
occurred throughout th8 Arctic in the natural vegetation,
although as yet few exarr.ples hs.ve been recorded. Thus, in
1937, when approQching Dlsko Island in Bob Bartlett's schooner
Morrisey, I noticed thc.t the flat tops of mountains west of
Godhavn th~t formerly show8d no green vegetatio~ above the
2000-foot level W8re distinctly green from several miles
away. During the summer of 1926, which I spent in Alaska,
I not ice d thL t on SewElrd Peninsula the vegetati on was fully
one month farther advanced that in 1879 when the Swedish
ootanist Kjellman collected there.
No one knows how long the present cycle will last.
Meteorological records snow that during t:w last two centuries
the T(3 hEl Vd been sevoral short and long-term fluctuat ions in
the climat6 of northorn Europe, although none comparable with
tho pr8sunt. Greenland records show that in the middle of
the iast C(intury the cod was abundant in Greenland waters
Dotweon 1845 and 1849, but in 1851 it had again disappeared,
only to return in numbers in 1917.
A. E. Por s ild

Hydrographic observations
Tho Dominion Hydrographer, Mr. R.J. Fraser, has kindly
sont thu following note in answer to a reQuest from the
Editor for ideas on the kind of hydrographic observations
that northorn travellers could make incid(mtal to their own
st udic 8.
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With the rapid development of Arctic regions, it is
desirable that all marine features observed and nautical
information collected be routed to a central office for co
ordination and improvement of the official Sailing Directions
and charts. Funct ions of the Canadian Hydrographic Servic e
include the surveying and charting of all navigable waters
of Canada, recording and analysis of tidal action and the
pUblication of the results with related marine data. There
fore, any observations, measurements, recorded descriptions
of features, or the experiences of travellers, in any way
related to the ocean, the coast, or inland waterways, or to
ports, harbours, sea routes, to ships and the men who sail
them, are grist to the hydrographers' mills that turn out
the aids to navigation.
In Arctic regions very little original hydrographic
, work hes been undertaken and all information is desired that
can be obtained from any reliable sources. It is remarkable
how compluD.tively little nautical information or recorded
matter describing the water-covered features of northern
terr i tory, come s int 0 the possess ion of the Hydrographic
Office from source s or individuals not on that staff. The
response to specific requests to interested services and in
dividuals has been encouraging, and where the hoped-for
information has not corns to hand, the cause can s;enerally be
trnced to a lGck of precise knowledge of tho class of infor
mation desired.
Scientific observers or explorers attached to vessels
arc not necessarily more advantageously situated for obtain
ing hydrographical information than their opposite numbers
travelling on dry land. In order to make measureJOCnts, either
depth, or angular or directional for position-finding, they
are dependent upon the co-operative use of a ship's navigational
gear, .and this cannot always be made readily available.
Nevertheless, any isolated sounding obtained by any method
whatsolOv,;r - the lowering of a weighted line, to be later
measured against a tape or surveyor's chain - is better than
no sounding at all.
If a traveller finds he is going to be aboard a vessel
he can equip himself with a light line suitably marked for
taking soundings, wh ich should be no extra burden to him, for
it can c,J.ways serve him or others in any other cape.city where
a rope or line may be required. Good pocket compass bearings,
if taken to three, four or five fairly distinguishable and
identifiable points of land, even in the region of extreme
magnetic variation, are valuable for loce.ting the position of
the sounding. The happy situation would be that where the
traveller finds ships' navigators eager to operate the vessel's
sounding apparatus for him whether echo, or measured wire, and
to te.ke bearings by gyro compass, with sextant fixes, along the
course of the ship's journeyings. Next best is to obtain
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Ninth Meeting of the hrctic Circle
The Ninth Meeting of the Arctic Circle was held in the
1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess at 278 Sparks Street on
Thursday December 9. The President, Mr. A.E. Porsild, was
in the Chair, and introduced the speaker, Mr. Paul Serson.
Mr. Serson spoke on Operation Magnetic and illustrated
his talk with kodachrome slides. Mr. Serson's account of
Operation Magnetic was published in the Circular for November
1948 (Vol.l, No.7, p.79).
Amendment to the Constitution
At the Eighth Meeting of the Arctic Circle on 4 November
1948, it was proposed that Paragraph 4 of the Constitution
should be amended to include a combined membership fee for
husband and wife. Due notice having been given, this proposal
was voted on at the Ninth Meeting on 9 December 1948 and was
carried unanimously. Paragraph 4 should nON read: "The
annual membership fee shall be Two Dollars for residents of
the Ottawa District, and One Dollar for non-residents (defined
for this purpose as those living more than ten miles from
Ottawa). A combined membership of $3.00 covering husband and
wife may be paid by couples requiring only one copy of the
Arctic Circular and other club papers. Membership fees become
due on January 1st, each year, but fees paid by members join
ing in October or later shall cover the period to the 31st
December of the following year. Members whose fees remain
unpaid after March 1st shall have their names removed from
the club list."
Afforestation experiments in Greenland

,'"

Although the southern tip of Greenland is in approxi
mately the same latitude as Oslo, Helsingfors or Leningrad
the rugged shores of Greenland are treeless. No matter what
the latitude, the northern limit of forest growth coincides
approximately with the course of the 50 0 F. isotherm for the
warmest month of the year, regardless of the mean temperature
of the winter or of the annual mean. Actually the climate of
the west coast of Greenland is oceanic rather than arctic

i
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permission to make extracts from the ship's log book of any
navigational data, records of soundings and their positions,
strength and direction of currents, stage of the tide, courses
follow8d'in r81ation to the land, sea temperatures, magnetics.
In fact, anything important enough to have been entered by the
Ships' Officers in their log books that has to do with the
sea, the adjacent land, with a chart, or a volume of Sailing
Directions, is of value to the hydrographer.
The interested observer can always equip himself with the
charts of the territory he intends to visit. The Hydrographic
Service is glad to supply these on request. Any differences
observed between charted features and those inspected, whether
on foot along the coast, or from the deck of a ship, can be
indicated on the chart, and the latter returned to the Hydro
graphic Office. A single, isolated sounding might show up
some surprising feature. It could represent the general depth
of a passage or sound, or channel, or inlet, where perhaps
nothing was shown before. It might disclose an unexpected
bathymetric deep where much shoaler water had generally been
assumed. But, more important, it might bring to light some
dangerous shoal-water rock or bank. Also, any sounding or
depth measurement helping to define the edge of the contin
ental shelf has its peculiar value. It is important to note
the height or stage of the tide at or near the time of the
sounding: whether high, low, or somewhere in between.
A day or two of observation every few hours at the same
point may result in most valuab18 tidal information when the
hydrographer or tidal analyst has related this recording to
others at some neighbouring established station. The important
measurements are the extreme height and the lowest level, which
can be easily found by setting up any kind of a pole and
me.rking these limits on it. At the time of observation, the
date and hour should be noted and the state of the weather 
wind, its direction and strength; a barometer reading, if
possible, and a general note telling if this particular weather
has been of some duration or not.
Even from the shore, standing on a headland or clear
observation point, the traveller can estimate the direction and
rate of a tidal current, if floating ice is going by. If on
an anchored vessel, and there be no ship's log or other con
ventional gear for measuring speed or cnrrent, he can drop
an empty tobacco tin or piece of wood overboard at the bow
and note the time for it to arrive abreclst of the stern 
recording the le ngth of the ship with the elapsed time.
The Hydrographic Office wants other more easily observed
and recorded data, such as whether a beach is strewn with
boulders; if it will bear the weight of heavily-burdened men
unloading supplies; or, if it is sandy, shingly, and clean,'
lending itself to the safe and easy he.uling ashore of boats.
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Ice. of' course, is a SUbject of ever present int erese,
Gspecially in northern latitudes.
I~portant ~acts are the
dates of the freezing up or the closing in of a bay, harbour,
anchorage or paSS&e;e; equally so, Ute date on which thE ice
broke up o~ disappeared.
If an observer or explorer finds himself :ocated at
some community where a sma:l boat is av&ilable, he ean, of
eourse, rt'J.ke a compretsnsive sketct survey of a bay or river
mout~, an ~nchorae;e or landing approach,
SounGings caken in
any cf)nv'cni,mt pattern, over the area, with an improvised
soundinq; Linf' and weight, can l'8 located by 3Gttir.g up :ines
of t.ronsit on the shore; or, if the traveller is so fortunate
as to acquire G. sextant, (there arc USEful pcckst types), he
G'"n tn};c angle "fixes" to nutural or other features with in
e QSY T'lll&;C.•
I vlculd suggeSt "':,h~t the travelle~ "pick the; brainD" as
well ('8 ti,e 1012; t.ooks and journals of thro s",asoned vessel
Gapto.lns Pend. post mc.rlG.GGrs, R.C&I\LP& administl"c.tors: and tho
"old ~,imc.:rs" of the district,
TL,:' Hydro,,;re.phic SeT'vi8e gladly welcoIT1'JS i,r,e receipt
of ~1.11 dsi.,a t·hE~t will assist in producing a nev( churt at'
formerly u?lsurveyed waters, or in improving the existi:lIJ;
()l'e.".
A glG;} with shore anil water features pI'0pE:::'ly 1'81(1 tc;d
to onE; c.not::e l' , on a rS8.S0f4-8.bly large scale, c~:>~n "be mcdo
into un '''id to nc-.vigation wllerEO nanG existed before.

At unytimc the Hydrographic Service is [';l"d to "]:;risf"
or instruct chc tcen Qnd intcres'Cec1 Lro.veller O~" exploring
8cj"nt.:ic11, on thG techniquE' of tyJrogrnphic invf;.stisation, nnd
to s1~pply C!li,'.rtS, mE:ps Qnd p1JblicQtion3 bott to a.'.'1 ttle
trnv0:LL',T in g0tting i'ron place to plece, c.r.d to illustr(;,te
t~lO ;"lQ~}G of fiF~ld mc..teI'io.l he. might CD1~J~ct ':'Ild furnish
t.hsse ~l,~cdquG.rtGrs en hi3 retl.i..rn.

r:Ll~lC prot:ram.L118 of C'ceanographico.l
!~. r ctic, begun .in 19Li
by th8 1'jnoeries
r] 191.-8 season.
CailClda, ccmtinued in

study of t11G Ec.st8I·n
Rusee.rch Bouyet o~'
tn.
'rwo parties were in
the f:cld; the fjrst, consif:ting of Mr. Henry Hildebrand a.nd
M",. Philip Orkin, spent the SIL'l1Lter on Ungava Bay, chartering
a nativf-.-own'3Q, Pcterhead boat for their work. 'rne results
consj 81. of (1) ccllections of me.terial from seals for tte
invec~ti€ation of food habits and parasitic organismD, (2)
similar mE. terial from codfish in the northeastern 8art of the
'ua:r, (3) smalleI' c(',lleotions of bottom fauna, including fish,
and plankton, (4) information on the habits and a'cmndance of
SGul and shark, and (5) temperature recordso Thio work was
complc,tnd by the ,mel of Augus t. Hilde brand also brQught baek
coll~(;tion,,' of birds and snall mammals for the Netional :'Iuseurn
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of Canada, and greatly added to the known distribution of
frogs in the Ungava Peninsula, discussed in a separate note
in this number. The collection on fish from both the 1947
and the 1948 season is at present being worked up for
publication.
The second party in the field were engaged during July
in supervising the completion of the new research vessel
Calanus (see Circular Vol.l, No.5, 1'.53). This party
consisted of Dr. M.J. Dunbar, in charge of the investigations,
Captain E.L. Ritchie, Mr. W.E. Wilson, engineer and scientific
assistant, and Mr. K. Morrison, radio operator and "pharmacist's
mate". The Calanus sailed on August 7, but Dr. Dunbar was
unable to proceed farther than Halifax owing to a virus in
fo cti on. The Calanus cont inue d north with Corporal Haley,
R.C.M,P. (Marine Section) making up the ship's complement.
The scientific programme was abandoned for 1948, and the ship
was sailed up to Fort Chimo and beached for the winter.
The Calanus will bogin her scientific work next season.
'This includes trawling operations, the sounding of the bottom
of Ungava Bay, hydrographic sections across the mouth of
Ungava Bay and in Hudson Strait, and experimental line-fishing
for various fish of possible value to the Eskimo.
In 1949
psrticular emphasis will be laid on the physical oceanography
and. trnwling.
M.J. Dunbar
Wood Frogs at Chimo
Henry Hildebrand, working on the Fisheries Research
Board investigations in the waters of Ungava Bay during the
1948 season, greatly extended the known northern distribution
of the wood frog, Rana sylvatica. The following information
has been obtained from Hildebrand in advance of his own
pUblication on this subject.
Adult wood frogs were collected from a small pond above
the settlement at Fort Chimo on 18 June 1948. Egg clusters
,,,-ere found on June 21, with tadpoles just emerging. Tadpoles
were collected on JUly 21 and September 2, and the first
metamorphosed young frogs were taken on September 20. The
collections were of necessity made erratically whenever
Hij.debnmd rE:turned to his base at Chimo. Had there been
someone on hand at Chimo who could have continued collecting
all through the summer, the series would have boen complete.
This would have been an unpopular activity among the natives;
as it was, Hildebrand's collection of the adult frogs in June
was blamed for the bad weather which followed,
Rana sylvatica (setting aside the Question of SUbspecies)
is known in its northern limits from Carm8cks, Yukon; Fort
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of Canada, and greatly added to the known distribution of
frogs in the Ungava Peninsula, discussed in a separate note
in this number. The collection on fish from both the 1947
and tie 194$ season is at present being worked up for
pUblication.
The second party in the field were engaged during July
in supervising the completion of the new ~esearch vessel
Calanu_s. (8ee Circular Vol. 1 , No.5, p.53). This party
consisted of Dr. M.J. Dunbar, in charga of the investigations,
Captain B,L. Ritchie, Mr. W.E. Wilson, engineer and scientific
assistant, and Mr. K. Morrison, radio operator and "pharmacist's
ms-te ". The Calanus sailed on August 7, but Dr. Dunbar was
unable to proceed farther than Halifax owing to a virus in
fection. Tho Calanus continued north with Corporal Hale)',
R.C.M,P. (Marine Scction) making up the ship's complement.
The scientific programme was abandoned for 1948, and the ship
was so.ilod up to Fort Chima e.nd beached for the winter.
The Calanus will begin her scientific work next season.
This includes trawling operations, the sounding of tte bottom
of Ungava Bay, hydrogrClphic sections [lcross the mouth of
Ungava Bay and in Hudson Strait, and experimental line-fishing
for various fish of possible value to the Eskimo. In 1949
p2.rticular emphasis will be laid on thE physical oceanography
o.ud trawling.
M.J. Dunbar
~ood

Frogs at Chimo

Henry Hildebro.nd, working on the Fisheries Research
Board investigations in the waters of Ungava Bay during the
1948 season, greatly extended the known northern distribution
of the wood frog, Rana s~lvatico.. The following information
tas been obtained from Hlldebrand in advance of his own
publication on this s1.:.bject.

•

Adult wood frogs were oollected from a small pond above
the scttl"ment at Fort Chimo on 18 June 1948. Egg clusters
\I'ere found on June 21, wi th tadpole s just emerging. Tadpole s
were collected on July 21 and September 2, and the first
met~morphosed young frogs were takcn on September 20.
The
collections were of necessity made erratically whenever
Hildebrand rGturned to his busu at Chima. Had there been
som6on8 on hand at Chimo who could have continued collecting
ell through the summer, the series would have been complete.
rhi3 would have been an unpopular activity among the natives;
as it was, Hildebrand's collection of the adult frogs in June
w~s blemcd for the bad weather which followed.
Rana sylv~tica (setting asidG the Question of subspecies)
is known in its northern limits from Carmacks, YUko~; Fort
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Resolution, Great Slave Lake; Moose Factory, Charlton Island
ond cape Hope Islands, James Bay; and Gaspe Basin, Quebec
(Patch 1939)(1), Vladykov collected it from the Laurentide
Park (Vladykov 1941) (2); and Jac~ues Rousseau found it at
Mistassini. Rousseau's specimens are at present at the
University of Montreal, and have not so far been published
(personal co~munication, Dr. Rousseau and Mr. Cuerier).
Previous to Hildebrand's observctions, therefore, Lake
Mistassini seems to have been the most northerly established
locality for sylvatica in the Labrador Peninsula. There is
howevGr an interesting reference in Hantzsch (3) of finding
tadpoles in 1906 at Nersitok on the east side of Ungava Bay,
Q little north of the tree-line.
He states that "On the
evening of the 18th August I observed in a pond near our
tont very large tadpoles of a spe cies of frog or toad, but
I was not fortunate enout,h to secure a specimen of it,ll
M.J. Dunbar
TIefercnC6S:

(I)
(2)
(3)

Patch, C,L., Copeia 1939 (4) p. 235
Vladykov, V.D., Can. Field-Nat, 55 (1941) pp. 83-4
"Contri but ions to the knowle dge of extreme north-eastern
I"iibrador by Bernard Hantzsch". Can. Field-Nat. 45 (1931)
p, 89

New ships for the Canadian Arctic
During the past year three important ships for work in
t.he Canadian Arctic have been under construction. The keel
of the Government's Eastern Arctic Patrol vessel (see Circular
Vol.l, No.2, p,ll) was laid on December 18 in the Davie Ship
bui ld hIE; yc;rd at Lcuzon, P. Q,. The HUdson's Bay Company I s 600
ton MV Rnpertsland for the Eastern Arctic was launched from
thb F,"lI-field yard at Glasgow on November 30 and their wooden
350-ton M.S. Fort Hearne for the Western Arctic is partly
finished in Etherington's yard at Shelburne, N.S. For full
descriptions and photographs of these two ships see the
peavez for December 1948, p.5l and Arctic Vol.l, No,2, 1948,
p.12L
The Minister of Nntionnl Defence, the Hon. Brooke Claxton,
c.'lrlounced on December 24 that the contract for the Royal
Can:ldian Nnvy's new iCGbreaker had now been placed with Marine
I~dustries of Sorel, P.Q.
This firm last year built the large
train and car ferry 8.S. Abegweit, which operates between
cape Tormentine, N.B. and Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island,
81lCl is spGcially fitted to break through the ice of Northum~
bc,rland Stra it.

•

The contr5.ct for this icebreaker is the first placed for
new ship construction for the Canadian Navy since the war.
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'''The new icebreaker", Mr. Claxton stated, "will be of great
value in facilitating the work of the Canadian Navy in
northern waters, and will add to Canada's ice-fighting
resources. It will be available, provided operation
requirements permit, for use in emergencies generally, and
is Gn important c.ddi ti on to Canada's modern fle et."
The vessel will be a Wind Class ship with some modi
fications. She will be 269 fset in length with a beam of
63 fo et 6 inches, end wi 11 be propE: 118 d by Die sel ele ctric
mechineI'y of 10,000 horse power, giving a speed of 16 knots.
Her standard displacement will be 5,400 tons. Approximately
13 officers Gnd 159 men will be required to man the ship.
There are at present four ships built as icebreakers
in Canada: N.B. McLean, Ernest Lapointe, Lady Grey and Saurel.
of these, the N.B. McLean, built at Halifax in 1930, is the
lar-gest. She is a little smaller than the new icebreaker:
260 feet in length with a beam of 60.3 feet, and considerably
lower-powered with a rating of 6,500 h.p. She is manned by
51 officers and men when on northern work.
A SQmIDer journey d~ln the Mackenzie and alOng the western
Arctic coast by J.K. Fraser
During the suminer of 1948, I carried out a geographiccl
reconnuissance of the Mackenzie waterway end the western
AI-ctic coast for the Geographical Bureau of the Department
of Mines and Resources.
Reaching Waterways by R.C.A.F. plane from Edmonton, I
down the Athabasca, Slave, and Mackenzie rivers
in tugs of the Northern Transportation Company, visiting
Fort Smith, Providence, Simpson and Fort Norrrc,n. After a
week at Norman Wells, I was flown to Kittigazuit and Port
Brabant (Tuktuk) by the R.C.A.F., where the following week
wes spent in assisting Lieut. K. Boggild, R.C.N. in a resurvey
of the harbour.
tr~velled

/

The next part of my journey was in the Hudson's Bay
Company's motor vessel Fort Ross, which left Tuktuk on July 25,
arriving at Coppermine three days later. Here we met the
smaller H.B.C. vessel Nigalik, and the R.C.M.P. patrol ship
St. hoch arrived while we were still unloading. The Fort Ross
made a very quick run eastwards to the post at Burnside Harbour
and back in fine weather. The journey down Bathurst Inlet
was both beautiful and interesting. Several islands were
noted Which are not shown on the existing charts and with the
~ssistance of Captain Summers, who has a most intimate
knowledge of this region, the best sailing routes were marked.
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On our return to Coppermine I left the Fort Ross and
spent the next ten days there with the hospitable R.C.M.P.
It is expected that there will be eighteen white inhabitants
at the post this winter of whom half wl.ll be women. The
H.B.C. post manager, Leo Manning, who is noted for his fluent
Eskimo, arrl.ved wl.th his wife and two small daughters during
~y stay.
Canon Webster and his family have occupl.cd St.
Andrew's Mission at Coppermine sl.nce 1931. Johnnl.e Jackson
and ffuuily and an assl.stant take care of the radio signals
statioll, while Mr. and Mrs. Craibie and an assl.stant take
meteorologl.cal observatl.ons. These, with two R.C.M.P. and
a Roman Catholic father, provide Coppermine with a wl.der
social life than most Arctl.C posts.
I crossed Coronation Gulf in the Nigalik to Cambridge
Bay where I met Scotty Gall who was planning to come out last
AU1~ust.
The ILB.C. Canso on an inspection flight of the'
Company's northern posts, arrived soon after the Nigalik.
Mr. Cheshire, general manager, kindly l.nvited me to accompany
the aircraft, on a flibht to Boothia Peninsula where a new
post site was to be investigated.
We landed at one point on the northern coast of Spence
Bay but conditions were unsatisfactory and a better site
farther east, which was eventually chosen for the new post,
was reconnoitred from the air.
At Gjoa Haven, on the return trip, I arranged to be
left with the two carpenters who were to build the new post
to wait for the Nigall.k. Bad weather forced the Nigalik to
shelter for five days off Jenny Lind Island in Queen Maud
Gulf, and we three left at Gjoa Haven spent nine days
wondering whether she would arrive or not.
The post at Gjoa Haven, the only permanent settlernent
on King lJiilliwll Island, is in the snug shelter used by Amundsen.
George porter, who has spent many years in the north, his
family, and two Eskimo families are the only residents. A
marble slab still marks the site of Amundsen's observatory
and many cairns dot the surrounding raised beaches.
In the
graveyard lie the remains of some of the members of the
Franklin Expedition buried there by Learmollth, three-quarters
of a century after their deaths.
The Nigalik, favoured with good weather and a following
breeze, steamed to Spence Bay in just about twelve hours.
Here rugged granites have been folded into five-hundred to
six-hundred-foot folds running approximately north-south on
the west side of the bay. The downfolds appear to be filled
with deposits and are low and swampy. The south side of the
bay is low with little relief.
The new post site is on Q narrow shingly neck of land
sq)8.ratine; e. chc,in of freshwc.ter l8kes from the sea. A great
variety of mosses and lichens grow in the more swampy sheltered
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positions, and Arctic willow over two feet high was noted.
Two families of Netsilik Eskimo "met the ship as we dropped
anchor a'1d lwre arrived before the Nigalik left three days
later. Many small cairns in the vicinity had been used to
help in driving the caribou but these animals do not appear
to visit this part of Boothia Peninsula now.
All hands aided in unloading the lumber and supplies, for
the skipper, Johnny Norbcrg, was afraid of being caught in
th~ freezc"J.p before he return€d to Tuktuk.
I made a sketch
surv<cy of the harbour using a surveying sextant, measured
heights of nearby hills with a~ aneroid, took some photo
eraphs and collected geological specimens. I made soundings
at the entrance but i t was difficult to do this accuratGly
alone and no help could be spared.
The Nigalik left the new post site on Soptember 3.
Dropping two of the natives at G,ioa Haven she continued west,
stcoaming through thick fog across Q,ueen Maud Gulf. ThE:se un
charted waters have many dangGrous shoals, some clearly visible,
others only a few feet below the surface. The Nigalik, an old
schoom,r built in 1927, alrhady le"aked badly and several
brushes with these reefs did not irrprove her condition. From
C':?JIlbridc;e DllY I was flown out by Censo, vA1ile the Nigalik
muds her way back to TUktuk.
The s~rprising part of the summer to me was the extremely
small amount of ice nll along the coast. The first two days
out of Tuktuk travelling east we met very light scattered
drift ice, presenting no navigation pToblem, but the seas
appeared absolutely clear l' Tom that time on. The weather was
extraordinary, TIuch warmer than the usual in that region. "I
recorded no temperature during the summer below 34 degrees.
Operation Snowbird
During last summer the Yellowknife Transportation Company
carried out a supply operation for the R.C .A.Y., known to the
Air YorcE: as Op8ration Snowbird. Sr.owbird II, a converted IBM
(landing ship medium) of approximately lOCO tons, sailed from
Vancouver to Port Brabant (Tuktuk) in TE:cord timE:. From there
she 3arried supplies to Ca~bridge Bay, making two trips during
the JlLWfLer. Because of its shsllow draft the IBM is particu
larly well-suited for work in thG Western Arctic. 1'/1 S.E.
Alexsnder was the official R.C.A.F. observer aboard the
Snowbird II.
Arctic cruise by the Royal Navy
The Admiralty has announced that 9. small exper imental
force of the Royal Navy will cruise in the North Atlantic and
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Arctic during the early part of this year to study the effects
of cold weather conditions. The aircraft ~arrier H.M.S.
Vengeance, with a specially equipped air group including jet
planes, will lead the force of two destroyers, a frigate, a
submarine and an oiler.
Restoration of Amundsen's ship 'Gjoa'
Mr. Richard Finnie, who is now living in San Francisco,
hes sent the following quotation from the San Francisco
Chronicle of 18 November 1948: "A che ck for $12,303 was
handed to MGyor Robinson yesterdc:.y by the Gjoa Foundation
of SGn Francisco to assist in restoration of Arctic Sloop
GjOG in Golden Gate Park".
After the first successful voyage through the North West
passage Amundsen put in to San Francisco on 19 October 1906.
It s Gems to hEl ve be ,m lQrge ly due to the efforts of the
Norwegian colony there that his ship, the 47-ton GjOQ, is
now in +'h" Golden Gate PQrk. After the official reception
Dhe ship was towed to Mare Island, where she remained for
two years. During that time subscriptions were collected,
and on 8 December 1908 the Norwegian Consul, Henry Lund,
advised the Park Con~issioners that the Norwegian colony was
ready to place the historic vessel at their disposal as the
. fund was sufficient for the purchase. On 16 June 1909 the
Gjoa was formally turned over to tlle City of San Francisco,
and on July 5 she was successfully beached and placed in her
present position in the Golden Gate Park, facing the Pacific
Ocean.
During the years the weather has cc:used much damage to
the ship. The GjOQ Foundation, which was organized in 1939,
is Q "self-perpetuating body having definite responsibilities
for the restoration and upkeep of the little vessel". The
sum raised by this foundation, together with an earlier
appropriation of $12,500 from the City of Sw Francisco,
covers the total cost of restoration involving complete new
planking, new deck and deck houses, new mast, new rigeing,
"end m~,ny minor rcp12ccements.
Arctic Holiday

\

During the summer months of 1947 Lewis and Betty Rasmussen
madG [L documentary film in colour of the Caribou Eskimo called
"Arctic Holiday". The first part of the film was photographed
in the vicinity of ChurChill, the second part around Eskimo
Point. The film lasts for an hour and a half and includes
a complete sequence of a white whale hunt, in the Churchill
river and a caribou hunt at Eskimo Point. More information
about this film can be obtained from Lewis and Betty
Rasmussen, 5615 16th. Avenue, Kenosha, Wisconsin, U.S.A.
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The Arctic, Desert and Tropic Information Center
~he Arctic, Desert and Tropic Information Center, closed
down by the AAF in 1945 after four years of research work,
has buen re-established at The Air University of the U.S.A.F.
at Maxvrell Field, Alabama. The new ADTIC is staffed by
civilian scientists of broad experience and training and
their primary mission will be to collect and disseminate
information of military value to the Air Force on the non
temperetc areas. Liaison with federal and civilian agencies
\conducting research and expsrim6nts in the non-temperate
r",gions will be made by both civilian and military personnel.
Information will be sent out in the form of bulletins,
technical manuals, and reports.

The ADTIC staff is now making a survey of agencies con
ducting rosearch in the arctic, desert and tropical regions.
The places where problems are under investigation are being
plotted on a large scale world me.p Qnd summaries of each of
thGse investigations cre be~ng prepared.
Meetings of the Arctic Circle
The next th~ee meetings of the Arctic Circle will be
held on Thursday February 10, Thursday March 10 and Thursday
April 7 at 8.00 p.m. at the 1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess,
278 Sparks Street.
Editorial Note
The Editor would welcome contributions from those who
are at present in the Arctic or have information about work
in the Arctic. All material for the Circular shoule. be
sent to:
Mrs. Graham Rowley,
Editor Arctic Circular,
411 Echo Drive,
Ottawa •

•
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Annual General Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The bnnual General Meeting of the Arctic Circle was held
in the 1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess at 27$ Sparks Street
on Thursday January 13. The President, Mr. A.E. Porsild, was
in the Chair and opened the meeting with a brief review of the
progress of the Club. During this first year nine meetings
have been held, seven in the R.C.A.S.C. Mess, one in the'
R.C.A.F. Mess, and one at the summer home of Dr. and Mrs.
Diamond Jenness. The club wished to thank Col. R.C.D. Laughton
for the use of the R.C.~.S.C. Mess and Sgt.-Major Chesshire
for making the arrangements at the Mess. The Club Membership
has continued to increase steadily: at the time of the meeting
there were 175 Ottawa members and 188 out-of-town members,
making a total of 363.
After the President's statement the meeting was asked
to vote for Committee Members. In accordance with the
Constitution the following five members of the Committee
resigned and were not eligible for re-election: Mr. Eric Fry,
,Dr. Trevor Lloyd, wlc K.C. Maclure, Wlc R.r. Thomas, and Mr.
J.G. Wright. To fill their places the Committee proposed the
following names: Mr. A.D. McLean, Capt. B.P. O'Connell, Mr.
Charles Rose, Mr. F.C. Goulding Smith, and Mr. A. Stevenson.
After this list had been circulated to the members lf~. Charles
Ros e found that he would have to remove his name as he would
be unable to attend meetings. wlc D.A. Willis seconded by
wlc K.C. Maclure proposed that FIL K.R. Greenaway's name
should be substituted. With this amendment the list proposed
by the Committee was accepted unanimously. The Officers and
Committee Members for 1949 are as follows:
President:
Vice-President:
Secretary:
Editor:

Mr. A.E. Porslld
Mr. Frank Davies
Mr. T.R. Manning
Mrs. G.W. Rowley

Committee Members

FIL J.F. Drake, R.C.A.F.
Dr. T; Freeman
FIL K.R. Greenaway, R.C.A.F.
Mr. A.C. Jones
Mr. R.G. Madill
Mrs. T.R.Manning
Supt. D.J. Martin, R.C.M.P.
Mr. A.D. McLean

Capt. B.P. O'Connell
Mr; G.W. Rowley
Mr. F.C. Goulding Smith
Mr. A. Stevenson
V.I'. L.J. Weeks
Mr. J .A. Wilson
Mr. B.J. Woodruff
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Following the election of Committee Members the
Secretary, Mr. T.R. Manning, read the annual financial state
ment and the meeting thanked and re-appointed the Auditors,
Mr. W.K.W. Baldwin and Dr. George Hooper, for 1949.
At the conclusion of the Club business, Mr. B.J.
Vioodruff spoke on "The re cent work of the Geodet ic Servic e
in northErn Canada", illustrating his talk with lantern slides
and two f i1ms.
Some notes on ice and weather conditions in the Canadian
Arctic during the summer of 1948
In contrast to the 1946 and 1947 seasons, ice conditions
in the north, particularly in the Eastern j~ctic, were ex-'
tremoly favourable to navigation during the summer of 1948.
According to reports from various sources ice cleared earlier
from the different routes and channels, was rarely a serious
obstacle to navigation and was throughout the whole area
considerably less in amount than during the two previous
seasons.
Along the Labrador coast, fjords and harbours which
are not normally expected to be ice-free until early July
were clear several days before the last week in June. From
Resolution Island south to Nain the sea approaches at this
time wore completely ice-free except for the occasional small
growler or bergy bit. The only serious ice condition along
the Labrador in middle and late June was in the "inner
passage" between Nain and Hopedale where the island fringe
protected the fast ice against break-Up by wind and tide.
This region, on the eastern edge of the prevailing high
pressure centres characteristic of this summer, was one of
the very few areas which did not show mean temperatures well
above normal for the season.
By the last week in June the ice in Frobisher Bay had
been broken up and fairly well cleared out of the bay except
in the north-west corner. Here the barrie.r islands prevented
wind and tide from being fully effective. Ice in Hudson Strait
seemed mainly to consist of strings of small rotting pans
"ihich drifted out around the headlands in varying directions
depending on the local wind. The greatest concentration of
ice seen at this time was in Ungava Bay from about Akpatok
Island south. Here the loosely packed pans gave about 70
per cent. cover to the surface and were themselves covered
with pools of melt water.
Voyages to service the northern stations were completed
without much difficulty and in SOIDe instances well ahead of
schedule. Mr. A. Stevenson and Mr. S.J. Bailey of the North
west Territories Administration who were aboard the Terra Nova
and the Regina Polaris respectively have commented upon the
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exceptionally good weather, freedom from ice hazard and
absence of severe storms until late in August, when the
Polar Front was pushing southward and temporarily establish
ing itself across Hudson Bay and Ungava. The Terra Nova
was able to complete her trip north and return 23 days ahead
of schedule (4 weeks and 4 days). After clearing fog along
the Labrador coast she encountered good weather and very
little ice. She was able to sail close to the east coast
of Baffin Island all the way unlike the 1947 trip when heavy
field ice forced her route almost over to the Greenland side
of the channel in the area east of Cape Dyer. Eclipse Sound
and Lancaster Sound were ice-free and the only delay on the
whole trip was at Dundas Harbour. A southerly wind persisting
for several days had packed ice along the southern coasts and
the landing at Dundas had to be made at a point a few miles
from the main station.
The Regina Polaris, leaving Montreal in early July,
encountered some bergs in the Strait of Belle Isle, a good
number around the Button IslandS and a few in Hudson Strait
as far west as the vicinity of Cape Dorset. On the return
trip in early October she sighted about half a dozen bergs
between Resolution Island and Cape Chidley, but except for
some scattered field ice around Coats and Mansel Islands in
late July had clear sailing. Her report of good sailing
weather and ice-free sea routes contrasts sharply with the
1941 reports when fields of heavy close pack ice wcre en
countered all the way north from Hopedale and held ships
harbour bound for days at a time.
Ice also appears to have cleared early in the Western
Arctic and although large areas of open water gave widespread
fog patches at times, the landing facilities and weather
conditions for flying boats were definitely more favourable
than dUl'i.ng the previous summer.
Throughout the north mean temperatures were well above
normal for the months of June and July except in the area of
coastal and south-eastern Labrador. The highest temperatures
recorded were in many cases 10 to 20 degrees higher than the
mean maximum computed over a considerable period of years.
Arctic Bay, with a normal mean maximum of 51 0 F in July, re
ported a maximum temperature of 68 0 F and a mean temperature
of 46°F as compared with the normal mean of 43°F. Nottingham
Island with a mean maximum temperature of 49 0 F for July and a
mean of' 42°F re ported a me811 of 49 0 J!' and a maximum of 68 0 F.
The high and low pressure systems which crossed the
Arctic during the summer were extremely slow moving and thus
the weather tended to be more consistent f'or longer periods
than can usually be expected. Both high and low pressure
systems were for the most part of' surprisingly large extent.
The high pressure systems in particular, with their long north
south axis, in some cases extended their influence from the
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southern coast of Ellesmere Island.
For considerable periods during July and August these
systems were centred over Hudson Bay or over Baffin Island
and northern Ungava. In addition to bringing persistent
warm southerly winds to the Arctic they gave exceptionally
good photographic weather which permitted the photographic
reconnaissance of Baffin Island to be completed earlier and
more satisfactorily than had been hoped. This contrasted
markedly with conditions in 1947 when such work had been
almost impossible. The low pressure systems also showed a
tendency to a north-south range of influence and drew their
circulation from well south in the continental interior.
This persistence of warm southerly winds not only gave
higher temperatures to speed the destruction of Arctic ice,
but tended to pack what ice sur·vi ved against the southern
shores of the Arctic Islands rather than on the northern
coasts. Ice bergs appear to have been fewer than usual and
would seem to have travelled more rapidly southwards through
the ice-free waters. The earliest reports of bergs in the
North Atlantic were received by the U.S. Hydrographic Office
almost two months earlier than usuaL
M.R. I<ontgomery
The work of the St. Roch during last summer.
H.A. Larsen

By Inspector

After spending the fall and winter outside I was floWn
back to the St. Roch, in winter quarters at Herschel Island,
by police aircraft, arriving on April 4. Trapping had been
very poor there and many of the natives had suffered from
influenza and very bad colds so the detachment left with
the ship had been kept busy assisting them with their
hunting, rendering medical attention, and fulfilling other
routine tasks. It was of course full winter when I returned
and the spring was very late in coming; even on July 1 we
could still travel across to the mainland by dog-team. On
July 3 however a very strong westerly gale with very high
water broke up the ice and drove it nearly out of sight. We
left for Tuk Tuk on July 23 arriving the following day having
seen very little ice on the way.
Our job for the summer was to assist the Hudson's Bay
Company in hauling cargo accumulated at Tuk Tuk. This con
sisted mainly of building materials for the new school and
hospital at Coppermine. The ice conditions were very good
and we managed to make three trips with full loads: two to
Coppermine and one to Read and Holman Islands, taking in the
H.B.C. supplies for those islands.
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A strong north-west wind had been blowing for several
days when we left Coppermine on August 29. On reaching Booth
Isl~nd we found Franklin Bay packed with ice and, owing to
thick fog, we became entangled for a few days. From Pullen
Island to Herschel Island the ice was very heavy and we had
to follow round Mackenzie Bay to get on the inside of the ice.
We managed to reach Herschel on September 5 and found the
ice packed right up to the island on the north and west as
far as we could see from the highest point. But on September
9 we managed to squeeze past the island and head west.
We got caught in the ice for two days off Demarcation
Point. A strong westerly gale was blowing at the time so
we were fortunate in finding, a large floe grounded in 9
fathoms to which we could make fast. After working ice all
the way we reached Point Barrow at midnight on September 12.
The ice was very heavy here so we continued close to shore
in the very shallow water inside the grounded pack, with not
even room to turn back had it been necessary. The residents
at Barrow turned on all lights which helped us considerably
in following the shoreline. Had we waited for daylight to
round Point Barrow we should probably have had a lot of
trouble 8S we ran into a strong north-westerly gale with
heavy rain, which obscured visibility, shortly after passing
Cape Smyth. From there the weather continued bad with
violent snow squalls all the way to Dutch Harbour though
there was very little ice. On September 23 we anchored
south of the spit at Point Hope for three days. The natives
there could not even get aboard for Ii visit as we were nearly
rolling our rails under. Fortunately the weather cleared for
a time passing through Bering Strait. Leaving Dutch Harbour
on september 28 we passed to the south of Kodiak Island,
through Cross Sound and south through the inside passage,
anchoring at Vancouver on October 18. On this passage the
weather was the dirtiest, I think, we have met so far.
Trichinosis in animals of the Northwest Territories
In the account of the second summer's work of the
Queen's University Expedition to Southampton Island (Circular
Vol. 1, No.7, p. 81) it was reported that the results of
skin-testing of Eskimo had suggested trichinosis. The
January number of the Canadian Journal of Public Health in
cludes a note on "Trichinosis in Animals of the Northest
Territories" (p.20) by the members of the Queen's University
Expedition and Dr. E. Kuitunen-Ekbaum giving the results of
the examinations of the tissues of a number of walrus, white
whale, polar bear, square flipper, jar and harp seals. Two
of the three polar bear were found to be infected, but none
of the 7 walrus, 9 whales and 6 seals. The note also con
tains a summary of other work on trichinosis in the arctic,
showing that in addition to polar bears Trichinella have
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been found in sledge dogs and a square flipper seal in Green
land, and in two arctic faxes kept in the London Zoological
Gardens. Trichinosis is the probable cause of a number of
epidemics in the north one of which has been attributed to
typhoid.
The note concludes; "The fact that Trichinella in
fection has been demonstrated in the bear should be known
to parties travelling or at work in the north and the
danger of eating inadequately cooked polar-bear meat
realized. For the Eskimo i t constitutes a real problem.
He has to eat what is at hand, and if he is in a hurry or
if fuel is in short supply, he will eat it raw. The results
of this combination of necessity and h9.bit were distressingly
evident during our work in 1948, and there is no easy
solution, for though he will change his habits on advice,
advice will not change his occasional necessity."
The Northwest Territories and Yukon Radio Telegraph System
The Northwest Territories and Yukon Hadio Telegraph
System, which is operated by the Royal Canadian Corps of
Signals, has completed twenty-five years of running wireless
communicatiDns for the Canadian nDrthwest. The first two
statiDns of the System were established in 1923: at Dawson
and at llCayo Lar,ding. TD-day there are 23 statiDns which
provide northern regions with radio telegraph communications
and 5 radiD statiDns which brDadcast programmes similar to
those heard in any p8.rt Df Canad8.. There is 8.n edditi onal
R.C.C.S. broadcast station at Churchill.
The choice Df Dawson 8.nd ITaYD as the first two
stations w&s to provide an "ou·~let" for the important silver
mining activities at Mayo to the land line which already ex
isted from Dawson to Hazelton, B.C. The service between
theSe two stations wes so successful th&t in 1924 the Depart
ment of National Defe~ce agreed to establish a chein of
st at iDns alDng the l'ackenz ie River route wh ich included
Akla vik, Fort Simps on, EdmDnt on Qnd FDrt Smith. This ne t
work of permanent stations was graduQlly increased, largely
as a result of increased air activity in the north, until
1939 when a number of stations were closed down, thDugh many
of these were SUbsequently reopened during the war. In
addition to the permanent stations temporary stations he ve
been set up wherever there vms some special need as for the
1937 :nining explDratiDn in the regions of Lake At:-tabasca and
Great Slave Lake when stations were opened at Goldfields,
NoritD Bay and Viola Lake.

•

In addit~on to providing cOffilliunications for the
residents of the far nDrth, who are allowed to use the
facilities of the System through their own receiving and
transmitting sets, meteorological services are established
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at each station. The Meteorological Service in Toronto
receives synoptic weather reports twice daily and weather
reports are also provided for aircraft and ships on request.
As th'J System has connection vlith the telegraph companies it
can exchange traffic with any part of the world.
The value of the System for defence requiremeats was
shown c.uring the recent war when it was expanded to assist
with communications for such major operations as the Canol
pipeliLe, the Alaska Highway and airfield developments.
DUl'ing the period of defence projects the following stations
were placed in service: Norman Wells, Providence, Good Hope,
Wrigley, Embarras, Hay River and Port Radium. As a result of
this defence expansion the System has been left in a most
advantageous position for post-war work.
The following list gives the stations of the Northwest
7erritories and Yukon Radio Telegraph System with the dates
on whic~ they were opened.
Canadian Army Signals Stations
Dawson, Y~~., lS23
Mayo Landing, Y.T., 1923
Akluvik, N.W.T., 1924
Fort Simpson, N.V;.T., 1924
Edmonton, Alta., 1924
Fort Smith, N.W.T., 1925
Fort Resolution, H.\i.T., 1927
Fort Norrnan, N.W.T., 1930
Fort l\!clIIurray, Alta., 1933
Fort Ch~pe~yan, Alta., 1933
Whitehorse, Y.T., 1935
YellOWknife, N.W.T., 1937
Fort Providence, N.W.T., 1939,
Cl0S8d same year, reopened by
R.C.C.S, 1943

Brochet, Man., 1939, closed
same year, reopened 1948
Wrigley, N.W.T., 1942
Embarras, Alta., 1942
Hay Hiver, N. Vi. T., 1942
NormEln Wells, LW.T., 1943
Port Radium, N.W.T., Cameron
Bay, 1934-40, reopened

1944

Fort Good Hope, N.W.T., 1944
Snare River, N.W.T., 1946
Baker Lake, N."/.T., 1947
Fort Reliance, N.W.T., 1948

Canadian Arny Broadcast Stations
C
C
C
C
C
C

F Vi H

H 1c K
F Y T
F N
F HR
~:.,[

H "p

C

--

Whitehorse, Y.T. , 1946
Aklavik, N.Vf.T., 1948
Dawson, Y. T. , 1948
Norman Wells, N.W.T., 1948
Hay River, N.Vv.T., 1948
Fort Ch'JI'ch ill, Man.

Damage to the U.S.C.G.C. 'Eastwind'

•

In the early hours of January 19 the Tanker Gulfstrearn
ar.d the U.S.C.G.C. Eastwind were in collision sixty miles
south-'eaot of Barnegat on the New Jersey coast. The Eastwind.
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one of the Wind Class Icebreakers, took part last summer in
the supplying of weather stations in the Canadian Arctic.
(See Circular Vol. 1, No. 8, p. 90). The damage to the ship
was considerable and the casualties serious: eleven lives
were lost, rrsinly petty-officers, and twenty of the crew
were injured. At the time of the accident the Eastwind
was bound for Curtis Bay, Md., sailing from Boston. The
bow of the Gulfstream was badly damaged but there were no
casualties.
The Gulfstream, a comparatively new tanker of 10,000
tons, rammed the icebreaker just forward of 'midships in
thick fog. After the crash the Eastwind caught fire and
burned for 7 hotUs. The fire was finally brought under
control and the icebreaker, which by that time had a list
of more than 8-9 degrees to starboard, was towed to Staten
Island.
~fuen the order to abandon the Eastwind was given,
owing to fire hazard, Captain John A. Glynn and 46 of the
crew remained aboard. The injured sailors, mainly badly
scalded by steam from the damaged boilers, were transferred
to the freighter. Susanne, the first rescue vessel to arrive,
and taken back to hospital as soon as possible. With the
exception of the skeleton crew left aboard, the remainder
of the ship's complement of 160 officers and men was taken
to New York by the Junior, another rescue freighter.

The Eastwind, ,mich cost in the neighbourhood of
$10,000,000, is cork-lined to prevent sweating on Arctic
patrols. This lining seems to have proved a serious fire
hazard. Survivors believe that a short-circuit caused by
the collision set the cork lining on fire.
The cork smoke
cut off visibility throughout the ship and caused great
discomfort to the crew who were choking and gasping for"
breath in the acrid smoke.
Discussion on navigation in Polar regions
On 11 January 1949, a joint meeting of the Washington
Section of the Institute of Navigation and various Polar
Societies was held in the auditorium of the Department of
the Interior, to discuss navigation in Polar regions and
to hear about recent developments in those regions. The
Societies represented were the Arr£rican Polar Society, the
Arctic Institute of North America, and the Arctic Institute
of the Catholic University in Washington.

•

Lt.Comdr. Alton B. Moody, U.S.N.R., Chairman of the
Washington Section, Institute of Navigation, was in the
Chair and introduced the speakers. After a general paper
by Dr. Paul Siple on "Recent activity in the Polar regions"
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and an account of the wor·k of the Arctic Institute of North
Arn5rica by Dr. A.L. Washburn, the Chairm&n directed Qttention
to the main subject of the meeting - Polar navigation.
Commander T.D. Davies, U.S.N., remembered as Captain
of the HTruculent Turtle", '"hich flew from Perth, Australia,
to Columbus, Ohio, non-stop, establishing a long-distance
record, outlined the problems of Polar navigation. He
stressed failure of the kagnetic Compass, inadequate mapping,
extreme convergency of the meridians, and twilight conditions.
F/t K.R. Greenaway, Arctic Research, Defence Research
Board, who also represented the AI'ctic Circle, then discussed
the present status of Polar navigation. In general, F/L
Greenaway described what was beint; done to overcome the
problems mentioned by Comdr. Davies. He reviewed maps and
charts, stressed the importance of astronomical observa
tions, and explained the usc of search radar. On longrange Polar flights two and sometimes three n& vigators ha va
been used. F/L Greenaway sugGested two approaches to over
come the difficulties and reduce the man-pm'ler requir'ement:
the first, to provide the navigator with better in-flight
facilities and equipment; the second, to provide. the navi
gator with better training, standardized techniques and
procedures. F/L Greenaway then reviewed Canadian efforts
to improve high latitude navigation. These included
nrvigation training in the HCAl", resec.,rch cmd development
of in-flight instruments end the improvement of maps and
charts.
Captain P.V.H. Vie ems , U.S.N. (Ret.), then read a paper
on "The Fut ure of Pole,r Nil vigati on", prepared by Comdr'. ',:. J •
Catlett, U.S.N., Military '/"ir Tr'cnsport Service. This pc.per
assumed that all the difficulties mentioned by the previous
speakers had been overcomt'. The theme W[,S an imagin"ry
fl ight us ing a strat ocruise r, travelling c. t supe rsonic spee d,
end controlled by automc.tic methods.
At the close of the meeting it wes recommended that
c. joint meeting of the various Polc.r societies in the
',iQshington area be he ld on 6 April 1949, the fortieth
anniversary of the attainment of the North Pole by h~~irQl
PerIy. The topic for this meeting was suggested QS "The
WGGther of the Poler Regions".
Operation Ostan
Early this year news was received from Igloolik that
Father Ostan, a Roman Catholic missionary, had been bitten
by a mad dog. Since Dr. Plummer's recent work has shown
that rabies is present in the Canadian Arctic (see Circular
VoL 1, No.4, p. 37) no risks can be taken. I t was there
fore decided that serum must be sent in to the priest. As
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there is no landing strip at Igloolik the Air Search and
Resc ue Coordinati on Centre at 'Jinnipeg arranged to hEi ve the
serum dropped by parachute. An R.C.A.F. plane, carrying the
serum, left viinnipeg for Churchill on January 9, where it
remained overnight, and proceeded to Igloolik the following
day flying over Coral Harbour. The drop was made success
fully and the plane refuelled at Coral Har'bour on thE rEturn
flight to Churchill, afterwar'ds continuing to VlinnipEg. The
pilot was F/L T. voinslow and Sgt. \,.B. Fairbairn supervised
thE dropping of the parachute with thE sErum, syringe, in
structions for their use, and othEr mEdical supplies.
Geography Summer School
McGill University is planning to hold a third Geography
Swmoor School at Stanstead CollEgE, Quebec, from July 4 to
August 13. The School, which is undEr thE dirEction of
Professor G.H.T. KimblE, will include a graduate course on
Polar Problems giVEn by ~[r. P.D. Baird, Drs. Dugal, Siple
and Stefansson, and Sir Hubert \iilkins and an undergraduate
course on The Geography of thE Arctic by Mr. P.D. Baird.
The Canc,dian Geographical Society is awarding two scholar
ships for this course on the basis of professional record
and financial neEd.
The Polar Hecord
We have now received another exchange numbEr of the
Polar Record, published December 1948. For convenience of
members who may wish to borrow this number from the Editor
the articles are listed:
Lady Kennet - an apprEciation. By Frenk Debenham
The position of thE Magnetic Poles. By Sir Harold
Spencer JonEs
The economic resources of Labrador
Aviation in Arctic North Nuerica and Greenland. By
Tre vor Lloyd
Cryolite and the mine at Ivigtut, West Greenland.
By J .G. Elbo
Edward Augustus Inglefield, 1820-94. By F.J. Uoodward
Expeditions: notes on recent expeditions
The 'Beaver' for March 1945
The Library of the Lands and Development Services of
the DepartmEnt of Mines and Resources find that their set
of the BEaVEr is missing the copy for March 1945. If any
member' should have a copy of this numbEr, which is out of
print, and would part with it the Library would be most
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grateful as it would complete the set for binding.
telephone number is 9.5087.

Their

Future Meetings
At the meeting of the Arctic Circle on Thursday March
10 Comdr. David C. Nutt will show a film "The Antarctic in
colour" .
On Thursday l,;arch 24 there ,/ill be a joint meeting of
the Arctic Circle and the Canadian Geographical Society in
the National Museum at 8.30 p.m. Captain Ejnar Mikkelsen
will read a paper on "East Greenland: past and present".
At the Annual General Meeting of the Canadian Geo
graphical Society on Friday February 25 at 8.30 p.m. in
the National Museum, Mr. Bradford '-',-ashburn will speak on
the "Conquest of Hount V:cKinley", illustrating his talk with
a colour film and slides. This meetins is open to the
public.
Edit or ial Not e
The Editor would welcome contributions from those who
are at present in the Arctic or have information about work
in the AI-ctic. All material for the Circular should be sent
to:
Mrs. Graham TImvley,
Editor Arctic Circular,
411 Echo Drive,
Ottawa
CORRESPONDENCE
Migrat i on of th e Cari bou
In a letter to the Secretary dated January 4, Mrs.
J.J. 1i'iood m-ites from Oxford House, "the migration of the
barren-ground caribou now is passing here on its way south.
According to local natives they turn back north again some
place between here and Island. Lake."
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Tho eleventh )')getb~ 01' "the J'.::.'c'cic Circle was held in the
1st. C01'pS ~i:roups R.C,A.S.C. MeSf; at 278 Sparks Street on
Thursday Februc'{)'y lO~ rrhe PJ 1;:1, 3 id.'3ut .' Nt'. A.Eo Porsild" was
in the Chair aild int!'oduced t!le s·pt:.:aker, M.co. P.,D. Baird,
Direc~ol' of th8 Ivlo:l.t:ree-l Office of "She .Al'Ctic Institute of
Nortr, Lld3:r' ica, who sho\'ltlcl c:. kec'S Ch1'0':1e film of Pro j ect Snow
Corni ce, kin'Uy lean" 0. by Mr \'f •.A. Wood.
The foll owing brie f
account of the work of this :?roject gives the main points of
Mr. Baird's CO"llHentary to the film,
0

P~'cjec\; 8llO'" r:o:-:licc, car:-ied out by the Arctic Institute
of North jilllp.:cice. ~. E,b~b surrJJ:',e:~, was e8sentially an e:lq)eriment and
part of' c.\. :'oa;;s:r pr06rfJ71I1:e of intensive research work in the
~."...... ....:.!
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'::'U .. Fl'
.'~ las .r-;.G..1:.ge,
an 0. l't oS \.llS
rl b u t ary th e
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"'h~'
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'.'0'
"r .. ,IT"
V','ood , Dl'rector of
Ma
.. 'asn'nn
.L • .1.:'-- .Ct ('la"~;-l'
".
,_,~"",.
~
~..::'
.1.'~
.• '..... .1
v.c...::, :~',
~y • .l".".
the Ins-L~. <;,\~:~·,cls I~e'li:Yo:!~k: C)ffi'.;G J Ci.:.ld F'l'ofecsor R.Po Sharp,
Califol"Ilia I:,sti~G;''':e 01 'l'echn0.L()::;y, we.s resp0218i ble for the
glae io=_ OgiG8 j E.:l,·~ (;801og:''cc.. l ::;JrLt;r2"'nmGS
.J.

tI

The abj8c·t- ~r ':~G :\~0jec~ :~C!G to establish a semi
permar:cnt ~"'S.r3::\:J."::'~.LL ,:",i:,e:..tJ.o:::" C,L! t~lG 38vv:'.rc Iue Fi.e.ld, to initiate
a long·~ran3c ~:~'_G...J: ():_cg.ical -pr0g:·t'.. ,1;.f... 2 and to acquire information
on the r.lste ~;rc_:_OE~r (;·'_~-_.:i ':)~-():OLY C'".c' ,,~~c: r:;gJ. an
t;

Owing to the iIlaeces,l:ble nature of the Seward Ice Field
all transpcrt WtioS :r1ann(jd by s.i:r. '1'l,e 21 persons working on
the projer;t 'l::'f'eo:;:tlsu a·~ Y'lkut"lb, j,liJ8ka, le.te in June 1948
and madE' th85:r base h6aoQuarters· nt tb~c airp()rt. One of the
problems h~~d be-en to design equiF:l3I.t i':JT t9.king off on a
hard runway ,"r,r~~ l'-"nding on snow, ':'he cOlubina. tion ski-whee 1
produce,l for ~'j>e Institute's j':~orse!'lan, the only plane used
througllou-i; the projeot, funct~oned but was not considered
al togethf;;0 :3,1."ti sfac';;c,,'y,
On ~~Ll:"lO 30 thG 1;0rse;!lclD. took off fro:n Yakutat and flew
tho 55 !:l:U~e8 to the Seward Ice Fiel.d l&:lcing safely at 5700
feet. The" first pc.rty found U S8.~,;i8.L'Q.ctorysite for the re
search s"L1.,tio;l on c. ::ocky ;c1)~~lE1ta~ lwnea th Monnt Vancouver J

/
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where a Jamesway hut, 16 x 24 feet in floor area, was subse
quently set up and remains for work in other years. During
the season approximately 4 tons of supplies were taken in,
more than half being parachuted or free-dropped from the plane,
with less th~n 5 per cent. damage in the free-dropping.
Owing to delays in starting and an accident to the Norse
man, which over-turned on the ice field, not as much time was
available for research as had been hoped. During the nonths
of July and August glaciological and other research work was
carried out. Borings were made in the firn by electrically
heated hot points reaching a depth of 204 feet and the tempera
ture in mid-July was found to be oOe at all levels. The amount
of melt-water circulating in the firn, which appeared to be
saturated at 65 feet, was surprising. Provided .that two dirt
layers in the ice field do in fact mark the summers of 1946
and 1947 the excess of accumulation over ablation for 1946-7
was 17.5 - 17.9 ins. of water. Attempts to measure the depth
of ice in a valley glacier by radar appeared promising.
Meteorological records were kept throughout the time the
party were on the glacier. The summer temperature was found
to be higher than expected for the 6000-foot altitude. At
the research station the mean maximum temperature for July
was 50 0 F and the mean minimum 32 o F.
It is hoped that these studies of the Seward Ice Field,
which are the first fundamental studies of ice fields and the
upper reaches of glaciers in North America, may in SUbsequent
years add considerably to our knowledge of Alaskan glacier
regimes.
Expedition to the new islands in Foxe Basin
The Geographical Bureau of the Department of Mines and
Resources is planning to send a party to investigate the islands
which lie in the northeast of Foxe Basin. Two of these islands,
one of which is over 80 miles long, were discovered only last
summer by an R.e.A.F. photographic plane.
The party will be led by Mr. T.R. Manning, who will make
a special study of the vertebrate fauna. He will be accompanied
by two other geographers, a botanist, a geologist and a cook.
To transport the party a 45-foot Feterhead boat with a l2!-foot
beam is being built at Upper LaRave, Nova Scotia. It will be
powered with a 64-h.p. diesel motor, and equipped with radio
and depth recorder. The boat will be shipped by rail from
Nova Scotia to Moosonee. During June and early July, the party
will work on the islands and coasts of James Bay. By mid-July
ice conditions should permit a start up the cast coast of
Hudson Bay.
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Firth River Gold.

By C.S. Lord

Late in 1947 reports that placer gold had been "discovered"
that summer on the Firth River, Yukon, attracted widespread
attention. This river, entering the Arctic Ocean near Herschel
Island, lies in a little known area and few data were readily
available to combat what were probably, in part, over-coloured
accounts. Thus, by mid-winter, predictions of a 1948 gold
rush to the area, from such points as Fairbanks, Dawson, Fort
Nelson, and Aklavik, began to appear in the less responsible
press. Although no such rush materialized the area did see
a little activity as recorded below.
Contrary to some recent reports, the gold placers of
Firth River have been known for many years, probably since
1899 when whaling crews are reported (4) to have panned the
river bars. The deposits were examined about 1930 by a pros
pecting organization known as Dominion Explorers. Rumours that
gold had been found in quartz veins led others, including R.W.
Sandy of Fort Nelson and E.M. Maxwell of Yellowknife, to visit
the area in 1947. Early in 1948 A.A. Gillespie (1) reported
prospectors en route to Firth River. The district has not
been examined by the Geological Survey of Canada and many of
our inferences as to the geology of the placer area stem from
exterpolations of data gathered by the United States Geological
Survey (2) during the study of the Alaska-Yukon boundary, 10
to 25 miles to the west. The river and adjacent territory have
been photographed from the air.
Brief accounts of the 1947 season have been published
They are
supplemented by the foll~ving notes, based mainly on a con
versation with N.S. Edgar, a mining engineer of Yellowknife
who, with two companions, visited Firth River during the summer
of 1948.

(3, 4) and these will not be summarized here.

About seven white men and twelve Eskimo entered the
district last summer. The natives have recovered a little
gold there annually for a number of years. Nearly all gold
has come from a point on Firth River about 40 miles from its
mouth. Mr. Edgar's party travelled by schooner from Aklavik
to the R.C.M.P. post on Herschel Island. Light aircraft (Waco
and similar types) are available for charter at Aklavik and
one of these, operating on Wheels, moved the party from Herschel
Island to a gravel bar about 40 miles up Firth River. No nearby
lakes suitable for pontoon equipped aircraft are known. The
coastal plain is devoid of timber and estimated to be about 15
miles wide; inland from this, inclUding the placer gold district,
are unglaciated mountains rising to heights of 5,000 feet or
more. Walking from the coast would be difficult because of
"niggerheads". The ri ver is not navigable and, after le aving
the aircraft, the party resorted to back-packing as the only
practicable means of transport. Pack dogs might be used
provided food is available. An alternative route of access

I
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is by the valley of Malcolm River, 10 miles to the west, and
thence through a low pass to Firth River.
Timber is sparse
but sufficient for a few cabins, sluice boxes, and fuel. Game
was scarce (only two caribou killed), weather severe (snow
blizzard in hUg~st), and air service unreliable.
A shallow mantle of grQvel of 10 feet or so in thickness
forms broad benches resting on bedrock.
The river has cut
through the gravel and bedrock to form a gorge as much as 80
feet deep. The rocks ar8 mainly steeply dipping black slates
and limestone without Quartz veins. Neither granitic nor
volcanic rocks were seen, either in place or in gravels. Only
a little gravel occurs in the river bed in the productive area,
and most of the placer gold recovered to date lay in natural
riffles of slate slabs that lie transverse to the stream flow.
Gold can be recovercd by removing and scraping these slabs.
No gold has besn found upstrea~ from the productive area.
Efforts to test (by panning) the high level gravels that
flank the ri yer gorge were found to be slow and tedious
because no water was available there and each sample of gravel
had to be carried Gown to the river, in the bottom of the gorge.
Bench gravels along Firth River have been reported (4) to con
tain gold but, as far as known, no systematic sampling has been
done and their everage gold content ~s unknown.
References:
(l)

Gillespie, A.A.:
"The Firth River gold strike"; Western
W;iner, vol. 21, No. ~, May 1948; p. 78.

(2)

Mac.dren, A.G.:
"Geologic Investigations along the Canada
AlaSKa Boundary"; U.S.G.S., Bull. 520 (1912).

(3)

Maxwell, E.M.;
"Eskimo gold stories start search for
Firth River lode deposits"; Northern Miner, 18
September 1947.

(I.,.)

Sandy, R.'i":
"Placer Gold on the Firth River - routes
to the area"; Western lI;iner, vol. 21, No.6, June
1948, pp. 85-8b.

(5 )

Surveys ~nd Mapping Bureau: Herschel (Aeronautical
Edition), Alaska-Yukon, 8 miles to 1 inch: Mines,
Forests, and Scientific Services Branch (1946).

Canadian Ionospheric Stations-

By J.S, Meek

Canadian radio conm,unications circuits Qre affected by
fading of sicnals and extEmded periods of loss of long distance
communications more i'reori.ently, and to a much greater extent,
than more southerly cLrcuits. With the increased activity in
the Canadian north it is more important than ever before to
discover the reasons for the poor radio cUIT~unication, to
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predict its occurrence, and to find alternative methods of
radio cOIT~unication during such disturbed periods. In order
to do this a much more detailed knowledge of the ionospheric
variations in polar and auroral regions is reQuired.
In an attempt to fill in some of the gaps in this
knowledge it was decided that the eXisting network of six
ionospheric stations should be increased by the addition of
three more fixed stations and one mobile observatory.
(For
an earlier account of Canadian ionospheric stations and their
work see Circular Vol.l, 1948, No.1, p.]). The fixed stations,
Fort Chimo, Baker Lake and Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island, lie
within the northern auroral zone, while the mobile observatory
has operated along the Churchill-Portage la Prairie railway.
New Fixed Stations
The three new fixed stations were set up by the Department
of Transport Radio Division and by January 1949 all were in
regular operation using eQuipment built by the Defence Research
Board Radio propagation Laboratory. New automatic recording
equipment is being provided for the new stations and the first
was set up and put into operation at, Baker Lake during February.
The Fmt Chimo station is situated neaT- the H.B.C. post,
down the river from Ciimo Air Base. There is some heavy radio
eQuipment still to be transported to complete the installation.
The Baker Lake station is about one half mile to the east
of the settlement.
In addition to the regular ionospheric
eQuipment a high-power radio transmitter is being set up in
a hut by itself, about half a mile east of the main station,
where it will cause a minimum of interference to local radio
reception.
The R.C.A.F. has assisted in handling eQuiprr.ent
which was not taken in by ship during the summer.
The Resolute Bay station has been set up at some distance
from the main camp to eliminate mutual radio interference. It
is the most rsmote of the stations and the most difficult to
supply. It is hoped that the remainder of the ionospheric
eQuipment will be flown in shortly by the R.C.A.F.
Mobile laboratory
In the summer of 1948 the DRB Radio Propagation Laboratory
took over a standard CNR Sleeping car for use as a mobile
ionospheric laboratory. The car was stripped and rebuilt to
DRB specifications and now inc~udes sleeping and living accom
modation as well as working space. The following eQuipment was
provided by the RPL:
Ionospheric vertical-incidence eQuipment;
standard loran receiver; auroral light-int0nsity recorder;
magnetic recorders for two components of the earth's field;
signal strength recorder; and 0 500-~dtt communicGtions trans
mi tter.
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On completion the laboratory was moved out west and
regular ionospheric, magnetic and auroral observations have
been made for a week at a time at the following places;
Portage 1£1 Prairie
(llhe Pus

Wabowden
Pikwitone i
Gillam
Herchmer
Churchill

9So3W.
lOlo2W.
9S o 7W.
97°2W.
94°2W.
94 0 2W.
94°2W.

'~'h'3 mobile laboratory will continue to operate back and
fOT'ch nlcEG the above series of places until a complete year I s
data h~s been collected.

SinGGLhese places extend from the souther!1 part of
central Ce.nada to the region 01' maximum auroral occurrence
(ChurcU.'.J.) it is expected that definite information will be
obtcined OQ the contribution of the ~uroral zone to the
attc~lUo"LiJil cf' radio wa'!es passing through and near it, both
ot,ri ng ;lOr'rc,"l nnd u.uring ionospherico.lly disturbed per iods.
The

fixed

:foc.l()~lir;g

ionos1'her~_c

PGrSOnlle.'.

b.C

C1O'(lG Ri'Je,:C'
h~B-.

is a list of personnel Qt the northern

stations:

norths:::-n ione,spheric stutiol1.'3..L 1948-9
">OoSH.

?,Teii-

FL F ~ l\ll(;~. ~'1LilU.s
S ~H ~ I-i·ttisll2.n
C.D. F(;Ken:~ie

bSoeW.

Fort .Qh.imo

tT

,l.~

3i~.lpSC:l

G,L, ."ulger

-r,

~.
Carr 01'
uQ}... d" :1entley
E.V1~ V';est

R.ne C;JT-cis
N" Ye.ku1)oVfi -seh

G.. E .. Salter
J .iL Kempt on
IvLA~ RUlmar
F.G. Ruddick
A.W, BoJ.ton
R _R.

Pl'l W!J

6S03W.

J .E.C. Leggatt e
D.R. Naismith
D. Torraville
D.Fraser

Resolute Bay
E ,,1:, ,(3-;:;e ve ~1S

5S o 2N.

7S o 0N.

96°2W.

D. Bower
P.R. Vfhnrton
L. W. Colpitt s
V.J. Carmichnel
E.B. Leaver (will JOln staff
soon)
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Poliomyelitis in Keewatin District
Last fall Dr. J.P. Moody, medical superintendent of
Indian and Eskimo Health Services at Chesterfield Inlet, heard
that there had been severe sickness among the Eskimo in the
area around Eskimo Point. Travelling by dog-team from Chester
field he found evidence of two separate causes, one was food
poisoning probably from a tainted caribou, but the other
appeared to be a disease related to polionyelitis which left
some of its victims SUffering from paralysis. There had been
five deaths at Tavani and two at Padlei but it was not possible
to determine the cause in each case.
On February 24 and 25 Dr. Moody reported that a very
serious epidemic had broken out at Chesterfield. Accordingly
the Minister of National Health and Welfare, Mr. paul Martin,
announced on February 25 that an area extending 200 miles in
land from Chesterfield Inlet and the same distance south to
Eskimo Point was in Quarantine. Owing to the few means of
comnunication it is extremely difficult to make such an order
effective but police instructed the inhabitants not to leave
the area and the warning was passed round the north by radio.
The major problems are to prevent the disease spreading north
to Melville Peninsula and the Eskimo popUlation in Baffin
Isl&nd, and northwest to tho Netsiliks and the Coronation
Gulf tribes.
To assist Dr. Moody a team of five doctors: Dr. J.D.
Adamson, professor of medicine, and Dr. J.C. Wilt, assistant
professor of pathology, at the University of Manitoba; Major
Smiley; Dr. W.J. Wood, regional superintendent of Indian Health
Services in Winnipeg and Dr. A.F.V!. Peart, Chief of the Division
of Epidemology in Ottawa, were flown to Chesterfield together
with supplies and eQuipment, arriving on March 2.
Medical work at Chesterfield established that the disease
was anterior poliomyelitis. Specimens of blood and spinal
fluid have been brought back to Ottawa for further research.
The epidemic appears to be now under control but according to
the most recent figures available there have been over 60
cases, 28 with paralysis, and 13 deaths in an Eskimo population
of about 300. Thirteen of the more seriously paralysed natives
have been brought out to hospital in Vlinnipeg, fifteen are being
treated in the Catholic mission hospital at Chesterfield Inlet.
The worst features of the epidemic are the comparative
lack of resistance to the disease among the Eskimo and the
difficult struggle for existence faced by a native who is
left partially paralysed.
As very little is known of the ways in which poliomyelitis
is transmitted it is possible that a study of this outbreak will
produce new evidence of value in combating the disease. It is
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usually considered a warm weather disease and its occurrence
in mid-winter in the arctic is surprising. The suggestion
has been mads that an Eskimo carried the disease from Churchill
to Eskimo Point and that a white missionary, who did not catch
the disease, acted as carrier to the Chesterfield Inlet area,
but this requires substantiation.
In addition to the epidemics described above, a number
of deaths among Eskimo in Cresswell Bay, North Somerset Island,
have been reported, but the cause is at present obscure. It
is hoped to publish an account of this when more information
is a vai la ble •
Commercial Fishery, Great Slave Lake
Winter 1947-8
The season opened officially on December 1 but no nets
were set until December 5 owing to transportation conditions
on the Grimshaw-Hay River Road and late freezing of the ice
on Great Slave Lake. The limit for the winter season had been
set at 1,000,000 lbs. dressed weight of whitefish and trout
plus a carry-over of about 600,000 lbs. from the previous
summer, but only 913,000 lbs. of whitefish and 172,000 lbs.
of trout were in fact taken. In addition about 100,000 lbs.
of inconnu were caught. Rather over half of the fish were
shipped fresh, the rest frozen. As the weather continued cold
the closing date of the season was extended for ten days from
March 15 to Mu::ch 25. Ape.rt from a poor first month due mostly
to lack of knowledge of the lake, the season was considered
good, the best fishing being found 12 to 15 miles offshore from
the mouth of Hay River.
In addition to a number of groups of fishermen, four
fishing companies operated: W.R. Menzies of Edmonton, Western
Fisheries of Vancouver, F.M. Clarke of Meadow Lake, Saskatchewan,
and Alaska Fisheries of Edmonton. For a short period in the
early part of the season trucks were used for hauling the fish
on the lake but the snow soon became too deep. Half-tracks
were employed extensively throughout the season and snowmobiles
were found to be very successful. Dog-teams and an Anson air
craft were also employed.
Summer 1948
Two separate commercial fishing operations were carried
out at Great Slave Lake in the summer of 1948, one at Gros Cap
and the other at Hay River. Though the season opened officially
on June 15 the first lift at Gros Cap was not till June 23 while
at Hay River operations were delayed until August 27 as the
Grimshaw-Hay River Road was not passable till then. The
season closed on September 15. Of the limit for trout and
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whitefish of 2,500,000 lbs. dressed weight, nearly 1,950,000
lbs. were taken leaving a carry-over of some 550,000 lbs. for
the winter season. 1,140,000 lbs. were trout and 810,000
lbs. whitefish while 66,000 lbs. of inconnu and 3,700 lbs.
of pickerel were also caught. At Gros Cap the McInnes Products
Corporation obtained about 1,086,000 lbs. of trout and 703,000
lbs. of whitefish; this was rather less than the previous year
probably owing to stormy weather. At Hay River the W.R. Menzies
Fish Company obtained 52,000 lbs. of trout and 105,000 lbs. of
whitefish. The effect of the completion of the Grimshaw-Hay
River Road will probably be to increase commercial fishing in
the Hay River area.
Operation Moore
Early on January 21 it was reported that an R.C.A.F.
Dakota aircraft, piloted by F/L K.O. Moore, was overdue at
Churchill on return from a mercy flight to Arctic Bay where
two sick men, Mr. Harold Dunne, a Department of Transport radio
operator and Akoolimik, an Eskimo, had been taken aboard. The
aircraft, which had left Coral Harbour at 1838 hours bound for
Churchill, sent S.O.S. signals from 0220 until 0235 hours when
transmitting ceased. During the last hour-and-a-half of its
flight, bearings on the aircraft were obtained from Churchill
and Chesterfield. At this time the temperature was -32 0 F. and
the wind was approximately 40 m.p.h.
At 0930 hours a very weak signal from the missin~ Dakota
was picked up at Churchill and the aircraft was called and an
acknowledgement received before the signals faded.
Churchill
then instructed the aircraft to operate its "Gibson Girl", a
hand operated emergency transmitter on 500 Kcs. International
Distress Frequency, and a Dakota piloted by F/L WinslGv, which
had arrived at Chur'chill to take part in the search, set out
to home on this signal. At 1236 hours the missing aircraft
was sighted at 5S o 28N. 92 0 18W. on the ice of Hudson Bay 67
miles from Churchill and 27 miles from the nearest land, and
a tent, stoves and rations were free-dropped.
Awide lead
of water was seen between the aircraft and the shore. F/L
Keene, piloting a ski-equipped Norseman, then took off from
Churchill and surveyed the area but a lending did not appear
possible within ten miles of the stranded aircraft. Further
supplies were also dropped by another seurch Dakbta piloted
by F/L Hall and carrying F/L Maitland who had beon designated
Search Master.
Five methods of rescuing the personnel were considered:
by ski-eqUipped Beaver aircraft, by snatch glider, by helicopter,
by amphibious vehicle and by dog-team. The first two seemed
the most practicable, and preliminary arrangements were made.
In the meantime however a further reconnaissance was made by
F/L Keene accompanied by Mr. Gunnar Ingebrigtson, the civilian
Arctic Wings pilot, in the Norseman.
It was decided that a
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landing close to the stranded Dakota was possible.
At 1245 on January 22 a landing was made and four of
the men were evacuated safely to Churchill. The Norseman
returned at 1635 and took off the remaining eight. On both
occasions a Dakota circled the rescue scene Gnd reported the
proceedings directly to Churchill and Winnipeg.
A subsequent reconnaissance on February 6 failed to
find any trace of the stranded Dakota which presumably had
disappeared through the rotten ice.
The French Arctic Research Expedition to Greenland, 1948
The French Arctic Research Expedition to Greenland
returned last October after a successful preliminary summer.
The main expedition, which intends to make a detailed scientific
study of the Greenland Ice Cap, will leave France in 1949.
Monsieur Paul-Emile Victor, the leader and organizer, has been
granted funds by the French Ministry of National Education for
this Arctic EAlledition as well as for an Antarctic expedition
to Adelie Land. The research prograrumes for both expeditions
are planned by a Scientific Commission headed by M. Charles
Maurain.
The main purpose of the preliminary expedition was to
save valuable time in 1949 by taking all the heavy equipment
up on to the Ice Cap and in addition to enable some of the
members to gain experience and to initiate their research
studies.
Sailing in the Norwegian vessel Force, the expedition
left Rouen for West Greenland on May 14 stopping at Edinburgh,
Godthaab, Godhavn and Jakobshavn. On June 1 the Force anchored
opposite Disko Island in a fjord practicall free from sea ice
at the foot of the Ege Glacier (69 0 46N., 50l5W.). The choice
of this place, where the Swiss Expedition under de Quervain
had landed in 1912, was based on preliminary reconnaissance by
Eskimo, Danish information on ice conditions, and the short
direct distance of six miles to the Ice Cap.

t

A landing place for the hea~J equipment, some 90 tons
in all, was found 2 kIDs. away and the cargo was put ashore with
Greenland help from June 3 to 8, with the loss of one weasel.
The supplies included seven remaining weascls, 14 duraluminum
sleds to be towed by the weasels, 3 trailers on sleds, measuring
12 x 6 x 5 feet, to be used as laboratories, 5000 gallons of
gasoline, tents, wire cables winches, and food in adQition to
scientific instruments.

•

Owing to lack of snow thc route followed by de Quervain
to the Ice Cap was impracti(\able for weesels which are the
main :furm o:f 't;l'anfrrO.L'tAt,ion, anr] the expedit.ion hau to
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reconnoitre a new way. A permanent coast camp, Camp 1, was
set up on a platform about 150 feet above sea level and equip
ment was moved there largely by winch. Between Camp 1 and
Camp II, at the foot of a high cliff, a six-mile trail was
built over difficult ground. On June 20 this trail was in
use and supplies were dumped at Camp II ready for lifting up
the cliff. This lift was made by a cable car, specially
designed in Fr°ance, which carried a load of 1000 to 1500 Ibs.
on each trip, and ultimately lifted 43 tons up 700 feet. After
establishing Camp II the weather, which had been excellent,
deteriorated and large numbers of mosquitoes also hampered
work.
The four-mile trail from Camp II to Camp IlIon the Ice
Cap proved more difficult but it was completed by July 13 and
the 43 tons of equipment needed on the Ice Cap was carried
to Camp III by July 25. Some reconnaissance on the Ice Cap
was attenpted but difficulties due to thaw led to a decision
to defer further penetration inland till 1949, when it is
hoped that an early start will be possible.
The Norwegian ship Brandal arrived on September 22 to
take the party off. ~fter stopping at Ata, Jakobshavn,
Godhavn, Sukkertoppen, Godthaab, Prins Christian Sund and
Edinburgh, the party reached Rouen on October 13 after only
five months' absence.
The scientific results of the preliminary expedition
will be printed in the publications of the French Polar Expe
ditions, and will be available at their office at 22 i,venue
de la Grande lJm8e, Paris.
Restoration of

l~undsen's

ship tGjoa' completed

In the Circular for January 1949 (Vol.II, lTo.l, p.14)
a short account was given of the restoration of i~undsen's ship
~joa, beached in the Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.
Mr.
ichard Finnie has now informed us that tllis restoration was
completed on March 8 when a new mast was fitted. At a small
ceremony five coins, three Norwegian are and two U.S. dimes,
were placed in the mast's base. Only the keel, the 13 h.p.
engines, winches and bilge pumps remain of the original 47-ton
vessel after the restoration, which finally cost $34,806, sub
scribed by the city and the Gjoa Foundation.
Editorial Note

•

The Editor would welcome contribution from those who
are at present in the l~ctic or have informatio~ about work in
the l~ctic. All material for the Circular should be sent to:
Mrs. Graham Rowley,
Editor iJctic Circular,
411 Echo Drive,
Ottawa

-
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Future Meetings
The next meeting of the Arctic Circle will be on April
14 not April 7 as announced in the Circular for January. Mr.
J.C. Wyatt, Department of Transport, will show a film entitled
"Construction problems in the Arctic".
It is expected that the fourteeenth meeting will be
held on May 12 •

•
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Twelfth Meeting of the Arctic Circle

The twelfth meeting of the Arctic Circle was held in thl
1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess at 278 Sparks Street on
Thursday March 10. The President, ~~. A.E. Porsild, was in
the Chair and introduced the speaker, Commander David C. Nutt,
U.S.N.R., of Dartmouth College Museum. Commander Nutt showed
a kodachrome film, "The Antarctic in Colour", wh ich he had
taken on the Second U.S. Navy Antarctic Development Project
in 1948. This expedition was in part a continuation of
Operation High-Jump in the previous year. The 1948 expe
dition was commanded by Commander G.L. Ketchum, U.S.N., and
consisted of the icebreakers U.S.S. Edisto, Commander E.C.
Folger, U.S.N., and U.S.S. Burton Island, Commander E.A.
MacDonald, U.S.N. Commander Nutt was aboard the Burton
Island for most of the trip. Between 15 December 1947, when
the ships reached the: Antarctic pack, and 23 February 1948,
when the Task Force left for home, they had travelled from
the region of the Shackleton Ice Shelf to the 1947 base of
Little America on the Ross Shelf Ice and thence eastward
to Marguerite Bay where they assisted the Finn Ronne
Expedition's ship Port of Beaumont to break out of the ice.
The helicopters which were carried by the icebreakers are
shown in Commander Nutt's film by many striking photographs.
They played a large part in the expedition in landing shore
parties at the so-called Antarctic Oasis reported on the
1947 expedition and at other points along the Antar·ctic
coast.
Special Meeting of the Arctic Circle

•

A Special Meeting of the Arctic Circle was held jointly
with the Canadian Geographical Society in the Lecture Hall of
the National Museum on Thursday March 24. Mr. J .A. iiilson
and Mr. A.E. Porsild presided and introduced the speaker,
Captain Ejnar Mikkelsen, the Danish explorer, who gave an
illustrated lecture on "Greenland past and present" •
Captain Mikkelsen's fir st vis it to the Arctic with
Amdrup in 1900 developed a lasting enthusiasm. He has since
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led a number of arcti c expediti ons, of wh ich the Alabama
Expedition of 1909 - 1912 to Northeast Greenland is perhaps
the best known. He later spent many years as Senior Danish
Representati ve in East Greenland. In his lecture Captain
Mikkelsen described the life of the East Greenlanders and their
transition from the Stone Age conditions which he observed on
his first visit in 1900 to the present level of their previously
more advanced countrymen on the West Coast.
Ice Confer<;nce
The first scientific meeting of the Section of Meteor
ology and Hydrology of the Associate Committee on Geodesy and
Geophysics of the National Research Council of Canada was
held on April 12 in the auditorium of the National Research
Council in Ottawa; Mr. Andrew Thomson, Chairman of the
Section, presided.
Three papers were reed on the meteorological and
climatic conditions prevailing in Canadian Eastern Arctic
waters during the winter. Professor F.K. Hare of McGill
University and Miss M.R. Montgomery of the Defence Research
Board presented a joint paper on ice and open water sllrfaces
as climatic influences in the Canadian Eastern Arctic.
Professor Hare dealt with the winter gulfs of warmth in
dicated by a study of the temperature charts for the months
October to l~y. These gulfs of warmth occur in Esffin Bay,
in Hudson Strait, and along the east coast of Hudson Bey in
ear-ly wint er. Miss Montgomery then g ave a summary of known
ice conditions throughout these areas with special reference
to the findings of the recent reconnaissance flights.
The third paper, given by Mr. F.E. Buroidge of the
Department Of, Transport Meteorological Service, dealt with
the modification of continental polar air over Hud.son Bay in
winter. From a study of the humidity charts he was able to
demonstrate that appreciable modification due to open water
surfaces is evident only during the early winter months.
The evidence brought forward by the se thr ee rape rs
suggests that, contrary to generally accepted opinion, the
central portion of Hudson Bay has an almost 100 per cent ic~
cover during the second half of the winter.

•

Following the reading of the se papers, short reports
on a W.E.E. (Winter Experimental Establishment) flight over
Hudson Bay and the Ice-Cake flight in 1943 were given by Mr.
Burbidge. Miss Montgomery gave a similar report of the Cariberg
flight in May 1943 and Mr. G. Merrill described the ice
reconnaissance of March 1949. A few slides of ice conditions
observed over Hudson Bay on the various flights were then
shown.

,
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Ice reconnaissance flights over Hudson Bay
On 8 March 1949 a Lancaster of 413 Photo Squadron left
Rockcliffe on an ice reconnaissance flight to Churchill. On
board as observers were Miss Margaret fuontgomery and Miss
Moira Dunbar of the Defence Research Board and Mr. Gordon
Merrill of McGill University., The captain of the aircraft
was Flo T. Shore. The flight was a continuation of the
programme begun in the winter of 1947-8, which included the
W.E.E. flight, Operation Ice-Cake and Operation Cariberg.
(Circular VoLI, No.6, p.60).
The aircraft flew overland from Rockcliffe to Great
Whale River and from there north over the Bay to Port Harrison.
At this point course was altered due west for Churchill.
Visibility was excellent for the entire time the plane was
over the Bay.
Observations showed that ice conditions in the centre
of Hudson Bay were similar to those noted the previous year.
A continuous ice-sheet extended across the entire surface
except for a shore lead about 8 miles off the west coast which
varied in width from about 1 to 11t miles in the vic inity of
the flight line. Smaller leads of varying widths and lengths
were seen throughout the flight, more in the western half of
the Bay than the eastern. Some of these were recently re
frozen and the new ice showed clearly as darker and smoother
patches among the older, snow-covered pack. Many of these
leads trended ~~v, thus running more or less parallel to
the line of the west coast shore lead. This was probably due
largely to the influence of the prevailing northwesterly
winds in this area. The wind direction also explains the
complete absence of open water off the east coast.
A network of pressure ridges, some of which were
estimated to be at least 20 feet high, criss-crossed the
ice in all directions. Some excellent photographs of these
ridges were taken at an alt itude of a bout 150 feet and
showed them to contain blocks of ice and sneNT some of which
were more than 5 feet across. No pressure ridges were seen
in the land-fast ice, which in spite of its smooth appearance
is known from ground experience to be often rough and hummocky.
In spite of the ridges the overall effect from 5000
feet was one of uniform smoothness, due to the cover of hard
wind-packed snow. A closer inspection showed this smoothness
to be deceptive, as the whole surface was rippled by sastrugi
facing the direction of the prevailing wind.

•

From the time the plane crossed the coast at Great
Vfuale Riv6r vertical photographs were taken at 10-minute
intervals. This was increqsed to oveclapping coverage in

I.
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the vicinity of the shore lead. In addition some oblique
photographs were taken with a hand-held K20camera. A similar
procedure vms followed on the return flight.
Owing to engine trouble the return flight from
Churchill to Rockcliffe was not made until N'l8.rch 17, when
Mr. Gordon Merrill was again an observer. Also on board
were Dr. M. de Quervain and 1IT. D.C. Pierce of the National
Research Counc n. The aircraft flew north towards Eskimo
Point, then southeast to Cape Henrietta Maria and from
there direct to Ottawa. Visibility was not very good, but
ice conditions observed were similar to those seen on the
pr evi ous f l ight •
Magnetic Observatories in the Canadian Arctic
One function of the Division of Terrestrial Magnetism
of the Dominion Observatory is to compile and construct all
magnetic maps of Canada. The accuracy of the information
shewn on magnetic maps depends on a knewledge of the long
continued changes in the earth's magnetic field so that
magnetic data may be brought up to date at any time. This
is of particular importance in northern Canada where the
change from year to year in the declination,or variation
of the compass, is quite rapid. For example, the annual
change in declination at Baker Lake is 9 minutes and at
River Clyde 25 minutes. What the change is within a radius
of 200 miles from the north magnetic pole is not known at
present.
The north magnetic pole has moved a distance of 200
miles from Boothia Peninsula to northern Prince of Wales
Island between 1904 and 1947. This would indicate that
the pole had travelled at an average rate of approximately
five miles per year.
It is not known whether or not the
pole has actually moved at a steady rate or has changed its
position suddenly at infrequent intervals. Probably the
best nay to determine this is by following its movements
in the future.
The only way to study both short and long term
changes in the earth I s magnetic fie Id in northern Canada and
thereby the movements of the north magnetic pole is by con
tinuous recording of the fluctuations at fixed magnetic
obseL~~ories. Vlith this end in view, two magnetic observa
tories have been established recently in the Canadian Arctic.
One observatory was established at Baker Lake in
December 19L7, and observations were continued at frequent
interval" by eye-reading methods. Electrical recording

•
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instrume nt s, designed and cons truc ted at the Dominion Observa
tory, were provided in 1948. A non-magnetic building was
laid down at the site but was not erected due to labour
shortage.
It is expected that construction will proceed
as soon as winter is over and in the meantime the instruments
are mounted in temporary housings. Mr. W.L.W. Bannaford is
in charge at Baker Lake.
The second magnetic observat0ry was established at
Resolute Bay during the summer of 1948 with Mr. J.F. Clark
in charge. A non-magnetic observatory building was erected
and recording instruments of the electrical type installed.
At both Baker Lake and Resolute Bay the magneticians
are quartered at the Ionosphere stations through the courtesy
of the Department of Transport. The arrangement has mutual
advantages since a knowledge of the changes in the earth's
magnetic field as recorded by the observatory instruments
adds to the interpretation of conditions in the ionosphere.
It is of interest to note tha t Mr. Clark has recently
increased our knowledge of the distribution of the magnetic
field in the Arctic by making magnetic measurements at Mould
Bay, Prince Patrick Island. These measurements verified the
location of the isomagnetic lines including the lines of
equal magnetic declination or variation of the compass which
had been constructed from data gathered in other parts of
the Arctic on OperationsPolco (see Circular VoLI, No.3,
p.20) and Magnetic (Circular Vol.I,No.7, p.79) and by sea
supply missions to weather stations.
R. Glenn Madill
The nutrition and health of the James Bay Indian
A study of the Canadian Bush Indian carried out by
Dr. P.E. 'Hoore and Dr. F.F. Tisdall in northern Manitoba in
1941, 43, and 44 shcmed evidence of marked malnutrition and
high susceptibility to many diseases, particularly tuberculosis.
To continue this work a group of doctors (Which inc 1 uded Dr.
Moore and Dr. Tisdall), anthropologists, and a dentist, u,nder
the Chairmanship of Dr. Percy Vivian, selected the James Bay
area for a further study because of easy accessibility.

•

The Cree Indians of the James Bay area are typical of
the Canadian Bush Indian and, except for the ~,:oose Factory
Band, the local bands are as unaffected by outside influences
as the most remote bands. Of the five local bands: Moose
Factory, Albany, Attawapiskat, Fort George and Rupert's House,
the Attawapiskat and the Rupert's House were chosen for
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detailed study as the economic status of the former was very
low while that of the latter \~s good. The study covered
both medical and sociological aspects and two anthropologists
spent approximately one year living with these bands: Dr.
J.J. Honigman with the Attawapiskat and Mr. A.J. Kerr with
the Rupert's House.
Medical and dental examinations of the Indians of
these two bands were carried out in August 1947 and a detailed
account is pUblished in the Canadian Medical Association
Journal for December 1948 (Vol.59, No.6, P.506-518). In all
728 Indians were examined; of these 278 were from the
Attawapiskat, and represented 60 per cent of the band, and
214 from the Rupert's House, representing 57 per cent, the
remainder being from the Albany and Moose Factory bands.
Chest X-rays were made of the 492 Indians from the Attawa
piskat and Rupert·s House bands only.
Briefly it was found that the high incidence of both
pulmonary and extra-pulmonary tuberculosis constitutes the
most serious medical problem. The incidence was higher in
the Attawapiskat band, in which 6.9 per cent of the persons
examined (inclUding 8 cases in sanatoria) have active
pulmonary tuberculosis. In a comparable white population
in Ontario X-ray evidence showed only 0.15 per cent giving
a ratio of 46:1. The Indians spend some 3 to 5 months during
spring and summer around the trading posts "where most out
breaks of disease occur". Sanitary conditions, always
deplorable, were found to be particularly bad around the
posts.
Very careful estiImtes were made of the food intake
from all sources over a period of one year. The total
calories in the case of the Rupert's House band was probably
adequate While that for the Attawapiskat was probably in
adequate for health. The intake of ascorbic acid and
cal cium appe ared inadequate. "HQWever, the average nutrient
figures tend to be misleading because of Imrked seasonal
variations in the food supply". The clinical evidence clearly
showed inadequate nutrition particularly in the 10-19 year-old
age group and in girls from earlier age groups. "Before the
institution of family allowances and relief, and in the
case of the Rupert's House band, the establishment of the
beaver conservation scheme by the HUdson's Bay Company,
records of actual starvation were encountered in both bands".
The incidence of dental caries and gingivitis was
high in both bands but V€ry much worse in the Rupert's House
than in the Attawapiskat.

•

The group concluded that "Comparison of the physical
condition of the two bands studied shows that raising the
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economic level will accomplish little without accompanying
health and nutrition programs". They recommended that the
provision of adequate local health and medical services was
the most immediate need. The new Indian Servic es hospital
at Moose Factory, when completed, would presumably be the
centre for this work. They also recommended that every effort
should be made to increase the use of locally available foods
and improve preservation of seasonal foods. Following this
the H.B.C. is installing a deep-freeze unit at Rupert's House
for the use of the Indians in that al'ea. It was suggested
that thiamine, riboflavin, niacin, vitamin D and calcium
should be added to the flour and that the practicability of
adding vitamin A to the lard and vitamin C to the powdered
milk should be investigated. The free distribution of
cod liver oil and vitaminized biscuits by the Indian
authorities was considered beneficial as was the sale of
iodized salt only in trading posts.
Recent lead stakes at Detention Harbour
Some eighteen years ago A.M. Berry, a western bush
pilot, and J. Hall, a Toronto mining engineer, landed at
Detention He.rbour, Coronation Gulf, on a flight for the North
ern Aerial Mining Exploration Company. There they found a
vein of galena which was not staked by them as the pri ce of
lead at the time could not carry high transportation charges.
Hall was killed a few years after this find and it was not
until March of this year that Berry, realizing the increase
in value of lead, interested Gateway Gold Ltd., an Edmonton
mining company, in this possible source.
That lead existed in the region of Detention Harbour
has been known since Franklin's journey there in 1821.
Travelling with two canoes, Franklin's party was detained
in this harbour by drifting ice from July 25-28. He describes
Detention Harbour, which he entered thinking it to be a narrow
passage between an island and the mainland, as "a secure
anchorage, being sheltered from the wind in every direction;
the bottom is sandy" ("A journey to the shores of the Polar
Sea", p.)69). On July 28 his party carried their canoes
across Galena Point, opposite Detention HIlI"bour. Franklin
continues, "Dr. Richardson discovered near the beach a small
vein of galena, traversing gneiss rocks, and the people
collected a quantity of i t in the hope of adding to our stock
of balls: but their endeavours to smelt it, were, as may be
supposed ineffectual" (p.:nO). J.J. O'Neill again mentions
small veins of galena in this area which he found when with
the Canadian Arctic Expedition of 191)-18 (Vol. IX, p.47a).

•

The vein staked by W~tt Berry early in March of this
ye ar appears to be much larger than anyth ing pre vi ously noted
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mId in the Korthern ~iner for April 7 is said to contain a
width of up to 4 feet of solid galena, The photograph of
this vein in the Northern Miner was presumably taken previously
as it shows open sea.
With George Midgley, a mining engineer, and two news
papermen, Berry le ft Edmont on by air on March 1 stopp ing at
Fort smith. Here they picked up Berry's own small Fairchild
plane and continued to Detention Harbour. After staking claims
in the area they loaded 500 Ibs. of ore and returned to Edmonton.
The ore has since been reported to assay at 83 per cent. which
Lnplies that the samples came from a vein of nearly pure galena.
The ore of the average lead mine assays 6 to 8 per cent. but
veins of pure galena are usually comparatively small. The
size of the Detention Harbour find has not been made known.
i f the deposit proves to be of sufficient extent for
working the problems of transportation vlill be considerable.
Ice conditions in the shallow Coronation Gulf limit navigation
to a very short and uncertain season. Presumably the are
would be stock-piled until a boat could get in and take it
out to the west, as the cost of transporting even pure galena
-8Y air would be prohibitive.

Tragedy on the coast of Cumberland Peninsula
At the beginning of August last year, the Norwegian
fi sh inC; ves sel Sveip of Bergen, wh ich had been fish ing of f
the Cumb3:::'land Iceninsula of Baffin Island, put into a cove
because of engine trOUble. Some of the crew took a trip
ashore, 8:1d there they discovered a hut made of stone. In
th is hut th ey found ten human ske le t.ons, pI' esuma bly Esk imo
as some of them were skeletons of children. The crew also
found cooking vessels, kettles, a rusty gun barrel, cartridges,
fishing implGments, buttons and some religious papers in the
Eskimo syllabic.
Th,-] ckeletons were not buried, therefore it was
prGsulTIGd that all the persons died at about the same time.
There was a low ring of stones arolmd the camp site of a size
suitable for a tent, but no trace of any tent was found.
Nearby were found caribou horns and animal and fish-waste.
The actual encampment where the tragedy occurred was at
Exeter SouEd, latitude 66°26N. and longitUde 62 0 15W.
Through the Canadian Legation in Oslo, various items
of' equipn;CJnt and remains that had been brought back with the
vessel to Norway, were forwarded to the Northwest Territories
A.dministration in Ottawa.

•

A3 the discovery was made in an area patrolled by the
Pangnirtung Detachment of the R.C.M.P. they were contacted
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to ascertain if they had any knowledge of this matter. In
March a report was received from the Pangnirtung Detachment
to the effect that the human skeletons were the remains of
a number of Eskimo vmo had die d of starvation in the Exeter
Sound area during the winter of 1938. The bodies had been
bur ie d by members of an R.C.M. P. Patrol, wh 0 ha d pro cee de d
to the site of the tragedy. Possibly, during the years,
these remains were uncovered by bears.
Arctic Cruises by the Royal Navy
During February two small experimental forces of the
Royal Navy cruised in Arctic waters. The light fleet carrier
H.M.S. Vengeance, Captain John Terry, R.N., led a squadron
vmich included the battle class destroyers H.M.S. Gabbard
and H.M.S. St. Kitts, the frigate H.M.S. Loch Arkaig, the
submarine H.M.S. Artful, and the oil tanker Wave Premier.
In the cour-se of this cruise, which lasted six weeks,
the Vengeance penetrated more than 450 miles north of the
Arctic Circle. Thirty-three special observers were aboard
to watch trials on new methods of keeping guns, radio and
radar equipment free from ice, the effects of extreme cold
on the ship's company, and the efficiency of the latest type
of survival suit.
The weather throughout was abnormal for
that time of year, and instead of northerly winds and ex
tremely cold weather there were southerly winds, with higher
temperatures, strong gales and snowstorms, which restricted
flying operations. Owing to these unexpectedly warm con
ditions the trials were stopped on March 4, a week ahead of
sche dule •
Much new information was obtained on the handling of
carrh,r aircraft under cold conditions. It was pointed out
that some of the aircraft accidents which occurred could be
avoided by keeping the hangars as free from obstruction as
possi ble during winter work. Ice accretion on landing decks
was a serious problem which might be overcome by central
heating under the decks. The helicopter, which was fitted
with spe cial winch ing equipment for reseuinr, ~,irmen Who had
come down in the sea, and the Swordfish biplane appeared to
function well throughout the trials.

•

In order to test how a warship would stand up to ice,
the Vengeance on February 15 reduced speed to 2 knots and
nosed her way t.'J.rough the outer fringe of an ice fie ld off
Greenland. For a short distance she passed through safely
but on reaching heavier ice farther in a hole 10 ins. x 6 ins.
was made in her bow and she immediately returned to open sea.
Within ten minutes about 250 tons of water had flooded the
forecastle tank. The ship's pumps were set working and another
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tank in the aft part of the ship was deliberately flooded to
raise the hole out of water. Repairs were completed the next
day.
The second force of three motor torpedo-boats cruised
off the Norwegian coast. Lieutenant D. Syms, R.N.,
was the senior officer of the flotilla which consisted of
motor torpedo-boats 2012, 2016, and 2017.
rr~inly

Personnel for northern schools and nursing stations
The Minister of Mines and Resources and the Minister
of National Health and Welfare have recently issued a joint
statement about vacant positions for social welfare·workers,
nurses, and teachers in arctic and sub-arctic areas.
Both graduate and practical nurses are required for
the fourteen new Indian Health Services nursing stations
described in the Circular for December 1948 (Vol.I, No.8,
p. 97) •
A new class of Welfare Teachers has recently been
made by the Northwest Territories Administration and the
Indian Affairs Branch of the Department of Mines and Resources.
These teachers are expected to improve the living conditions
and the general welfare of the community in which they are
stationed in addition to the usual classroom duties. For
this they will receive extra salary, as well as the living
all~lance granted to all Government employees in the north
and comfortable furnished quarters.
The nurse and welfare teacher are expected to work
together in taking every precaution to maintain the health
and welfare of the community. It is suggested that the most
desirable combination is for a married couple, in which the
wife is a trained nurse or social welfare worker and the
husband a qualified teacher, jointly to run a station. Those
who are interested in this kind of service in the north should
v~ite to R.A. Gibson, Deputy Commissioner, Northwest Territories
Administration, Ottawa, or to Dr. P.E. Moore, Director, Indian
Health·Services, Department of National Health and Welfare,
Ottawa.
The Journal of Glaciology
For those working in Arctic regions information on
current work on the scientific aspects of Snow and Ice is
frequen tly of great value. The Journal of Glaciology is the·
only periodical in English devoted to papers on Snow and Ice.
This journal is published twice yearly by the British Glacio
logical Society formerly the Association for the Study of

•
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Snow and Ice and is edited by Mr. Gerald Seligman, President
of the Society. The March number of this publication has
just been received by the Editor who will be pleased to lend
it to any member of the Arctic Circle and to give any further
information about membership of the British Glaciological
Society. The titles of the main papers in the :March number,
v.ll ich also includes notes, reviews and a list of Glaciological
literature indicate the field covered by the publication and
are listed below:
Glacial Drifts of the Leinster Mountains. By A. Farrington
Comments on the Antarctic Research Discussion:
1 Snow Cover and Sea Ice. By A. Reece
11 Temperature Measurements in Polar Ice. By Arnold
Court
Joint meeting with British Rheologists ' Club and
Institute of :Metals
Snow Survey of Great Britain, 1947-48. By E.L. Hawke
and D.L. Champion
Velocity distribution in a glacier. By M.P. Perutz
Variations of Iceland glaciers. By Jon Eyth6rsson
International Geological Congress, 1948. By S.E.
Hollingworth
Growth of the glacier crystal. By G. Seligman
Crystal measurements at Kebnekajse. By H.W; Ahlmann
Equatorial glaciers of East Africa. By P.C. Spink
Dome-shaped Icebergs. By F. Loewe
Index and list of contents to Volume I
The Index and list of contents to Volume I of the
Circular are being sent out with this number to all those
who subscribed in 1948 or have since bought back numbers.
Members binding their Circulars are reminded that the page
numbers of the second issue should be amended to read 10-19.
Edi tor ial Not e
The Editor would welcome contributions from those who
are at present in the Arctic or have information about work
in the Arctic. All material for the Circular should be sent
to:
Mrs. Graham Rowley,
Editor Arctic Circular,
411 Echo Dri ve,
Ottawa
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Thirteenth Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The Thirteenth Meeting of the Arctic Circle was held
in the 1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess. 278 Sparks Street.
on Thursday April 14. The President, Mr. A.E. Porsild. was
in the Chair and introduced the speaker. Mr. J.C. Wyatt, of
the Department of Transport.
Mr. Wyatt showed a film of "Construction Problems in
the Arct ic", taken while putt ing up buildings for the ionospheric
stations at Resolute Bay and Fort Chimo by Nrr. Jacobsen of
Montreal. Mr. Jacobsen, who designed the buildings, was
present and answered questions after the meeting. The follow
ing note describes these buildings in same detail.
Stressed skin plywood buildings for permafrost areas.
George Jacobsen

By

Owing to the great extent of the permafrost area in
Northern Canada and to the varying soil conditions at different
sites, it is difficult to apply a uniform construction method
over the whole terr-itory. As local perrrafrost tables, water
conditions and soil strata vary widely, a detailed permafrost
eng ineering. survey should be made over a minimum per iod of
one year at each site before starting construction.
With the rapid expansion of the meteorological station
network and other scientific stations, and at the same time a
lack of engineers skilled in this type of survey, a construction
method had to be found which would apply to most of the station
sites. The aim was to provide adequate and comfortable perma
nent shelter within as lcm a cost range as possible. As
transportation is one of the main cost features in Arctic
buildings, a light weight, stressed skin plywood building of
a permanent nature has been developed by the writer. It can
be assembled by a small crew in a few days and incorporates
the latest scientific design features.

•

The building is floated on a two-to three-foot high
gravel bed. This gravel bed should be built up of dry gravel,
preferably washed seashore gravel, and placed on a well-drained
location. Any vegetation coyer should be left undisturbed as
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the function of the gravel bed is to maintain the existing
permafrost regime as much as possible by providing insulation
and drainage. In locations where this gravel bed cannot be
built up on a well-drained site, drainage ditches should be
built around it with proper regard to icing conditions and to
the orographic direction of the water table.
The building is set on top of the gravel bed. It
consists of highly insulated floor, roof, and wall panels which
for all practical purposes make a rigid frame when nailed and
screwed together. The building then forms a sort of land raft
which floats on this gravel bed, and can rise and sink with
any changes in the permafrost table without recei ving structural
damage. There are no short-range changes in the permafrost
table under these buildings as the high insulating factor of
the floor panels (u-.o65) allows very little heat to radiate
to the ground. The long-range changes of the permafrost table
are compensated through the floating construction. Long-range
changes are the general rising of the permafrost table under
the gravel bed, the building up of a higher ridge on the north
side and any other- changes caused by local soil characterist ics.
The building panels consist of a stud frame on which
marine plywood is glued and nailed. Marine plywood is a
special weather-proof plywood which consists of fine layers
of veneer which are glued together with a water resisting
plastic glue. Apart from the use described it is employed in
ship building and airplane construction. Between the outer
pl~voods the panels contain a sandwich of triple insulation
of fibreglass, aluminum foil and fibreboard to obtain the
highest possible insulation against convection, radiation and
conduction. The panels are held together by special connectors.
All outside joints are covered with felt-lined joint strips
which assist in making the buildings air-tight. The standard
size of the panels is four feet by eight feet and they are
light enough to be easily handled by two men. In special
cases, where only a small aircraft was available to fly the
building components to the site, these panels have been made
as small as two feet by eight feet.
The outside of the building is painted with high grade
aluminum paint which has proved very resistant to weather action
in the Arctic. Aluminum sheet roofing covers the roof. The
gable ends and coroners have specially made flashings to keep
the building snow-tight. All overhangs, jut-outs or sharp
corners are avoided to prevent any finger-lift action by the
wind. Owing to the smooth exterior of the building they with
stand storms up to 65 m.p.h. without having to be tied down.
At locations where higher wind velocity and gusts arc expected,
tic rods with turn buckles are us ed to anchor the building to
the ground. Steel cables are not recommended as it is difficult
to tighten them once they have slackened.
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the function of the gravel bed is to maintain the existing
permafrost regime as much as possible by providing insulation
and drainage. In locations where this gravel bed cannot be
built up on a well-drained site, drainage ditches should be
built around it with proper regard to icing conditions and to
the orographic direction of the water table.
The building is set on top of the gravel bed. It
consists of highly insulated floor, roof,and wall panels which
for all practical purposes make a rigid frame when nailed and
screwed together. The building then forms a sort of land raft
which floats on this gravel bed, and can rise and sink with
any changes in the permafrost table without recei ving structural
damage. There are no short-range changes in the permafrost
table under these buildings as the high insulating factor of
the floor panels (U- .065) allows very litt le heat to r adia te
to the ground. The long-range changes of the permafrost table
are compe nsate d through the fl ca ting construct ion. Long-range
changes are the general rising of the permafrost table under
the gravel bed, the building up of a higher ridge on the north
side and any other changes caused by local soil characteristics.
The building panels consist of a stud frame on which
marine plywood is glued and nailed. Marine plywood is a
special weather-proof plywood which consists of fine layers
of veneer which are glued together with a water resisting
plastic glue. Apart from the use described it is employed in
ship building and airplane construction. Between the outer
plywoods the panels contain a sandwich of triple insulation
of fibreglass, aluminum foil and fibreboard to obtain the
highest possible insulation against convection, radibtion and
conduction. The panels are he ld together by spe cial connectors.
All outside joints are covered with felt-lined joint strips
which assist in making the buildings air-tight. The standard
size of the panels is four feet by eight feet and they are
light enough to be easily handled by two men. In special
cases, where only a small aircraft was available to fly the
building components to the site, these panels have been made
as small as two feet by eight feet.

•

The outside of the building is painted with high grade
aluminum paint which has proved very resistant to weather action
in the Arctic. Aluminum sheet roofing covers the roof. The
gable ends and corners have specially made flashings to keep
the building snow-tight. All overhangs, jut-outs or sharp
corners are avoided to prevent any finger-lift action by the
wind. Owing to the smooth exterior of the building they with
stand storms up to 65 m.p.h. without having to be tied down.
At locations where higher wind velocity and gusts are expected,
tie rods with turn bUCkles ara us ed to anchor the building to
the ground. Steel cables are not recommended as it is difficult
to tighten them once they have slackened.
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The chimneys are either of pre-cast, light weight
concrete in which ground mica is used as concrete insulation
or galvanized pipe chimneys of the Yukon type. The triple
glazed windows cannot be opened. Above them there is a built
in ventilator with a refrigerator type door which provides all
the air conditioning necessary.
As the operators in these stations spend the greater
part of their northern service inside, special care is taken
to make the buildings as comfortable and cheerful as possible.
The floor is covered with coloured linoleum and the walls and
ceilings are painted with bright fire resistant paint. The
colours for the different rooms were chosen by psychologists
to counteract the feeling of monotony on Arctic stations.
The buildings are heated with oil space heaters which
are placed at a central point to insure even heating distri
bution. A station with living quarters 54 feet long by 24 feet
wide and a laboratory 48 feet long by 24 feet wide used only
244 gallons of oil during February 1949. Last winter temperature
measurements inside the bUilding were taken on diverse meteoro
logical and ionospheric stations with gratifying results.
According to information received from one station before
Christmas, operators walked barefoot on the floor at an outside
temperature of -42 0 F. with a 50 m.p.h. gale.
The usual station layout for the Department of Transport
consists of a living-quarters building,which is connected by an
aluminum-covered passage with a laboratory building. This
arrangement enables the operators to walk from one building to
the other without having to dress fully and insures a more
frequent and better supervision and reading of the instruments.
The aluminum passage also serves as a fire-break. This summer
the Radio Division of the Department of Transport plans to
connect all their new buildings at Fort Chimo with 50-foot
long aluminum-covered passages.
In the last two years building of the type described
have been built on the shores and islands of the AI'ctic Ocean
from Aklavik to the Coast of Labrador. They are permanent
buildings with a long life-span and should assist the work of
the personnel on Arctic stations.
For bigger structures of an industrial nature like
power houses, garages and warehouses, a different variant of
the floating construction method is used. These buildings
generally have no panel floor. They lose therefore the
principle of the rigid frame as the floor panels no longer
tie the buildings together. Hherever possible a reinforced
concrete slab is used as a floor. Solid bedrock with no water
veins or decomposed upper layer is the best foundation for
such a slab, but on certain occasions, a slab can be laid on
a gravel fill vrhich carries a special insulation of celboard
(a two-inch thick concrete insulation material made out of
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shavings which are sprayed with concrete). Where the slab is
not practicable, the gravel bed itself is used as the floor of
the building. In this case special ballasted outriggers have
to be spaced c.longside the building to prevent it from moving
or be ing blown over by t he wind.
l. bUilding of th is type wi 11 be put up at Cornwall is
Island this summer. The outriggers consist of heavy timbers
and tie rods which start at the eaves and spread about five
feet away from the building. At the bottom they are connected
with horizontal wooden beams to the wall panels. They are
spaced eight feet apart and arc ballasted with gravel. They
are very similar in action to the outriggers the natives of
many countries use on their boats. During the winter these
outriggers will catch the snow and the resulting snow drift
on each side of the building will keep the building stable and
warm.

Temperature measurements and other pertinent observa
tions are taken in the buildings. The results of these
observations, together with the latest building research,
help to improve the design every year.
Report on health conditions in Greenland
On 28 February 1946, at a joint meeting of the Royal
COF~ission on Greenland, with delegates of the Greenland
Advisory Council and representatives of the Greenland admini
stra tion in Copenhagen, Dr. Johannes Frandsen, Director of
the Department of Health in Copenhagen, briefly reported on
health conditions in Greenland. He pointed out that although
tuberculosis was the most serious problem in Greenland, he
did not consider the general health and sanitary conditions
entirely satisfactory and strongly urged t~e immediate appoint
ment of one or two medical officers who were to be responsible
directly to the Department of Health in Copenhagen.
Acting upon Dr. Frandsen's report, the Commission
resolved that an expedition consisting of two Danish medical
officers should be sent to Greenland at once. Their report on
health conditions was to be submitted to the Director of Health
who would then be in a position to make suitable recommendations
for the improvement of Greenland medical services, and especially
the control and treatment of tuberculosis.

•

The doctors appointed for this work were the chief
medical officers for Holbaek and Viborg counties, Dr. Erik
Lynge and Dr. Vagn Sindbjerg Hansen. In the course of some
what over a year spent in West Greenland they covered a distance
of 4000 miles. Travelling by small boats in summer and dog
sleds in winter they visited all the principal towns and all
but fourteen of the 128 villages and small trading posts. In
the eleven medical districts into which the West Coast of
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Greenland is divided, 12 Government doctors, assisted by 18
trained nurses, 12 trained midwives and some 80 assistant
midwives, served a native popUlation of approximately 20,000
Greenlanders. The public health service in Greenland main
tains twelve hospitals with a tot&l of 308 beds. In addition
there are two sanitoria for children, with a total of 40 beds,
operated by independent private organizations.
The report written by theSe doctors was submitted to
the Danish Parliament on 21 October 1948 by Dr. Johannes
Frandsen. It has been published in "Beretninger vedrsbrende
Grsbndlands Styrelse", (Reports of the Greenland Administration)
No. I, 1949, pp. 168. The translated title roads: "Report
of the Department of Health Medical Expedition to Greenland,
1947-8" •
The report is very complete and c overs practically all
problems pertaining to health and welfare, sanitation, nutrition
and medical aQ~inistration in Greenland. Before publication
i t wes' submitted to Dr. Johe.nnes Holm, who is in chc:.rge of the
Danish Red Cross tuberculosis campaign in Europe, to Dr. Paul
V. Marcussen, o.n authority on the control of venereal diseases
and to Dr. E. Juel Henningsen an authority on contagious
diseases. These doctors submitt ed recommendations on the
report included as Appendices 2,3, and 4 respectively.
In his covering letter, the Director of Health stated
that the existing Greenland medical service h2.S been in opera
tion over a long period of years and during the last generation
has been greatly improved in the treatment of diseases. Dr.
Frandsen warns that, irrespective of the amount of money vm ich
could be made available, it would be impossible within Q short
period to advance health conditions in Greenl2.nd to the same
high level which exists in Denmark. By the construction of
new hospitols and by the enlo.rging and modernization of
existing ones, it might be possible to obtain a greater benefit
from such installations than is n~, the case.
Even though the health service in Greenland presents
a number of serious problems and makes numerous and large
demands, the best results cannot be cchieved by simultaneously
attacking all major problems in the hope that spectacular and
immediate results will follow. By far t~e most serious problems
confronting Greenland health authorities today are the contr:>l
and treatment of tuberculosis and vonoreal diseases, and to
these the closest and immediate attention must be given. In
the case of tuberculosis the present incidence of leaths is
perhaps the highest in the world and out-nunbcrs all othor
causes.
Dr. Frandsen's recommendations may be summarized as
follows:
(1)

The immediate appointment to Greenland of a senior
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supervIsIng medical officer who is to function in
the manner of a Danish County Health officer
(Amtslaege) and who is to report direct to the
Department of Health.
Immediate measures for the control of tuberculosis
and venereal disease in Greenland along the lines
recommended by Drs. Holm and Marcussen.
The preparation and execution of a plan for the
maintenance and improvement of existing hospitals
in Greenland along lines which permit of expansion
as the need arises.
(4)

Revision of existing regulations for isolation and
treatment of contagious diseases in Greenland.

(5)

Increase of the Greenland health personnel as required.

(6)

Provision for more abundant and better water supply to
Greenland towns and villages.

(7)

Plans for more intensive work for the improvement of
hygienic conditions in Greenland based to a lesser
degree upon suggestions from Copenhagen thar. upon
local initiative resulting from collaboration between
elected representatives of the Greenland population,
the supervising medical officer, and the loeal
administration.

Dr. Frandsen suggests that every effort be made to
implement the recommendations contained in points 1 to 5. The
remainder should be implemented gradually as part of the general
programme for improvement of conditions in Greenland.

A.E. Porsild

Trichinosis in Greenland
All concerned with the problem of parasitic diseases
in the Arctic will be interested in a recent communication of
Hans Roth and his colleagues on trichinosis in Greenland. k
In the Disko Bay region early in 1947 an epidemic occurred which
involved some 300 cases with 33 deaths, and Dr. N.B. Thorborg

~

N.B. Thorborg, Svend Tulinius, Hans Roth, Acta Pathologica,

25, (1948) pp.778-794
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was dispatched from the State Serum Institute, Copenhagen, to
investigate it. By means of differential counting of the white
blood cells, intradermal testing, serological testing and by
histological examination of the muscles in one case, it was
demonstrated to be trichinosis. The symptom picture which is
described is the protean picture known to be associated with
infection with Trichinella spiralis and included often an
influenza-like onset followed by fever of varying duration,
different types of skin rashes and aches and pains in almost
every part of the body. Characteristic features were the
oedema of the face and extremities and the severe muscular
weakness and pain.
One might differ with the authors' view that it is
not difficult to diagnose trichinosis by the clinical picture
alonG, for the picture is so variegated that supporting evidence
should always be obtained. It is to be emphasized, however,
that trichinosis is to be considered by medical people in the
north perhaps more often than it has been in the past. We
now have Roth's proof of it in West Greenland. The Queen's
University party has demonstrated it on Southampton Island
having become suspicious of its existence in 1947 because of
a high incidence of eosinophilia and because of suggestive
clinical histories (see Circular Vol.I (1948) pp. 81-2).
Dr. Moodie reports that he has seen similar cases at Chester
field Inlet. Parnell in 1934 demonstrated the parasite in
the Arctic Fox in the Canadian Eastern Arctic. And Pedersen
is said by Roth to have reported that the disease has occurred
in Northeast Siberia. Clearly it is widespread thrOUghout the
Arctic and has probably been so for a long time.
In West Greenland the walrus and the dog have been
implicated as the source of infection. On Southampton Island
it has been found in the polar bear and in Siberia it was
presumably found in the polar bear for the Russians forbade
the use of polar bear meat as human food. J~y carnivorous
animal may become infected. A point of practical importance
is that the parasite is destroyed at the temperature at which
muscle protein coagulates, which is to say that properly cooked
meat will contain only dead parasites.
Malcolm Brown
Geological reconnaissance in northeast Baffin Island
During the summer of 1948, Dr. W.A. Deer and Mr. C.W.
Brasher of St. John's College, Cambridge, undertook a geologica~
reconnaissance of part of the northeast coast of Baffin Island
(see Circular Vol.I (1948) p. 70). One of the objects of the
party was to determine whether the extensive development of
Tertiary Igneous activity of the Kangerdlugssuaq region of
East Greenland and the Disko area of West Greenland continued
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westward into Baffin Island. The p:.rty le ft Ottawa on July 20
and arrived via Churchill at Coral Harbour, Southampton Island
on July 22. The intention was to fly in with one of the
geodetic parties to either Pond Inlet or River Clyde, transport
being provided by Canso aircraft of No. 10 Photo. Detachment
of 413 Squadron, R.C.h.F.
Owing to unfavourable weather and
other difficulties, a successful flight was not Rade until
August 5. During the enforced stay on Southampton Island a
detc.iled examination was carried out of the Pre-Cambrian
complex of the Coral Harbour area.
The first flight to northeast BaTfin Island, in support
of the Geodetic Survey, was made to Pond Inlet, and Deer and
Brasher accompanied the survey party, consisting of D.F. Coates
and D. Coombes. The combined party planned to travel in a trap
boat manned by two Eclipse Sound Eskimo, Idlaute and Ukpuliak,
as far south as Maud Harbour, then return across Pond Inlet
and coast north to Bathurst Bay, Bylot Island. This programme
was not completed owing to the delay in exploring the previously
unentered North arm of Coutts Inlet, and to tho rough sea which
prevented the crossing, in an, open boat, to the east coast of
Bylot Island.
The North Arm of Coutt s Inlet, some 30 to 35 mile s in
length, maintains a general south-westerly direction. The
h8ad is formed by a very active glacier which descends steeply
from the ice fie Id to the north of the fj ord. This glac ier
has dammed the valley giving rise to a small lake, the western
margins of which consist of a second glacier. The latter also
has dammed the valley and impounded a much larger lake some
five miles in length. At the time of the visit a small river
connected the two lakes, but it would appear that dur-ing the
winter the Second glacier had reached the ridge which forms
the south-eastern boundary of the lakes, forming an ice dam
of 150 to 200 feet in he ight. During the early p:.rt of the
summer the lake is over 10 miles in length, its higher level
and extent being clearly demonstrated by a well-marked shore
line, which on August 10 was 175 feet above the level of the
lake. This easy access into the hinterland was of considerable
value in enabling a more detailed examination of the geology
of the interior, and it is now certain that the area between
the North Arm and Pond Inlet consists of igneous gneiss and
intensely metamorphosed sediments of Pre-Cambrian age.
The party left Coutts Inlet on hUguSt 15 for Erik
Harbour. Several attempts to m~ke the crossing to Bylot Island
were prevented by rough Sea, but the delay in this area was
not unprofitable. During the short night halt at Erik Harbour
on the outward journey an extensive serieS of highly metamor
phosed sediments and basic sills had been seen, and the
geological party was now able to make a more detailed survey
of the area than would otherwiSe have been possible. The
final attempt to cross to Button Point was made on August 20

·
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but the wccther had deteriorated and it was necessary to
shelter at GUy's Bight, a large bay between Albert and Erik
Harbours, and here the westerly junction of the sediments
and gneisses 0f acid to intermediate composition was found.
Thc following day Pond Inlet was reached and the geological
party remained to carry out a more detailed examination of
the area which included basic igneous gneisses that had not
bcen found in other areas. Bad weather over Eclipse Sound
prevented the plane which should have taken the party out
from reactling Pond Inlet on schedule, and it was decided to
leave on the Terra Nova when she called on August 29. Short
stops were made at Clyde and Pangnirtung, and at the latter
a collection was made of a series of rocks of Charnockific
affinities. The Terra Nova arrived at Churchill on September
8, where the geological party disembarked aftcr a most enjoy
able voyage.
W.A. Deer
Fisheries Research in the Eastern Arctic
During the first week in June, Dr. Max Dunbar and
three student assistants left Montreal by air for Chima to
join the research vessel Calanus. In the Circular for May
1948 (Vol.I, pp. 53-54) there is a description of this boat,
the first to be specially built for marine research in arctic
Canada.
The Calanus, which was completed in July 1948, was
sailed up to Chima at the end of last season to be ready fOl'
an early start this season. The three students, all of McGil:
University are E.H. Grainger, T.W. Greery and Emerson Reid.
Jillother McGill student, W.E. Wilson, an engineer, preceded
the party to prepare the vessel for the summer's work. An
Eskimo pilot and two Eskimo deckhands will be engaged through
the Hudson's Bay Company.
The Fisheries Research Board plan that the investigations
carried out for them by,1mx Dunbar in 1947-8 in Ungava Bay
(see pircular Vol.I (1948) pp. 6,29,53) may be extended to
cover the whole of the Eastern Arctic area, which includes
the waters of Hudson Bay, Hudson Strait, Foxe Basin and Ungava
Bay, the waters from Belle Isle north to Baffin Bay and the
polar area.
As a result of the 1947-8 preliminary work, the extent
of cod-fishing possibilities in Ungava Bay has be'en studied.
Marking experiments on these COd, to determine their migrations,
will be initiated this year. The young Arctic halibut have
been found in Ungava Bay, and efforts will be made to locate
the adult fish by means of otter-trawls and long-lines. At
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the same time experimental fishing for shrimp and Greenland
shark will be undertaken and the study of the biology of the
seals, begun in 1947, will be continued.
As a background to this work, the programme includes
studies of the physical oceanography of Eastern Arctic waters.
In due course it is proposed to extend these investigations
to the Western Arctic waters.
Snow Cornice. 1949
In 1948 Col. W.A. Wood led an Arctic Institute ex
pedition to the Seward Ice Field, st. Elias Mountains for
intensive research work, which he planned to contiilue in 1949.
(For an"account of the 1948 party see Circular Vol.II (1949)
No.3, p. 27-28). We have received the foilowing information
about the work of the 1949 party from Mr. P.D. Baird.
In 1948 all transport was by air and the same plan has
been followed in 1949, with the same pilot and aircraft. The
Institute's Norseman, which had been fitted with a new version
of the ski-wheel under-carriage used the previous year, did
not reach Yakutat, where the party was assembled, until June
14. The following day, after a reconnaissancB flight, Col.
W.A. Wood and Professor R.P. Sharp landed on the Seward Ice
Field, and on June 16 reached the nunatak where the Jamesway
Hut had been erected in 1948. The hut was found to be intact
though about 4 feet of drift snow had accumulated inside it,
which took seven hours to dig out. At the landing strip they
were able to find the high pole left over a cache, which was
bur ied under 18t feet of snow. This practically represented
the winter snowfall since they considered that only a few
inches had already melted.
It was reported on July 8 that a party of three: N.E.
Odell, R.S. McCarter and A. Bruce-Robertson had successfully
climbed Mount Vancouver on July 5. Mount Vancouver, 15,700
feet, has been described as "the highest unclimbed peak on
the continent".
•
The personnel of the 1949 expedition are as follows:

•

Henri Bader: Glaciology, Univ. of Minnesota
Alan Bruce-Robertson: Medical Officer, Univ. of Toronto
E. Domenico: Geophysics, California Inst. of Technology
F. Gross: Radar, California Inst. of Technology
.
William R. Hainsworth: Mountaineering
James M. King: Pilot
Robert S. McCarter: Mountaineering, Stanford Univ.
Laurence Nobles: Glaciology, California Inst. of
Technology
Noel E. Odell: Geology, Univ. of British Columbia
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John Reese: Radar, California Inst. of Technology
Robert P. Sharp: Senior Scientist, Glaciology and
geology, California Inst. of Technology
Bernard O. Steenson: Radar, California Inst. of
Technology
Foresta H. Wood: Photography and organization
Peter H. V{ood: Meteorology and biology
Walter A. Wood: Director, Snow Cornice, Arctic
Institute of North America
The Blue Dolphin Party, 1949
On June 18, Commander David Nutt, U.S.N.R., left
Woods Hole, Mass., for northern Newfoundland and Labrador
with a party intending primarily to stu~ oceanographical
and hydrographical problems. The party sailed in the Blue
DOlphin, a 100-foot schooner of blue-nose racing fisherman
construction, which Commander Nutt has made available to the
Arctic Institute of North America, under whose auspices the
present expedition is being carried out. The vessel was built
in 1926 and has a beam of 22-foot and draws 12 foot with a
gross registered tonnage of 91. This year some modifications
have been made to the area of sail, and navigational loran
and special research instruments have been added. The main
engine, a 140 h.p. Wolverine, gives the Blue Dolphin a cruis
ing speed of 7 knots and a maximum speed of 8 knots. Next
year Commander Nutt plans to have the hull sheathed for ice
work.
The party of 20, which includes a nucleus professional
crew with student assistants, a hydrographer, marine biologist,
archaeologist, and three geographers from the Geographical
Bureau of the Department of Mines and Resources, plans to
return towards the end of September. Detailed physical and
biological investigations will be carried out in the coastal
waters of Labrador in representative areas from the Strait of
Belle Isle to the vicinity of Nachvak Bay in northern Labrador.
A special study is planned of the following areas: Belle Isle
Strait, Hawke Bay, Kaipokok Inlet, Nain Bay. and Nachvak Bay.
Parties equipped to spend at least one week ashore can be
landed at these places, and the archaeologist, Mr. Elmer Harp,
will remain in the vicinity of St. Anthony's for the summer.
Dr. M.J. Dunbar has acted as scientific advisor to the Blue
Dolphin programme.
A trip on the Mobile Ionospheric Observatory
We have received the following account of a trip on
the Mobile Ionospheric Observatory from Mr. C.A. McKerrow.
The Mobile Observatory will have completed one year's observa
tions along the Hudson Bay Railway at the end of August 1949
and will then be dismantled. In the Circular for March 1949,
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pp. 30-32, there is a brief account of this Observatory and
other ionospheric work in Canada.
The Defence Research Board Mobile Observatory is an
eO-foot Canadian National Railway coach, which has been com
pletely stripped down and rebuilt to the Radio Propagation
Laboratory's specifications. The car is designed to house
six persons and the special radio research equipment. It is
divided into diesel generator compartment, laboratory, kitchen,
combined living and dining room, sleeping quarters and wash
room.
In the diesel room there is a pair of two-cylinder
Turner Diesel V engines in conjunction with 10 kva. generators
for 110 volt electric supply.
The laboratory contains a manually-operated pulse
transmitter (somewhat similar to radar) operating at frequencies
from 1 to 16 megacycles. Pulses are emitted from the trans
mitter and the returning echoes from the ionosphere are
examined. In addition there is equipment for measuring Loran
oohoos, light intensity of aurora, and two components of the
earth's magnetic field. Wireless cormnunication is established
on a twice-daily basis with Ottawa, Portage La Prairie, and
Churchill.
The combined living and dining room is 12 feet by e
feet, furnished with a small table, writing desk, book shelf,
radio and five upholstered leather chairs. The sleeping
quarters are of the conventional upper and lrnver berth type
supplied in most Pullman coaches.
vmen ready to move, the Observatory car is attached
to the end of the regular train and taken on to the next stop.
On arrival, whatever the time or the weather, the antennae are
raised. The major operation is the laying out and erection of
a 65-foot aluminum-alloy pipe mast. This supports a specially
designed Delta type antenna for operation of ionospheric equip
ment. Other antennae suitably designed for this work are
erected from two 20-foot steel pipes which are fitted into
permanent mountings on each end of the car. In preparation
for the frozen ground of the winter, anchors were previously
driven in at prepared sites. We found that we frequently had
to do a great deal of snow shovelling to reach these anchors.
Ionospheric absorption measurements are taken at hourly
intervals throughout the 24 hours, so that the crew had to
work in shifts.

•

The regular routine of the Mobile is to spend two
weeks in Portage La Prairie, then one week at each of the
following stops on the Hudson Bay Railway: The Pas (mile
zero); Wabowden (mile 136); Pikwitonei (mile 213); Gill
(mile 327); Herchmcr (mile 412), and two weeks at Chur
(mile 510).
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Port~ge La Prairie, our southernmost stop,is 53 miles
west of Winnipeg on the Assiniboine River. The community is
the centre for a rich farmiDg district, and the town is the
largest as well as the most beautiful at which we call. The
streets are well-shaded and the sidewalks are paved. The
Mobile is located on a siding two blocks from the main street,
Saskatchewan Avenue.

The Pas, at the junction of the Saskatchewan and The
Pas Rivers, is our supply centre, and the second largest of
the towns on our route, with a population of approximately
2,000. Much of the land about the settlement is wooded making
lumbering one of the main industries. Farming is also im
portant as although the growing season is short growth is
rapid owing to the longer daylight period. The Pas is the
last stop ~here we can attend a cinema and see the oldest
cowboy pictures imagiDable, which we seem to enjoy more on
our way south than north. The C.N.R. maintains large shops
and a railway yard at The pas, which is the terminus of the
Hudson Bay line as well as the line into Flin Flon.
The village of Wabowden, on Bowden Lake, was named
after its founder, W.A. Bowden. It consists of the railway
station, tviO general stores, HUdson's Bay Post, Silver Leaf
Hotel, a couple of chur"ches, a schoo 1 and Post Off ice with
adjoining Coffee Shop. The latter has a good attendance
except on train nights when the population congregates at the
station. At ',iabowden the Mobile is located on the outskirts
of the community at the far end of the railroad vrye. The
surrounding countryside is mainly muskeg with stunted trees,
although there is some lumbering. This was the first stop at
which it was necessary to erect our 65-foot mast on top of
soft muskeg. However little difficulty was experienced when
a base 4 feet square made of slab wood was anchored by guys
of sharpened slabs.
Pikwitonei is an IndiGn name, which means "sore mouth"
or ;'broken mouth", and iividently got its neme from the results
of drinking water from the Pikwitonei River. Here the Mobile
is placed one mile southwest of the villege Gt Mc,tago siding.
At this locc,tion we experienced Q full week of 48 degrees below
zero we~.ther, 2.nd instead of tflking t:\ couple of hours to assemble
our QntennQ system it took nearly five. The villQge itself is
very small and a goodly number of the population is Indian.
There are two stores, a Post Office, and a public school. The
inhabitants here are trappers and section men on the railway.
The trees are noticeably more stunted than farther south, and
permafrost is found about two feet under heavy sphagnum moss.
The next stop on our tour is Gillam. Here the country
side is more pleasing: rolling and dotted with spruce and
tamarack. Gilla~ is primarily a railroading village. The
C.N.R. operates a roundhouse and shops and employs most of
the inhabitants. There are the usual hotel, school and
three stores. The Mobile is located on the wye a short
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distance from the station. To us, the most important thing
about Gillam is that we can get our first shower since
leaving The Pas.
Herchmer is the dreariest and most desolate of all
our stops. The countryside is monotonously flat, covered
with heavy thick moss and muskeg. The small trees are few
and far between. This community of four or five whites who
work as section men is situated on the Owl River. The Mobile
is located on the far end of the wye directly to the north of
the village.
Churchill is at the northern end of the Hudson Bay
Railway, which was built to provide a short route to the sea
for grain from the western provinces. There is a modern grain
elevator and good harbour facilities. The civilian population
is quite small although the town, which is situated on the
eastern side of the Churchill River, is spread over quite a
large area. The army camp, Fort ChurChill, is a few miles to
the east on the shore of Hudson Bay. The R.C.A.F. also has a
large base, and it is expected that C.P.A. will run a commercial
flight to Chur-chill in the near future. The Mobile is located
near the railway station but the numerous obstacles mske it
difficult to erect our antennae. The town lies just slightly
to the north of the tree line and vegetation is scarce, although
there are many flowers in the summer.

The Mobile Observatory takes approximately two months
over the regular run from Portage La Prairie to Churchill. The
project is under the direction of one of our fellow Circle
members, Mr. J.H. Meek. During the first four months of opera
tion from mid-August to mid-December, 1948, Mr. Delos Hansen
was Officer-in-Charge while the last five months the writer
has been in charge. The rest of the R.P.L. staff and others
who have been on the Mobile are as follows: C. Baker; C. K. Bedal;
Sgt~ E.L. Hagg (on loan from R.c.c.s.l; J. Hogarth (Univ. student);
Cpl. E. Lushington (on loan from R.c.c.s.l; E. ~acDonaldj J.H.
l,1acLachlan (Univ. student); W. Penn; J. Petry; H.V. Serson.

C.A. McKerrow
Loss of the "polarbj¢,rn"

•

On April 15, the Norwegian sealing vessel Mis Polarbj¢rn
caught fire off Newfoundland and the ship and cargo of some
9,000 seals were lost. The crew were taken off by the Canadian
sealer Illinois, and later transferred to the Norwegian sealer
Her¢KfjOrd. The 24-hour delay caused by this eXchange resulted
in t e loss of the Her¢yfjord and her cargo of 20,000 seals in
a heavy storm off the Norwegian coast; the combined crews were
saved. The Her¢yfjord, a new steel vessel on her first sealing
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trip, would probably have been used as the ship for the
Norwegian-British-Swedish Antarctic Expedition, which plans
to leave for the south in November of this year.
The polarb~¢rn, a vessel of 326 tons, had had a long
career of sealing In the spring and combined scientific and
hunting expeditions in the summer. She was built in Narvik
in 1919 by the sealing captain Jens ¢ien from a gift he
received for rescuing Count Koteritz and his wife when they
were lost in the vlcinity of Clavering Island, Northeast
Greenland, in 1913. The well-known scaling captain, Kristoffer
Marp had been skipper of the ship from 1937-48, and it was his
son, Henrik, who was skipper this year.
Between 1931 and 1948, the polarbj¢rn had been used
for nine summer expeditions to Northeast Greenland by Norces
Svalbard og Ishavsunderspkelser (now known as the Norsk
Polarinstitutt). Dr. K~re ROdahl, who has sent us the in
formation for this note, sailed in the polarbjprn to Claverinq;
Island in the summer of 1939 to carry out vitamin studie sand
meteorological observations, and in 1941 he set up a laboratory
on the ship to make vitamin determire tions on a sealing trip
off Newfoundland and Labrador.
During the war the polarbj¢rn was used by the U.S. Air
Force for work in Greenland and Labrador.

•
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Thc fourteenth meeting of the Arctic Circle was held
in the lSG. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess, 278 Sparks Street,
on Thursday May 12. The President introduced the speaker,
Mrs. T.R. Manning, who gave an illustrated talk on "Travels
in Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin".
New Canadian icebreaker
The Department of Transport has announced that a new
twin-screw icebreaker will be built for their Service. The
main task of the vessel will be to carry supplies for the far
northern st~tions during the summer; the rest of the year she
will be 61,lployed iceb::'eaking in the Gulf of St. Lawrence and
in the S~, Law~ence River.
Details of the plans have not been announced, but it
is re:::,o,:tG.i thOle; the icebreaker will be the largest in North
AmeriGa. H,lY" :Jull wi n be of exceptional strength and speciallJ
designsd f()r mdnoeuvering among the narrow leads in northern
waters. Fin.g tanl,s running nearly the whole length of the
vessal am, doc,ble bottoms will provide buoyancy in the event
of d,aIr.3.g€ t,,) the hull.
3pucial facilities for carrying supplies will include
large ref~i~6rated storage; two 2-ton cranes and two la-ton
cranE.;S fo~' nOiling l:eavy eQuipment; two scows for landing
cargo en (.)J821 be<:<ches, and a shelter for mobile eQuipment
such aa b·~~.laozel's, tr'3.ctors, or snowmobiles which can be
carribd for moving stores over the ice.

•

The <;cssel will be very well-equipped with navigational
aids and will carry: radio, long and short range radar,
direct ion findi:lg and loran eQuipment, 6 cho-sounding gear
and gyro comr;,3.sses. In addition two powerful searchlights
will be provided. As a result of the large number of aerials
and navi:;c:tir:g appliances the mast will be stronger than usual
and tripod i:l form •
A helicopter landing deck is incorporated in the plar
for the tV.TO heli_ccptcrs which it is anticipated will normally
he 0R..r1"';c.r~ Lvi· reconnaissance.
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Accommodation will be provided for a crew of 70 and
at least 22 passengers. There will be a hospital on board.
L&unching of the Eastern Arctic Patrol ship
The new vessel for the Eastern Arctic Patrol, the
C .D. Howe, was launched from the Uavie Shipbuilding and
Repairing Company's yards at Levis, ~uebec, on September 7.
Owing to delays in construction she was not ready for the
1949 northern patrol as originally contracted. A full
account of this ship, which will be operat6d by the Depart
ment of Transport was given in the Circular for February
1948 (Vol. I (1948 j pp. 11-1)). During the summer months the
C.D. Howe will carry the Goverru:lent freight and personnel
for the Eastern Arctic, formerly carried by the Hudson's Bay
Company's R.M.S. Nascopie; the rest of the year she will be
assigned to Department of Transport duties on the East Coast
and the Gulf of St. Lawrence.
'.

The C.D. Howe is not an icebreaker, but is heavily
reinforced to withstand ice. On northern patrols a helicopter
will normally be carried for ice reconnaissance and for land
ing emergency supplies. The long range of the ship, which
can sail 10,000 miles without refuelling, is also specially
designed for northern work. Her appearance is workmanlike,
but modern, with a raked stem and a cruiser stern, two
continuous decks and three cargo holds which have steel
covers on their weather deck hatches. Her overall length
is 294 ft. 6 ins. and her draft fUlly loaded 18 ft. 6 ins.,
not 18 ft. as announced previously in the Circular. The
C.D. Howe will be registered in Ottawa.
Influenza epidEmic at Cambridge Bay
During April a serious epidemic of influenza started
at C&mbridge Bay and spread to the surrounding district, in
clUding Coppermine and Read and Holman Islands.
Tht:: disease was reported by the H.C .;V;.P. at Cambridge
Bay on March )0. At first the attack seemed to be comparatively
mild though it affected nearly all the natives and some of the
white members of the settlement. In addition natives came in
from camps nearby also suffering from the disease. The latter
were well enough to return to their homes on April 5 and were
instructed to come back to Cambridge Bay on April 17 for the
x-ray unit which was due at that time.

u

By April 15 some of the natives came to the settlement
cringing word that many Eskimo were ill and some had died in
their homes. Attempts at isolation proved impossible and by
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the time Dr. Callaghan arr-ived from AklElvik on b.pril 20 with
the x-ray unit he found the majority of the Eskimo at the
settlement affected and markedly prostrated. From native
reports it was estimated that there had been 14 deaths.
Clinically the disease wus entirely pulmonary, the
typical history being headache, sore throat/and malaise for
a day, then retrosternal pain, painful coughing bouts and
shortness of breath. The sputum was greenish yellow and
sometimes streaked with blood. Chest examinations showed
gross pneumonic processes in all the sick and many who
claimed they were no longer sick. A period of a few days
of feeling somewhat better W&S often follow6d by return of
symptons, dyspnoea and death. Not all the patients had high
temperatures, but in some it ranged from 102-104 0 •
Dr. Callaghan immediately arranged with the Officer
Conuuanding the R.C.A.F. station, to make use of Jamesway huts
for an emergency hospital. These huts were 16 x 16 feet and
contained five beds and an oil heeter. Three huts were
ava~lable at once and fifteen of the most serious cases were
brought in by snowmobile. They were given 300,000 units of
penicillin in oil as a first treatment. The care of the sick
was planned jointly: the native help of the HUdson's Bay
Company fed the sick, the food was prepared by the R.C.~.F.,
who also provided blankets, and sanitation was looked after
by the R.C.I1.P.
On the same day word was brought that natives at a
sE:alill,7, camp nenr Anderson Bay, to thE: east of C&mbridge Bay,
had all been taken ill and that there had been several deaths.
The plane used for transporting the x-ray unit was emptied
and Brnie Boffa flew Dr. Callaghan to the camp. Only two
men were outside the five snow houses. Both their wives
had died and they had been sick themselves though they were
improving. Nine siek Eskimo were taken to the aircraft on
sledgcs and flown back to hospital at Cambridge Bay. About
mid-night the same night an Eskimo girl was brought in who
died subscQuently.
The following day, April 21, all the patients in the
hospital were much improved with lower temperatures, most
likely 11 result of the penicillin treatment. b.t the chest
cliYlic held that day each person was stripped to the waist,
temper&tures were taken, and chests examined and x-rayed.
Any individual showing signs of the illness as eviden.ced by
malaise, elevation of temperature, or chest signs, was g~ven
300,000 units of penicillin and admitted to hospit&l.
'
b.bout 5 p.m. Dr. Callaghan heard that a dog team, which
had come in from Wellington Bay a few days before, had brought
news of sickness. Flying there at once he found two families
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who had been sick but were recovering. As they shoVied no
rEsidual signs Dr. callaghan decided to leave them in their
camp, and returned to Cambridge Bay where he completed the
examin~tion and x-ray of all the persons in the camp by mid
night. J..t this time there were 42 patients in hospital,'all
of whom had received penicillin.
On April 22 most of the patients showed more im
and no deaths occurred during the night. Dr.
Harvey and two nurses from the Charles Camsell Hospital at
Edmonton arrived and Dr. Callaghan, after giving them a
summary of the epidGmic and the steps taken to combat it,
lEft to continue his x-ray survey.
provem~nt

On April 24 one old woman died ~nd there wsrG fo~r
neVi native cases at the settlement, who were aQrrlitted to the
hospitel on the 25th.
Following reports on the sarious n&ture of the epidemic,
Dr. P. Koore, Director of Indian Health Services, and Hr. J.
Gibbard, Director of the Jominion Laboratory of Hygiene,
arrc.nged for Dr. F.P. l,egler, of the LE:borctory of hygiene,
8.nd Dr. J.H. Sturdy, PE:-thologist of the Royal J..lexc,ndr~
Hosnital, Edmonton, to fly to Cambridge Be.y in an effort to
trcck down the disease.
Dr. Negler and Dr. Sturdy Elrri VG d on Apr i l 26, and
Dr. Har'vey rcturned to Edmonton. Two days lS.tGr Dr. Negler
wired tlJat there had been three new cases, making 8 cases
since the 23rd; 53 patients were in the emergency hospital,
8 of whom had dEveloped pleurisy with effusion or lOW-Grade
broncho-pnewnonia, and 15 other patients were bcing treated
in thell snow-houses.
On May 4 it was arrangGd that Dr. W. Barr-Murray, who
wac at Edmonton, s~ould lGave for Coppermine as news had been
received that 80 natives werE sick, apparently with the s~ae
kiilll of' influenza. 'lhon he arrivGd on May 6 hG found 50
nativ2S still ill but thGre had been no dGaths. Dr. Murray
then continued to Read and Helman Island by air as there wcrE
reports of disease. At both places practically all the natives
had bGen affected though all WGre recovering. After IGaving
an GID8rgency supply of penicillin and giving pGnicillin whsre
necessary, Dr. Murray took off for YcllowknifG.
At Canbridgo Bay Dr. Negler and Dr. Sturdy obtainGd
post mortem tissue from three SUbjects and nose and throat
washings frOID 12 p"tients. This material vias flown to thG
Connaught MGdical RGse&rch Laboratories at Toronto. preliminary
results suggestod that the disGase was a virus influGnza of
Type A, PR8 struin.

o
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~his c.pidemic, which spread so rapidly, disappeared
almoc;L as quickly, though there may heve baan a recurrence
in the Corpermine area in July.
It has been sugGested that
ths ,lisGase ./Us carried from Cambridge Luy to Coppermine and
Hdld and. Holm"n Islands by the x-ray unit.
In these three
d::'st:r'icts ;-;0 UGfiths Vlere reported in the main epidemic though
2 doaths occurred in the Coppermine area in July from an
ate, ark with s::.milar symptoms.
It seems that the. dis6ase at
Cop~.Jermir:.'2 ur,d
'!-sewhcre. was of a mildl;r form, or the resistance
of th~ inhabitants greater, than in the Cambridge Bay area
where "llere Vlere estimated to be 23 deaths. Two isol&ted
cases of a similar type of infection were reported by Dr.
CElll:.chs.n fro;:u Perry River and Sherman Inlet in ApriL

Ih0

l~c:.'n:.::i:..:v...:G.;;.J·_sl_·t.Y

of Alaska

lk are indebted to Kr. J.B. Mehler, Librarian of the
University of Alaska for the information on which the follow
inf n0te is based:

The University of Alaska had its conception in 1915
]"oTch h t116 Cont;ress of the United States set aside
C01':["}!j lan d~ in tl1e Tanana Valley for tIle USc lind .support
of a T~rriturial agricultural college and school of mines.
On 3I':cy len? the TerI'itorial Legislature crGuted "The
AluJh, hfTicn::".:;urul College 2nd School of Minus" as Ec
corpuI'[q'_, body end e.cceptcd the lands rC3ervc;d by th~ Act
of COl'E::C'C 9 :.' • Ch",:,:, lio s E. Bunae 11, forme I' Fe dcral Judge of
'Che. htL J·clc.. iC.;Ll Division, WE,S elucted PresirlGnt on 11 AUl!ust
192=. ::d ',f',:cum"cl the; duties of office on Decemb~r 7. C1ELsses
stalt~J in ~uptember 1922 with six students and nine faculty
~:;,smL8r s ~
~L 2-929 Congrp.ss reserved a fur-theY' one hundTed
tholLs2ncl c.,;res of non·-mineral lands for the support and
maintG!18',ce of tile collef,e, which on 1 July 1935 b6C8.me
tl18 l-l~j"vcr'Dity of Al:::'3ka.
when

Oil

:::'c""L Lhr., six studc:nts \fho enrolled in 1922 the
University has steadily grmln to 377 students in the 1948/49
~chool Y8~r.
There ere ten departments offering instruction
leadinG to Bc,chelor's d8t;recs: Agriculture, Arts and. I,stters,
":iolor;ical Science, Business h.drninistration, Chemistry, Civil
.:c;;lGinc;':.C'inl';, Educcltion, Gen6I'al Science, HomEo Economics, and
3C[1001 of :,.:ines.
In addition five-year ent;ineering degrees
OI'C offerad. by tha School of Yines and the Department of
Civil E~~in~erint;, and the professional degrees of Civil
~ni:: inc CL' 8.ucl Mi!ling Eng inc-s I' ar-s confe rr e d on graduo. te s wh 0
~eet the requirements.
Extension courses in mining, agriculture
:::nQ hOcK Gcoc.onics arc given throughout th6 Tenitory.
The
f~6il;ul~,t'::-c.-.l Experimental Stetions, by un Act of Congress in
19h7, \,ere put under direct control of the Secretcry of
Ai" iculture, but on 1 July 1949 they revarted to thc control
01' the:; University o.nd a joint rese8.rch progrmnmc 'dill be
undu·t':.kc>:l.
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Since 1929 the Univer2ity has sponsored end pc.rtici
pated in vGrious phc.ses of iJctic research. In cooperation
with the .h1llericrcn r,luseum of Nc.turcl History cnd the Childs
Frick Laborc.tories palaeontological research has been
carried on for many yecrs. The University has sponsored
cTchaeological expeditions to St. Lawrence Isle.nd,. the
results bEeing pUblishEed in Geist and R2,iney I s "iJchaeological
excave.tions c.t KukUlik". In 1933 the University wo.s one of
the stctions in the Internationo.l Polar Year. j, pc~rticuler
interest has been the physical phenomen& of tht! Arctic, and
this hes now culminated in the passc.ge by Congress of a bill
est.ablishing the Geophysical Institute, the buildings for
which arc under construction. Magnetic and seismic obser
vations were made in cooperation with the Carnegie Institution
and this work is now carried on by the U.S. C02st o.nd Geodetic
SUTvey observatory, located on the cwnpus. In connection
with the hilthropology Department the University maintains a
museum which has un outstanding colle ct ion of Eskimo art ifc.ct:3,
Dlliny of them the results of the Uni versi tl' I s fL:old work. ;,t
present J.L. Giddings, Jr. is carrying out dendrochronological
research in an attempt to date Eskimo sites by the tree-ring
method.
Dr. Bunnell held office until 30 June 1949, when hl,
President-Emeritus c.nd was succeeded &s President by
Dr. C,'erT is l,100r8 of Cambr idge, Mas s •
bec[~e

Supply of northern weather stations
The anDual supply mission to the joint Canadian/U.S.
weather stations in the Canadian Arctic left Boston Harbour
on July 15. This is the fourth season that this work has
been carried out by the U.S. Navy.
(For accounts of the 1947
and 1948 seasons see Circular Vol.I (1948) pp. 2 and 90).
The Task Force, which consisted of three ships: the
U.S.S. Edisto, an icebreaker; the U.S.S. Wyandot, a transport;
and the U.S.S. LST-533, serving as a cargo vessel, was under
the command of Captain Basil Rittenhouse, U.S.N. embarked in
the Edisto. The Ed.isto and the viyandot have both seen service
on Task Force 68 in 1947, and Task Force 80 in 1948. The use
of an LST was an experiment. Task Force 80 had an additional
icebreaker, the U.S.C.G.C. Eastwind, which suffered consider
able damage by fire off the New Jersey coast on 19 January 1949.
(Circular Vol.II (1949) pp. 22-23).
It had originally been planned that supplies would be
landed at the four joint weather stations at Prince Patrick
Islo.nd, Ellef Ringnes Island, Cornwallis Island, and Ellesmere
Island.
In addition it was hoped that supplies might be
landed at Alert, the site near Cape Sheridan, northern Elles
mere Island, selected for a future station by Task Force 80.
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This site was named. after Sir George Nares' ship, H.M.S. Alert,
Which wintered off this coast in 1875-6.
h less favourable ice season combined with one less
icebreaker probably accounts for the small range of this
year's Task :Force compared with the previous year. During
the suw[er all supplies for the four joint stations were
landed on Cornwallis Island, at the Resolute Bay station,
and will be distributed from there by air. The supply
mission was not able to land supplies for the proposed
station at Alert.

The three ships of the Task Force returned to Boston
Harbour on 3ept8mber 7. The U.S.S. Edisto was commanded by
Comdr. Vi.L l:orrison, U.S.N., the U.S.S. Vryandot by Capt.
T.S. 'lebb, U.S.N. and the LST-533 by Lieut. JoE. Vsutrot,
U.S.N. The senior Canadian representative on the supply
mission was I,Tr. J.W. Bur,ton of the Arctic Division of the
Northwest Territories Administration.
Thl; dcs,th of l1ukashook
b.t Cambridge Bay on September 2 and 3, two 21-year
old lJetsi.lik Eskimo from Boothia Peninsula, E8riykoot and
Ishakak, were tried before Stipendiary 1.. Iagistrate A.H. Gibson
l,vith a six-man jury on charges of assisting tIle suicidE of a
45-y'c'1r old Eskimo woman, Nukashook, the mothGr of Eeriykoot.
The e vidence showed that Nukashook, who VIas in an
advanced state of tuberculosis and in pain, had repeatGdly
requested her son to help ner to die, in accordance with an
old ESkimo custom whereby it is the duty of the children to
assist old or sick Eskimo wllo desire to kill themselves. Last
.suwner Eeriykoot asked his fl'iend Ishakak to help him in this
task. They V'f3nt to Nukashook's tent and arranged a loop of
sealskin line from the ridge-pole. Nukashook placed her head
through the loop, requesting her son to hurry the procedure.
Eeriykoot then pressed down on the back of her head until she
was dead. No attempt was made to conceal the act and the
neighbour3 were informed and assisted with the burial.
Both Eeriykoot and Ishakak are intelligent men, able
to read and write in syllabics. At the trial Eeriykoot said
that he v:ould have considered it wrong not to help his mother
when she ask8d him. Apparently realizing that the white man
Iuight object to their action, both men were reluctant to take
part and only agreed on the insistence of l!ukas!lOok.
Eeriykoot was found guilty and was sentenced to one
year's imprisonment, "lhile Ishakak, who took only a minor part,
and. was to some; Extent under the domination of Eeriykoot, was
acquitted. Eeriykoot will serve his sentence at Cambridge Bay,
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apparently not in close confinement and his punishment will
in fact lie in his isolation from the rest of his own people
in Boothia Peninsula.
It is hoped the trial will have the desired effect of
bringing home to the Eskimo that assisted suicidcs are for
bidden. The comparatively light sentence given Eeriykoot
avoided, however, any unnecessary harshness toward an
individual whose Sbnse of filial duty and adherence to
Eskimo custom led him to contravene the Criminal Ce·de:.
This trial illustrates well the difficulty of applying
laws based on the usages of civilization to a people as rE:mote
as t!l2 Netisiliks, to whom tribal custom must stlll appear a
morle immc diat e obligat ion.
A ':tlnting Incident in Foxe Basin
During the first weeK in February, 1949, a party of
five nlcn and one boy from the ESkimo settlement at Quarman,
1,elvillG Peninsula, were hunting some miles north of their
camp on the moving ice beyond the floe-edge. They had
travelled out from the floe-edge for about two hours When,
on the far side of a wide crack, they saw a walrus on the'
iCl; Which they killed but had some difficulty in reaching.
After cutting it up and loading the meat on the sledges they
set off for the bay ice.
\fuen they reached thE: shore lead it was discovered
th"t the; moving ice on which they had been huntine: had parted
from thu bay ice. It is not uncoIllIllon for parties to be
marooned on the moving ice, and this occurs in Foxe Basin
probably once every three or four years on the avera,se. liear
Quarman it is not considered as d&ngerous as farther north,
whEn" the current may carry the ice far off-shore. In this
caSe" however, the weather was particularly cold cmd stormy,
and some concern was felt when the hunters did not return.
The party marooned on the iCE sledged southwGst,
:lOpin,; som8where to find the moving ice touchint; the bay icc
so tLt thoy could return to their camp. The first night was
spent in the lile of some rough iCE. The. sGcond day they
continued their journey and were fortunate in finding
sufficient snow to build an igloo for the night. The walrus
which they had killed provid8d an ample supply of food and
fuel. ThE: third day they again spent on the moving ice but
on the fourth, after passing the night in the shelter of a
sledge, the;y were able to make the bay ice betWEen Usugarsuk
and Arnitiok. One day's travel up the coast took them safely
to thGir C1lIllp.
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The only serious casualty was dUG to a deep gash in
the Ie g of one of the Eskimo, sustained wh ile cutt ing walrus
meat on the sledge during the journey, while another froze
his l',ft hand slightly.
G.V[. Rowley
A furthE:r Hacount of tra .edv on the eoast of Cumberland
Gu f.
By T.A. Harwood
The April number of the Ax'ctic Circular contains a
snort account of the finding of some Eskimo bodiGS in Cumbu'
lE~n\l Gulf.
(VoLII (1949) pp. 46-47). The following is the
full story of the tragic death of these natives, whom I knew
personally.
During the fall of 1937 two natives from Blacklead
Island, Pangat s.nd Iggyuapik, men of few resources, decidcd
to move to Exeter Sound.
Pangat' s decii3ion was probably
influence d by th e fact that his daughter's h 11sband hunt a d
in Hoare Bay (Touadjuak Fjord), and thus could be ralisd
upon for some support.
By early winter they had made their
way into Exeter Sound and had set up CaJ:lP on the shm'ss of' [
small bay named Karmakjueet. This bay is separated from
Davis Strait by a narrow peninsula on the northern side of
which a small house had been built by whalers, probably ir,
the 18. te '80' s. The dis trict is 1'8 ported to ha ve the heb v:'.Gst
snowfall in the Pangnirtung area. 1'he bays fa<.:L1g nOl·th ha'le
such a heavy fall during the winter that they are almos i; im
passable for dog teams.
DurinG the winter I do not think the two families mad,"
any ef1'ort~; to obtain deerskin for winter clothir'f:" 3.1though
car i.l-,ou \leTC plent it'ul on the LHld crosD i.ng betwec n ,loure Bay
and Ezete:r Sound i.n the late fall and early winter. hS a
result tteir hunting capabilities were affecced by the lack
of wurm clothinG' and by early spring they were living a hE.nd
to mouth Existence. 1.s the days lengthened the snowfall i.!".
cr[o&sed until by early April over four feet of "oft snow l&y
over Exeter Sound and the adjoining fjords.

•

Tr-,is heavy snow cov6red the seals' bre8thing :1018S
completely, making seal hunting difficult, if not impossible.
As the meat situation deteriorated, the families ate their
dogs. Ttis in tUln made normal hunting still more difficult,
and finally the vicious circle closed, and without dogs to
move out of the immediate camp area it became impossible to
obtain any food.
At this stage, one of th6 femily heeds,
Iggyunpik, ettempted to walk over to the only othEr Eskimo
cElmp south of Exeter Sound. His abandonGd gun shows th3.t he
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reached the head of Touadjuak Fjord, 22 miles from his destina
tion, he.ving already walhd 50 miles,
I t scems likely that
he collapsed and died a few miles from this point. No trace
of his tracks or body were found by my purty.
Pangat died early in Ap::-'il i,1 tei:] tel't. Since he ',laS
by repute the lazier and certainly thE feebler, his efforts
towards survival were weaker and less coordinated than his
younger partner Iggyuapik, and with his death his family
could not have lasted much longer.
Iggyuapik's family, alonc.c
but probably in bettlir physical condit~on than Panc;at I s, lived
on a little longer, the mother dying lEcst from malnutrition
and cold on April 28. Before Sl18 died shs left a short message
on a praYQr calendar stating the days on which her three
children died.
On the instructions of Mr. J.A. Thorn, H.B.C. post
manager at Pangnirtung, I left for ExetJr Sound on 28 April
1938 arriving at the campsite on lJ;ay 3, five days after the
wife of Iggyuapik had died. The bodies of' the family were
in a skin tent covered with snow.
The bodies of Pangat and
his family were completely buried and to find them Vie had to
use saws and ice spears.
Vie Wln'e not able to
snow, but a prayer was said
catechist, and arrengements
natives for a burial in the

bury the bodie,~ owing to the deep
by Kilabuik, a Pangnirtung nativc
were made with the Touadjuak
spring when the snow thawed and

exposed Pangat's tent.
A small cairn was bu i l t in which my name and 1.11 as e
of the Eskimo of the party were enclosed. The return trip
to Pangnirtung was made in four days dcspite adverse conditions
of warm thawing winds and rSln, which turned the south-facing
s10]J(,s in Cumberland Gulf into a maze of rivers and streams.
Visit to ;:aclcenzie District in February 1949.

By Dr. H.A. Procter

The Mackenzie District covers an area of 527,490 square
milus and the provision of an adequate medical service presents
a gigantic problcm. The only practicable solution is the lavish
use of air transport with existinG facilities.
During February, 1949, I visited most of th6 major settle
ments in the Mackenzie District by 'iiI' Gnd covc'ed over 6,500
miles on the trip. The population of 11,250 consists of 1,571+
Esl:imo, 4,322 Indian and mixed bloods, and 5,351+ other races.
For the: medical care of this popul&tion there are eight doctors;
nine hospitals, providing a total of 311 beds, and four Indian
Health Services nursing stations, cach capable of accommodating
four paticnts.
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The hospitals arc established at Fort Smith, Fort
Iksolution, Yellowknife, I'ort Radium, Fort Simpson, Norman
Wells, Hay River, and two at Aklavik. During the summer of
1948 the Indian Health Servicc;c; nurs.ing stations Qt Copper
mine, Fort Normc:n, Fort Good Hope; und :Fort McPherson were
opened. There are Indibn Health Services medical officers
at Fort Smith, Fort Resolution, Fort Simpson, and Aklavik.
In c,ddition the industrial prc.icccts at Normcn 1Jells and Port
Radium hcve l'€sident doctors und the town of Yellowknife has
two practitioners and the only dentist resident in the North
west Territories.
;;id-winter 'dould appl3Cir at fhst thought to be 2, poor
choice of season for a visit. Actually Fehruary is in many
respects the best time for official calls. The resident
offlcbrs are not so bUSy ss during the summer; they can
spars time for ca'lunl conversation and visitors, being less
cOmITton, are dOUbly welcome.
It is perhaps the best month
of the w:',ole ye 0.1' for flying weath8r, wd with r,;asons ble
skill a light plane caD set dovm within a short distance of
any port-of-cE:ll.
It is a Good time for observing the effects
of the climate on constr~ction und, not least, there are no
mosquitoes or flies.
Most of this trip wus over common routes with the
exception, perhaps, of a visit to Euud and Holmun Isl2.nds.
I WCtS ull·Jged, at the time, to bG thE: first physician to
vis it HoL'llan Island witl'in living memory.
It is about 125 air miles from Coppermine to Rend
Ishcnd and a further 135 o.ir miles on to llolmun Island.
Ernie Boffe of C .F'.A. was our pilot. Hif3 detGiled knowlsdge
of '~he area 1'I0.s "cJery nGCGSSf,ry as EGud Island is misplaced
by c.bout 14 miles to the v,est on current maps, while th6 post
Clt Holman Island is not on the islccnd of the same name, but
on tIll) mr,inL::nd opposite. To come down in this area would
be Ci grim experience, hence the Pulice Officer ct Coppsrmine
assures himself that ell re&sollf"ble precautions arc taken.
Being the one unknown person in the pGrty I received his
special attention and was outfitted with skin trousers and
a doubl,; 8kin parka over whCit I had reason to believe was a
fQirly I';ood outfit.
The result was a pri vat6 turkish bath
from which there was no relit'f.
Such is the price of security.

'·CJ

I must admit to seeing very little of Read Island.
I
was followed in to the Post EanagGr'S house by about twenty
Eskimo end more arrived steadily until the small residencG
was pretty well filled. When the doctor's visits are rare
no one stands upon ceremony. The consultation and trcatment
arc a community affair. The show could have gone on for hours
but minutGs began to be important as the 8arly sunset approacileG. .
and It was urgent that one patient should be teken out that
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evening. The ~anding at Coppermine was made in that treacherous
ncriod at dusk when there is neither sun or moon.
Fortunately
Ii slngl" flan patch had been sCot out to giv6 a general indica
tion of ~he best place to land, but whcn down the pilot is
blind a~d must practically 1'861 his way to a berth.
It is
,;uch sm8ll incidents whic;1 mak6 the difference betwEcn air
trc;vGl "nd bush-flying--ev6n v,here there is no bush.
Protection of the Beluga
On 9 June 1949, the Federal Department of Fisheries
arnounc6d rc,gulations for the protection of tht> Beluga, or
-.illit6 \!llClle, in thE; areas of Hudson Bay, Hudson Struit, Jwncs
Bay and Ungava Bay.
',k,turc male belugas 2-vcrage 13 feet in 16ngth and
waigh close to 3,000 pounds, while somc havc been taken over
4,000 pounds.
Females are ono to thrcG feet s~allor than the
mah. - The beluga is protected against thE_ co Id by a thick
skin, without pores, and a s~bstantial layor of blubber.
The b~ubbor yields oil of a very gcod quality and the skin,
with its outer layer of muktuk, is considerod a delicacy by
t:l.o :Li;skimo. Commercial fish6des arc primarily interested in
tfHi oil, wllich averag6s 30 to 40 gallons from a 12- to I)-foot
whale tllOugh as much as l)'J gullons has bucn repoy-tcrl from
the lurgGst ar"~mals in th6 Gulf of St. Lawrence.
ThG n6W regulations pGrmit only those wi th licGnses
grunted by the Minister of Fisheries to fish or kill belugas;
6xceptions being m8dc for th6 Indian, Eskimo, hs.lfbrcGd
IndiQn or Eskimo, or memb6rs of the Royal Canadian lv'ounted
Police vrho are allowed to take belugas without a liceIlse for
thGir o~n domestic use and for the fEeding of their dogs.
;{oWev3r, ~lDY pGrson may dispose of the m(c'lt of u belugEL
luv,fully killGd to travellers for food for themsulv6s or
the iT logs.
"Bx'Jediti:ms to the Canadian Arctic"
Mr. ~lifford Wilso~, Editor of the Beaver, the Hudson
Bay Company's mar;azine, has most generously given us r6prints
of a paper by P.D. Baird or, "Expeditions to thl! CunEo_dian AT-ctic"
for distribution to members of the Arctic Circls. These re
prints 2re being sent out with this nunber of the Circular
to &11 members who are not Associates of the Ar8tir, Institute;
the latter will receive their copy through th6 Arctic Institute.
Mr. B[,ir-d_'3 paper, vlhich gives aE outline of sea voyuges and
lane experli tions carried out by 6xplorers of the Ccnadian Arctic
up to the year 1918,_ was first publishsd in thrce parts, in the
BeavBr- for March, June, and September 1949.
We should like to take this opportunity of 8xpr6ssing
our thanks for this thoughtful gift.
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Department of Transport personnel killed in Canso aircraft
crash
The following note has been received from Mr. Frank T.
Davies, Superintendent of the Defence Research Board Radio
propaGation Laboratory:
Four of the Department of Transport 1948-9 staff at
Clyde Ionospheric Station WEire killed on 22 August 191,9 in the
Canso aircraft crash halfway between Churchill and 'iinnipeg.
Their names are;
A.B. Neill, Observer-in-Charge, 1948-9; B.F.
C.D. McKenzie, Operator; W. Groff, Cook.

Mc~anus,

Operator;

S.H. Hitleman, the only surviving member of the 1948-9
complement of Clyde, remained at Clyde for another ycar.
These names were listed in the Arctic Circular for
March 1949 (Vol.II (1949) p.32).
It is hoped to publish a note on this accident in a
future numbECr of the Circular.
Meetings of the Arctic CiTC18
The next meeting of the Arctic Circle will be held on
Thursday, November 10 in the R.C.A.S.C. Mess, 278 Sparks Strect.
:clr. ;'.C. Callaghan will give a talk entitled "Experiences of a
Governmcnt Medical Officer in the North".
The following mceting will be held on Thursday, December
8.

Editorial Note
The Editor would welcome contributions from those who
arc at present in the Arctic or have information about work
in tIle i..rctic. All material for the Circular should be sent
to:
Mrs. Graham Rowley,
Editor Arctic Circular,
411 Echo Ilrive,
Ottavra.
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Fifteenth Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The fifteenth meeting of the Arctic Circle was held
in the 1st Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess, 278 Sparks Street,
on Thursday November 10. The President, Mr. A.E. Porsild,
was in the Chair and introduced the speaker, Dr. J.C.
Callaghan.
Dr. J.C. Callaghan, who had recently returned from a
year at Aklavik as Medical Health Officer, spoke on "Ex
periences of a me dical off icer in the Arct ic". During the
time he was at Aklavik he was responsible for carrying out
the x-ray survey in his area which involved visiting most
of the settlements in the Western Arctic. In the course of
his talk, illustrated with kodachrome slides, Dr. Callaghan
described this work as well as the influenza epidemic at
Cambridge Bay in .~pril 1949. Dr. Percy Moore, Director of
Indian Health Services, opened the discussion after Dr.
Callaghan's paper. We should like to take this opportunity
of thanking the Indian Health Services for having made it
possible for Dr. Callaghan to speak to the Circle.
Cosmic rays in the Arctic
Few explorers in the Arctic realize the extent to which
they helped to open up one of nature's greatest physical lab
oratories. Scientific stations in the Arctic are helping in
the study of one of the most intriguing of natural phenomena,
namely, "cosmic rays". These rays include radiations and
very high speed particles found everywhere on the earth's
surface, which come primarily from cosmic regions well beyond
the earth's atmosphere - perhaps beyond the solar system or
even beyond the local galaxy. Their source is still very
uncertain but the possibility that they originate in sun
spots is being investigated vigorously.

-.

The primary rays outside the earth's atmosphere are
nuclear particles carrying an electric charge and moving with
almost the velocity of light. Like any other moving charged
particle their motion is affected by a magnetic field. Thus
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the magnetic field of the earth, although it is relatively
weak, acts on these over great distances and influences the
paths by which they reach the earth's surface. Since the
particles spiral around the lines of force the majority tend
to movc toward the magnetic polar regions; only the more
energetic resist the effect of the magnetic field sufficiently
to reach the equator. Particles require energies of about
fiftecn thousand million volts to reach the equator from a
vertical direction, but at the magnetic poles there is no
lower limit caused by the earth's field to the energy of the
rays that may reach the outer atmosphere. However, if the
sun has a magnetic field it will prevent the weakest rays
from reaching the earth at all.
~ctually when the primary rays strike the earth's
atmosphere they are quickly absorbed and create secondaries
of various sorts. It is these secondary particles which we
observe at sea level. To penetrate to sea level secondary
particles must have an energy corresponding to about two
thousand million volts. These penetrating secondaries follow
the direction of the primaries and are proportional in number.

Since the weaker cosmic ray particles can only reach
the earth in polar regions it is necessary to study cosmic
rays near the magnetic pole in order to learn more about
the sun's magnetic field. Because of the absorption in the
earth's atmosphere it is also desirable to study them at
high altitude.
The magnetic pole, as it is usually understood, is
not the pole of interest in studying cosmic rays. Cosmic
rays see only the average effect of the earth's magnetism
as though it were concentrated in a bar magnet somewhere near
the earth's centre. The point at which the axis of this
magnet cuts the surface of the earth is known as the geo
magnetic pole and is situated on the west coast of Greenland
approximately one hundred miles north of Thule. Geomagnetic
latitudes which are used in cosmic ray studies refer to a
system wherein this point is the north pole.

•

Last summer the National Geographic Society in co
operation with the Bartol Research Foundation sent an expe
dition to Churchill to study cosmic rays. The expedition
was directed by Dr. Martin Pomerantz of the Bartol Foundation.
Geiger-Mueller counters were flown in free balloons; the
number of counts and pressure data were received at the
ground station by radio. Sevcral flights were made reaching
altitudes of about one hundred thousand feet and rays were
recorded with energies as low as one hundred million volts.
The observations made by Dr. Pomerantz indicate that the
magnetic rield strength of the sun must be only a fraction
of that expected from other observations.
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'"'1"/0 scientists from the Physics Division of the National
ReS8'trch Council, Dr. E. Pickup and Dr. 1. Voyvodic, also
visited ::;h\),ch111 last summer with a view to planning further
cosmic i':'ly v,ork in the upper atmosphere. They arranged their
tri:;.' to 20irlCide with Dr. Porr,erantz' expe~,ition and assisted
hIm v\:_·~il :1 is work,

C:he gS!'E:.:'al intensity of cosmic rays depends upon
mGtec,r"logLco.l conditions since absorption of the secondary
rays va:::, : ~ith the density of the air thro\~h which they
must pass, Studyinf, these gives information about the energy
spect:ru.n c£ the rays. The way primary rays behave in mag
netic fie] ds is also o.emonstrated by intensity changes associ
['t,,,l witt. magnetic storms. These must be studied at high
magnetic latitudes and compared with measurements taken at
other p'.8'·138 0;1 the earth. The observation of changes
occ'lrr:',r, with magnetic storms is expected to give some in
forr.9.t;.o'j ')n Hhether or not the source of these rays may be
at ~eq8t p~rtly in sun spots.
'rh'3 opening of the joint Canadian American weather
stetil.1ll3 i:1 the Arctic has made possible the first continuous
obceI""ltio 1S in this sGctor of the polar r8gions. Many expe
ditiow3 for measuring cosmic rays have been made previously
by n.l.'.~) aDd air, but this summer the Physics Division of the
Nat.'.on~l ~cqGarch Council sot up a station at Resolute Bay
fOT contLT,.L'~S recoI'ling of cosmic ray in"tensities.
'l'l~'_ ;, .d, Nl.7Y resupply mission carried to Resolute Bay
a'Dout ene d!',c1 e, llalt' tons of equipment consisting of Geiger
Mueller GO'_:I"~e:'3, amplifiers, recording equipment and lead
fo:c bt.:eJdi1{';.
This was set up by Dr. D.C. Ro,8 who travelled
'sith the m.i.3,siu:.,. After' being put in operat:'.c1 the instru
ment::; H',T'", L~:t't in chaTge of Mr. John Galt of the Dominion
CbseI".;",to~:; ">":10 is directing magnetic work at Resolute Bay
this "il.G"'8r., 'r!:e equipment h83 'been operating continuously
,sineu 'kutGm::Jer 2., An identical set of instruments is being
open,c,"u i:1. I)ttawa for comparison.

~'"d'lY luore expeditions to ",-retic regions will be necessary
bcfo:'o 87lJIythir.g is known about cosmic rays.
In other countries
a gr8a~ ueal of valuable work is being done on high mountain
t"pE', Tt v:o'lld be very useful to have a well equipped laborf'
tory ,<IlU living quarteT's on the top of a mountain ten or
eleven thousand feet high in northern Ellesmere Island. A
plan for such a place would seem rather fantastic now but
probar'v no more fantastic than the present weather stations
would ],,"\ vo s 'J8 m8 d to Frankl in.

D.C. Rose
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Operation Magnetic, 1949
Dur-ing July and August, 1949, the magnetic survey of
the Canadian FJctic was furthered by an airborne expedition
similar to operations Polco of 1947 and Magnetic of 1948
(Circular Vol.I (1948) pp. 20 and 79).
The objects of this expedition were first to confirm
the posit ion of the north magnetic pole as calculated from
previous observations, secondly to investigate regions wh8re
anomalies exist and secondary poles have been suspected,
thir-dly to re-occupy former magnetic stations for informG.tion
on secular change, and finally to extend the network of
observation points required for the production of rcliG.blc
mugnetic chcrts. All of these objects wore achieved, and
no secondary poles were discovered.
The R.C.A.F. assigDed a Canso to the task, with FILt
D.R. Cuthbertson as pilot and detachment commander, and Flo
J.E. Goldsmith as navigator. Both these officers have been
on previous magnetic-survey expeditions. The scientific
party consisted of R.D. H\rtchison and P.N. Daykin of the
Division of Terrestrial Magnetism, Dominion Observatory, and
B. Shindman of the Geographical Bureau.
The party left Rockcliffe on July 5, but were delayed
a few days at The Pas by tlle lateness of the ice break-up
in the northern lakes. During this delay observations were
made at The Pas, both at an established magnetic station in
the town, and at the airport some 20 miles away; and a flight
was made to Nueltin Lake, where two stations had been estab
lished by the Dominion Observatory in 1923 but not ro-occupied
since. By July 14 there was enough open water for a landing
on Dubawnt Lake, the starting point of the official programme.
From then on progress was more rapid.
The second stage of the operation was carried out from
the R.C.A.F. base at Coral Harbour, Southampton Island. It
consisted of trips to Wager and Repulse Bays, in the north
western part of Hudson Bay, and to Lakes Pelly and Franklin,
on the Back River. No ice was encountered except at Ropulse
Bay, where the harbour of the trading post was choked and
the only possible landing-place was a small inlet two or three
milos away. From here the instruments were carried overland
to a magnetic station near the post, the object being to
obtain a comparison with readings made there in 1937. Since
the local geology is Precambrian, large space-changes in
magnetic values might be expected, and the accurate measure
mont of time-change required and exact re-occupation of the
original station. Some additional observations WGrc made at
the point of landing.
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At each of the above stations observations were carried
on continuously for 24 hours or more. The magnetic elements 
declination, inclination and field intensity - were measured
every hour, and astronomic observations for position and
azimuth v-!ere made between magnetic readings. At all points
Mr. Shindman gathered geographical information.
The final part of the season's work was
Resolute Bay, Cornwallis Island. The stations
listed below, with notes on their significance
of complete sets of magnetic observations made
(i)

(ii)

based on
visited are
and the number
at each.

George Island, Prince Albert Sound, west
Victoria Island: 22 sets - to check a
regional anomaly suggested by observations
on tIle coasts of VJctoria Island and beyond.
Sawmill Bay, Great Bear Lake: 6 - a useful
addition to the magnetic-survey network
because many local anomalies exist in this
region.

(iii)
bv)

(vii;

(viii)

Hobhouse Inlet, south Devon Island: 21 for repeat observations at a station of 1946.
Spence Bay, Boothia Isthmus: 25, (v) Union
River, east Somerset Island: 24, and (vi)
Cunningham Inlet, north Somerset Island: 22 
to outline a major magnetic anomaly apparently
as soc iat ed with the Precambrian out crop running
north through Boothia and Somerset.
B~lTrow

Harbour, southwest Grinnell Peninsula:
25 - no other modern readinGs in this region.
Compass observations m£..de all around the Grin
nell Feninsula by the Belcher expedition of
1852-4 show that the declination at Barrow
Harbour was 152~OW. at that time. It is now
118 0 53'W., a decrease of ~3to.
Erebus Bay, southwest Devon Island: 40 - for
repeat readings at a station on Beechey Island
occupied by Amundsen in 1903 and by the Meteoro
logical Service of Canada in 1908, and also at
a station a few miles away occupied by a U.S.
expedition in 1946. Sorr~ magnetic observations
in the immediate vicinity of Beechey Island ware
made by the earliest explorertl; and the known
valuEs are given here as an illustration of
long-period secular change.
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Year

Declination

1819
1850
1853
1903
1908
1946
1949

129 0 00' W.

(ix)
(x)

(xi)

(xii)

128 0 28.5'
99 0 54'
94 0 23.4 '

Inclination
87 0 29'
88 0
88 0
88 0
88 0

20 '
30.5'
26'
35.4'

Field Intensity

.5865 C.G.S. units
.58975
.59824
.5710
.57678

Berlinguette Inlet, Brodeur Peninsula: 24 - no
other readings in this region.
Igloolik Island, Foxe Basin: 24- few modern
readings in this region, but complete obser
vations were made here in 1822-3 by Parry's
expedition.
Ommanney Bay, west Prince of vwales Island: 50 
nearest possible landing to the north magnetic
pole; mean inclination 89 0 46' in a north
easterly direction, greatest observed inclina
tion 89 0 57'. On this flight, August 19 and 21,
new ice was observed on many of the small lakes
in northern Prince of Wales Island.
Pelly Bay, Gulf of Boothia: 7 - no other readings
in this region.

It had been hoped to obtain readings also at two points
in Melville Island, where information is scarce, but this
island was completely ice-bound in the middle of August and
showed no signs of clearing. Even Liddon Gulf, which had
been used on last year's expedition, was unbroken.
Altogether the expedition brought back information
from 19 stations, having set out with a programme of 17. A
period of unusually clear weather in August sped the work
both of flying and of astronomic observing; but ice conditions
were poor, and there would have been delays on this account
if the pilot had not been agreeable to visiting several
stations not on the programme but suggested by the magnetic
observers as use.ful additions to the survey. 'viith this
flexibility of operations none of the good weather was
wasted.
More northerly observations are always hoped for,
because the pattern of the geomagnetic field is distorted
north of the pole, and present information is limited. The
realization of these hopes rests with the fickleness of ice
and weather; but on last year's magnetic expedition the
R.C.A.F. made their farthest north water-landing, in latitude
75 0 54, and this year their record was pushed to 76 0 36, at
Barrow Harbour.

R.D. Hutchison
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:Further rotc

G

on Poliomyelitis in Keewatin District

l'olic;;~lYGlitis outbreaks are not unknown in arctic
regions, but since 1914 only four appear to have been re
ported, tL~';=c' from Greenland and one from Canada.
In 1948-49
in Kee\la~il1 :Cistrict there was a serious epidemic of polio
myelit2"
,IIde'] should more correctly be considered as two
separate oU'cb~'euks, though the second was a result of the
first.
" k " C:CllcL~nary note
on this outbr6ak was publish6d
in tne LU ~ulaJ' for March 1949 (pp. 33-34), but Et -:;hat time

report2-w8re-r~~complete.

j,'wo impo:'trrnt papers and an editorial comment have now
putli3hed 0:1 tile Keewatin outbreak in the Canadian Journal
of Public llealth for October 1949 (Vol. 40 (1949) pp. 405-417;
418-41';; c.iluL,'7,-u-i,42); and the following note is based on their
inforn:~tion.
'che editorial points out that this outbreak,
which occulTed ,in ar.. isolated pal't of the subarctic with a
native pOl'uldt,,',on of about 800, afforded a unique opportunity
for tracing possible sources of infection.

Gsen

IiI'. A.P.VI. Peart, Chief of the Division of Epidemiology
in OttE,HOi, '<w flew to Chesterfield Inlet in Illarch 1949 to
"tudy ~',L"ij st:Clse, discusses the epidemiological fee.tures of
the OLoG ' , ' ( c',:,
"1're i'i::st outbreak dates back to July 1948
in th? Ji;',k se' ?oint ane' Padlei districts. 150 miles north
of Clill ell U l ',ut cases from this source did not gather
momOD'eVil 'J.n',li O",tubsr, November and December 1948". In
July' :: ',i~J U:, lSsidmo and ar.. Indian Chippewyan girl who lived
north of Ce,-a'chi1,l, but in separate localities, developed
pa:::-3.lytie>;',liomyclitis. The next recorded outbreak was not
until CC;C,JJCr 2 \/llen 2 cases of paralytic poliomyelitis
devel')!J'~'i 2,'~ ';\iil\"',lla End 3 at Eskimo Point.
It appears that
an E,skj:,:c, ";,cU J,1,78 d at Pistol Bay, north of Tavani, had
visiter] tt'ss" ~)],1ces on his way home from Churchill and pre
surnatlJ 3C::f;C. uS tr,s carrier. The next 7 cases, with 2 deaths,
occur"',,': ':r ",;,] "'adlei area; all these cases weI'e in camps
visit'3d o~"Y :,: " 5:-'ci8.l na.tive constable and an R.C.M.P.
cons~cib.la.
j,!,[' 'lative constable had had the disease three
weeks befor~ travelling, and was partially paralyzed. Sub
sG'c'uently f iJ'J m;w cases have been reported in th is dis tr ict,
maJ:i:in,g 12 :r-uralytic cases.
'I'llG sE;:,'nd a'ld more extensive outbreak of the epidemic

cit Chesterfield Inlet. The first paralytic case
c" ,"TL'c<i' J.4 five days eefter the visit of a Catholic
ruis"inr,lY'Y lr0n', Ec:kirlO Point who had arri ved by air on January
~"n'
.
h
, . t Cd th e
,-:',0.
.J.L',:;
.I~'-':L0~J"'..,
_8. '
.::. 110 8 1"Inlca 1 syrup t oms, b,ut h e VlSl
C8.SE~ cc B3ki~0 Point before leaving and general evidence
JtroLglv su,'"gests that he must have Deen the carrier. At
C~ssterfie~~ Inlet he visited patients in tht: hospital and
the in::1D.tss of the Industrial Home, in which institutions over
20 per cc.:c :)1 Gh" e:.ses occurred. Moreover some of the patients
develop~d

OCCUj'~,'fd
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had been in the hospital for a considerable time, and could
not therefore have been infected elsewhere.
Most of the information on this outbreak was obtained
by Dr. J.P. Moody, Medical Health Officer at Chesterfield
Inlet, who carried out a very careful investigation. He
returned from leave outside on February 11, and learning of
the first outbreak of sickness left for Eskimo Point and
padlei on February 13. At Tavani he was recalled by a wire
less message telling of the outbreak at Chesterfield, and
arrived on February 21. He immediately asked for the whole
area to be placed under quarantine and for assistance from
the Indian Health Services of the Department of National Health
and Welfare. Two trips were made to Chesterfield Inlet by air,
the first on March 2, which included a medical team of five
doctors, and the second on April 23, which included four
doctors, a physiotherapist and a nurse.
At Chesterfield between February 14 and March 7 there
were 54 paralytic cases including 14 deaths. All the deaths
appeared to be caused by respiratory paralysis. Of the 275
Eskimo in the district 18.5% were paralyzed and approximately
5% died. It seemed likely that at least 50% of the population
had mild symptoms which could be attributed to the poliomyelitis
virus.
Pathological specimens from Eskimo who had been ill
were obtained by scientists on the two visits to Chesterfield
on March 2 and April 23, and were shipped by air in the frozen
state to Toronto. The results of laboratory investigations in
Toronto are described by Dr. A.J. Rhodes, Eina M. Clark, Dr.
Alice Goodfellow and Dr. W.L. Donohue. Experiments at the
Connaught Medical Laboratory showed that the poliomyelitis
virus, producing typical clinical and histological appearance
in rhesus monkeys, existed in the brain and cord of 2 cases
of suspected poliomyelitis at Chesterfield. The virus was
also derr-onstrated in two stool preparations and one sample
of throat washings. ~istological examination of the monkey
material at the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto confirmed
the earlier findings. It therefore seems to be proven that
the epidemic was, as diagnosed, of acute anterior poliomyelitis.

•

The epidemic of poliomyelitis at Chesterfield Inlet
occurred in extremely cold weather in a comparatively isolated
community in the AI·ctic. It is therefore of exceptional
medical interest. Not only could it throw new light on how
the disease is transmitted but poliomyelitis is generally con
sidered to be a warm weather disease. At Chesterfield in
January, February, and March 1949 the highest temperature
recorded was 18 oF. and the average for the three months -27°F.
Flies were therefore excluded as carriers. It seems to have
been possible to trace sugc;ested carriers of the disease: in
one case a man who never appeared to have had any illness, and
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in another a man three weeks after he had had the disease,
a much longer period than patients are usually considered
infectious. The latter case was presumably infectious by
means of faeces, rather than through the respiratory tract,
as the virus is kn~vn to persist in the faeces for several
weeks, whereas it can be recovered from the pharynx for a few
days only. The danger of transmitting the disease in this
way under northern sanitation conditions should be stressed.
All the evidence at Chesterfield would support the view that
poliomyelitis is a disease of high con~unicability spread by
contact between humans.
Lack of imnrunity to the disease appears to have played
an important part. At Chesterfield when oases are compared
with age groups it becomes apparent that all age groups were
attacked approximately to the same extent, contrasting with
less isolated communities where most of the cases occur between
5-20 years. In many of the families more than one member was
stricken by paralytic poliomyelitis, which is also unusual.
A very high percentage of the population was affected
compared with epidemics farther south in Canada. At Chester
field 18.5% of the population and in the whole area 8.4% was
attacked by paralytic poliomyelitis. By comparison in the
Ontario epidemic of 1937 only 0.068% of the population was
affected and in Manitoba in 1941 0.11%, though both these
figures include non-paralytic cases as well. ht Chesterfield
the disease appeared to attack in two waves of increasing
severity. At present the area is still in quarantine, but it
is intended that this will be lifted with the freeze-up. So
far as can be determined no new cases have arisen since March
1949.

at

to collect meteoritic matter in atmos hcric dust
ako and Fort Smlth. By D.K. Norrls

Studi.es of meteoritic material in the atmospheric dust
are of great value in attempts to determine such problems as
the age of the solar system, the effects of cosmic radiation
on meteorites, and the distr·i bution of small particles in
space.
If particles of extra-terrestrial origin are continu
ously settling on the earth, as appears to be the case, they
should be expected to fall equally over the earth's surface.
In fact telluric contamination results in the daily amounts
of dust collected decreasing with distance from regions of
hab itati on.

•

In 1947 a series of collections of atmospheric dust
was started at the David Dunlap Observatory at Toronto, in
an attempt to isolate genuine meteoritic particles. This study
was confined to magnetic particles as there was no limnediate
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hope 0; being able to differentiate non-magnetic atmospheric
particles f~om telluric particles. Nickel is always present
in metallic meteoritic fragments, but recognition is difficult
if there is any appreGiable Quantity of telluric matter.
It
was t'lereforc decided that studies should be made in the far
north durlLZ the winte:' months, where telluric contamination
should '~e very low and where it would be possible both to
expose silicone coated dust-plates, 24 x 18 inches in area,
and to col18ct material from m'31t8d snow.
TU:ouch 'i,he kindness and keen interest of Professor
E.C. BullJrd, of the Department of Physics of the University
of Toronto, and Mr. G.W. Rowley, the writer was able to visit
Baker Lake" N"'i.T. during February 1949. At the same time
comIllli'abJe collection..; were made at Fort Smith.
At Bakel" I,ake 200 micrograms of dust weI'", colle cte d
in 70 c::.ays. This \ilouid correspond to lecls than
a kilogram
a ycar pCI' sq. kilometre.
The spherules and cindery material
common farther souti were found to bo greatly reduced, while
certain t"rpcs of fresh Ini3tallic fragment::; seen:ed to be moro or
Ie ss c ollstant in number both at Baker lAke and Fort Smith and
in southErn localities. With furtllGr collections the segrlJ
gation of these metallic particles into groups and their subse
qmmt [mnlycis should. be relatively simple and it ,ought then to
be possible to discove~ whethEr th0Y Bro of cosmic or of
tErrestrial origin.

t

1. lJU'ty from O~cf'ord University spent seven weeks in North
East Lwul ;;hi" sumn:er. Thos <3 taking part were J .M. Hartog,
J.L. Ol8d'" ':::.J". Har18Y, VI. Scott-Moncrieff, and H.R. Thompson.

'I'h, rniL objt;ct of the,. expedition was to collect data
iJearinc on tn,,' fcrmation of BrasvsllbrbGn, discovered in 1938
from ~Lr~al ph0tOg~Elphs to be the largest glacier in the
3pi t,e) ;)~c' ,,;;,n m ch irelago.
~, bas3 cu:nTJ was estatli3hed at Torellneset (Cape Torell).
Three; IT,El in 81se:,,;8 ,journt;Ys W'n'S made (man-hauling). The first
'vas froJll J'3ispynten (Isis Point) on the uliSt coast, via Etonbreen
(Eton Glc.(;i.6I) 3.i the head of 'Nahlcnbergfjorden back to Torellneset
\106 miler. - 14 day~). The second to BrRsvellbreen (82 miles Ii< days) alloNed thr60 of the party to spend four days actually
on 'wop ()f thut glacier. The third was in order to survey and
study the. Bhck Mountains of Glen (1935-36), north of O,iCl3Verneset.
1;)~c VEry large amount of seu-ice necessitated complete
cancellation of the mari:1e programme.

•

Il,) othlJr details hnve y(;t been published.

J.M. Hartog
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Between 1936, when A.R. Glen and N.A.C. Croft, members
of a former Oxford University party, travelled along the south
coast of North East Land and 1938, when Norges Svalbard og
Ishavs-Unders¢kelser carried out their aerial survey, there
has t,een a dramatic advance of the ice-front of about 1; miles
to the west of Cape Mohn. This 1.s ·the area of the Bt!svellbreen.
In a short note published in the Geographical Journal for October
1941 (Vol. 98 (1941) 206-7) Mr. A.R. Glen, leader of the 1935-6
expedition, writes, "The aerial photographs reveal the chaot ic
crevassing caused many miles inland by this movement. The cause
is still unknown except that it certainly was not a developing
glaciation, find can only have been either a tectonic disturbance,
or somb internal glacial cataclysm, perhaps of the kind described
by Proi'essor MaGon in his "study of threatening glaciers" (Geogr.
iL. 85 (1935) 24-41)". The findings of the 1949 North East Land
Expedition should prove to be of great interest to glaciOlogists.
Protection of Seals
On 21 October 1949, the Federal Department of Fisheries
announced that regulations had been made to preserve seals in
northern Canada as a food supply for Eskimo.
Under these regulations no person except a resident is
allowed to kill any seals in Canadian waters and territories
north of 60OW., or in the waters of Ungava Bay, Hudson Bay and
James Bay. For this purpose a resident is defined as a person
residing continuously in these areas during a period of not
less than twelve months. In addition scientists may kill
seals necessary for their research work.
In future no person is allowed to sell or otherwise
dispose of seal meat, except to other residents or travellers
for human or dog food.
These regUlations do not affect the commercial sealing
operations off the east coast of Canada or on the Pribilof
Islands, Which lie outside the defined area.
Laying of the keel of the R.C.N. icebreaker
The keel of the new R.C.N. icebreaker was laid on Friday
November 18 at the Marine Industries yards at sorel, P.Q,. Some
details of this icebreaker were given in the Circular for
January 1949 (Vol. II, No.1 (1949) p.ll). It is expected
that the new ship will be completed in the summer of 1952.
Selection of a bishop for the Diocese of the Arctic

•

On October 22 the Ecclesiastical Province of Rupert's
Land announced that selection of a bishop for the Diocese of
the Arctic had been deferred until April 1950. The appointment
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has been vacant since Bishop Archibald Fleming retired on 19
September 1949 after 16 years as Bishop of the Arctic.
Lecture on bIctic Nutrition
On 11 October 1949 Dr. K!re Rodahl spoke on Arctic
Nutrition to a joint meeting of the Science Association of
the National Research Council and the Defence Research Board.
Members of the AI"ctic Circle were invited to be present. Dr.
Rodahl is a research member of the Institute of Physiology at
Oslo University and has madQ a special study of nutritional and
vitamin problems in the North. One of his interests has been
an investigation of the toxicity of polar bear liver, Which
he has demonstrated to be caused by the very great concentration
of Vitamin A in the liver.
Game Laws of the Northwest Territories
In the Arctic, conservation of game for the native popu
lation is essential and wanton destruction of animals may result
in very real hardship to the inhabitants. People who go north
for short periods frequently seem to be ignorant that strict
game laws are in effect for the Northwest Territories. The
following short summary of these laws has been prepared by
the Dominion Hildlife Service. This summary also indicates
a number of changes which have been introduced recently.
The Game Ordinance of the Northwest Territories
The Game Ordinance, Chapter 12 as amended by Chapter
27 of the Ordinances of the Northwest Territories, is an
enactment by the Commissioner and Council of the Terri
tories. It first came into effect 1 July 191>9. Previous
to that date game matters in the Territories were regulated
by the Northwest Game Act, a statute of Canada, and the
"Regulations Respecting Game in the Northwest Territories"
issued under authority of the Act.
Most of the important features of the Act and Regu
lations were embodied in the Ordinance. The regulations
were revITitten, consolidated, and grouped into parts.
Some new provisions were included.
The important provisions of the Ordinance and the new
provisions may be described as follows:- (New provisions
are unn8~lined throughout.)
PART II - General Prohibitions and Restrictions.
1. No one may hunt or take game or birdS' eggs or
nests without a licence.
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2.

Prohibited is the use of:
(a)

rifles of less than .25 calibre in big game
hunting;

(b)

rim-fire shells or cartridges for big game
hunting;

(c )

firearms of any kind for hunting beaver;

(d)

autoloading weapons for hunting game;

(e)

shotguns for II unt ing muskrats;

(f)

snares for hunting other than rabbits or
hares.

3. Traps must not be set or left set in the close
season, or for wolves between April 1 and October 31. When
traps hsve been lawfully set by a trapper it is an offence
for another per"son to remove them.

4. Game and furs must not be wasted by being neglected
and left to spoil.
5. It is an offence to be in possession of game taken
illegally or to make an agreement with a nf.:tive to take
game illogally.
6.

Moos e meat msy not be sold or offered for sale.

7. Caribou meat may be sold by the holder of a generel
hunting licence. It Tr15.Y not be sold by tre,ders or in cans.
8. The meat of game must not bu served with me&ls for
which a charge is made.

9. Moose and caribou meat must not be fed to domestic
animals and game meat must not be used for bait if fit for
human consumption.
10. Aircraft may be used by hunters only for transpor
tetion to their trapping headquarters. Permission must be
secured to transport game meat or furs by aircraft. Hunting
game from an aircraft is prohibited.
11. It is an offence to molest or interfere with a
muskrat house or 8. beaver dam or beaver house.

•

12. Poison must not be used in hunting except by author
ized scientists and game officers •
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PART III - Game Preserves and Sanctuaries a
1. Six game preserves, comprising some 900,000 s~uare
miles, are reserved for exclusive hunting by Indians and
Eskimo.

2. More than 15,000 s~uare miles is included in two
sanctuaries where hunting game of any kind is forbidden.

3. Hunting beaver is forbidden in the Mackenzie Delta
Beaver Sanctuary, an area of approximately 14,000 8~uare
miles.

PART IV - Close Seasons
1. Hunting in the close season is prohibited.
ceptions are that Indians and Eskimo may
(a)

hunt male caribou in March for food;

(b)

hunt caribou in August and September
to get skins for clothing;

Ex

and that anyone may take game as needed to prevent star
vation in the close season or otherwise.
2.
The season is closed throughout the year on a number
of animals and birds, including musk-ox and buffalo.

3. Hunting females or young under one year of age of
moose, mountain sheep and mountain goats is prohibited.
4.

The bag limit on moose is one male per year.

PARTS V AND VI - Licences and Certificates
1. Some fifteen licences and certificates are issued
under the Ordinance. In general, applications are taken
and licences issued by local game officers. Exceptions are
trading post or outpost licences, scientific licences, and
licences to export live animals which are jssued at Ottawa.
Certificates of registration, fur-farm licences, and licences
to take fur-bearers, are issued by the offica of the District
Administrator, Fort Smith when they apply to Mackenzie Dis
trict, other~ise by the Ottawa office.
2.
Indians and Eskimo are required to take out General
Hunting Licences in order to hunt. Formerly they were not
so re~uired. No fee is charged them.

•

k At the next meeting of the Arctic Circle a map giving

the present boundaries of preserves and sanctuaries
will be shown.
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3. A general hunting licence is issued to a white
person only in the case of
(a)

a person who held a hunting and trapping
licence 3rd May, 1938, and has continued
to reside in the Territories; or

(bl

a child of a resident who continues to
reside in the Territories and is dependent
on hunting for a livelihood.

The fee charged is $5.00; it was formerly $2.00.
4. Caribou licences may be issued to resident heads
of families, representatives of missions, and government
employees, but only for the purpose of obtaining meat for
their own use.
5.

Game bird licences are obt&inable by all.

PhRT VII - Registration in Mackenzie District.
is entirely new.

This part

1. Certificates of registration may be issued to
holders of generGl hunting licences and give them exclusive
trGpping rights in their trapping areus. A certificate
covers a period of five years.
2. Trapping areas may be registered by groups or bands
of natives if they so desire. The certificate is issued in
the name of the chief or leader.
3. Hunters may hunt big game over registered areas,
and registrants may go off their areas to hunt big game.
The latter must not trap off their areas except by special
permis sion.

4.

Eskimo •.

Registration certificates are free to Indians and
For others the fee is $10 per person.

5. The registrant must make proper use of his area or
lose his certificate. Improvements made by him on the area
may be sold or disposed of.
PART VIII - Beaver and Marten Licences
1. The season is closed throughout the year for beaver
and marten hunting except in defined areas in Mackenzie
District where hunting by general hunting licence holders
is permitted under special free beaver and marten licences.

•

2. In registered areas the limit is one beaver for each
colony established Oil the area over a minimum of three. For
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unregistered hunters the limit is 10. The limit is 5
marten south of the 63~. parallel, 10 marten north of
it. In the basin of the Anderson River limits of 20
oeaver and 25 marten are provIded.
3. When a hunter obtains a beaver or marten licence
he is given a number of seals to correspond with the number
of beaver or marten allowed on the licence. He must attach
one seal to each beaver or marten elt. Possession of un
sea ed pe ts 1S an of ence.
PART IX - Trading and Trafficking in Game
1. Anyone wishing to trade and traffic in game in the
Territories, except Government employees, who are forbidden
to do so, must first obtain a licence to establish a trading
post or outpost. In order to carryon the business he must
obtain an annual trading and trafficking licence.
and
uy up
3. Fees for trading and trafficking licences are·
based on status of owner or manager. Indians, Eskimo,
and religious organizations accepting furs as contribution
to their maintenance are not charged a fee. li'or others,
resident fee is ~ non-resident Canadian $150, and alien
$300.

4. Each trader must give his customer a record of any
sale or purchase, must keep proper accounts, and must dis
play his prices on his merchandise. Provision is made for
inspection of the books and records of traders by authorized
officers.
PART X - Fur-farms and Live Game
1. No one may establish a fur-farm or take or export
wild live fur-bearing animals without a licence.
2. A fur-farm licensee is required to keep proper
records, make annual returns, and submit to inspection of
his farm.
3. The number of fur-bearers which may be taken
exported is limited, and regulations are provided for
and shipping the animals.
PART XI - Powers of the Commissioner

•

For convenience and clarity the various powers
Commissioner of the Northwest Territories under the
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are grouped together in one part and include New provisions
(subsections (g) 1 (h), (i) and (.j)).
PART XII - Administration and Enforcement
1. Game Officers are appointed under the Ordinance,
or they are members of the R.C.M. Police.
2. Disputes between trappers may be settled by game
officers. Appeal is allowed to Justices of the Peace.
3. Provision is made for search and seizure in case
of suspected infractions and for disposal of seized articles
after conviction is obtainEd. Game officers may suspend
licences for suspected infractions. They may arrest offen
ders without a warrant.
4. A false statement in an application or report made
under the Ordinance is an offence.
5. A licence is automatically cancelled if the holder
is convicted of a violation.
6. Penalities of fine and imprisonment are provided.
Tt.e maximum fine is ~5000 for hunting or trading and traf
ficking without a licence, for illegal use or possession of
poison, and for killine buffalo or musk-ox. The maximum
for oth8r offences is $500. Minimum fines are t2.Q. and
$5.00 respectively,
-
Subscriptions for 1950
Members are reminded that their subscriptions for 1950
($2 for Ottawa members 1 or $3.00 for combined membership for
husband and wife, and ~l.OO for out-of-town members) are due
on January 1, and are payable to the Secretary, Mr. T.R.
Manning, 37 Linden Terrace, Ottawa. It will be greatly appre
ciated if members would pay promptly. Members in 3ngland should
send 5/- to the Scott Polar Research Institute at Cambridge.
Changes of Address
Members are earncstly requested to advise the Secretary,
T.R. Manning, 37 Linden Terrace, Ottawa, promptly of any
change of address. The Circular is sent by 3rd. class mail
and is therefore not forwarded by the post pffice. Apart from
the inconvenience to members, who will not get their copies,
an extra postage is charged to the Club when these copies are
returned. It would be helpful if members sending in changes
of address would include their telephone numbers, both office
and home.

~~.
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Correction to the October Number
On p. 77 of the October number of the Circular it was
stated that Kr. S.H. Hitleman remained at Clyde River. In
fact he came out from Clyde River with the other four members
of the Department of Transport's post there, but was not
aboard the Canso which crashed.
Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The Annual General Meeting of the Arctic Circle will
be held on Thursday, January 12.
Editorial Note
The Editor would welcome contributions from those who
are at present in the Arctic or have informction about work
in the AI'ctic. All material for the Circular should be sent
to:
Mrs. Graham Rowley,
Editor Arctic Circular,
411 EchO Drive,
Ottawa.
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Sixteenth Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The Sixteenth Meeting of the Arctic Circle wa.s held
in the 1st. Corps Troops R.C.A.S.C. Mess, 278 Sparks Street,
on Thursday, December 8. The President, Mr. A.E. Porsild,
was in the Chair and introduced the lecturer, Dr. M.J. Dunbar
of McGill University.
Dr. M.J. Dunbar spoke on "learine Resources of the
Eastern Arctic", and illu3trated his talk with kodachrome
slides. He described the oceanography of the Eastern Arctic
in general and the marine resources in Ungava Bay in detaiL
A short account of Dr. Dunbar's work in Ungava Bay during the
summer of 1949 follows:
Marine Investigations, Ungava Bay, 1949
The programme of oceanographical research in Ungava Bay,
begun in 1947 and continued in 1948, was completed in 1949.
This was the first year the Fisheries Research Board's new
vessel the Calanus (Circular Vol.I (1948) pp. 6-7, 53~4;
Vol.II (1949) pp. 8-9) was used in the work. Dr. M.J. Dunbar
and four McGill University graduate stUdents, E.H. Grainger,
T.W. Crsery, E.E. Reid, and W.E. Viilson, spent two months
aboard the Calanus, making hydrographic sections and investi
gating fish and plankton. This vessel, which was sailed up
in 1948 and wintered at Chimo, proved highly satisfactory.
The Calanus was launched &nd afloat by June 16, after
some delay caused by shore ice. Supplies were loaded at the
air-base and the expedition left the Koksoak River on June 27
and reached Port Burwell on June 29. This was exceptionally
early for reaching Port Burwell, perhaps a record, and was
possible owing to the speed with which the ice left Ungava
Bay. Bur·well was used as base for two weeks, after which the
Calanus sailed across the mouth of the bay to Akpatok Island,
thence to Payne Bay on the west coast of Ungava Bay, back to
Akpatok and then south to Fort Chimo, arriving there on July 22.
The second cruise was again to Burwell, where the cod
had arrived since the first visit, and to the Button Islands.

r
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proposed hydrographic work in Hudson Strait had to be abandoned
for this year owing to stormy weather. Instead course was set
for Cape Hope's Advance and then back to Chimo, arriving there
on August 16. A final short cruise to Payne Bay and Leaf Bay,
from August 19 to 26, ended the season's work. The vessel was
once again beached at Fort Chimo having completed almost the
full programme in spito of somo bad weather.
Sixteen hydrographic stations were occupied for purposes
of physical oceanography, some of them more than once during
the season. Sections wore made from Burwell to Akpatok, from
Akpatok to Payne Bay, and from Akpatok to the mouth of the
Koksoak River. Salinities, temperatures, and oxygen concen
trations were measured. A bathythermograph was used at all
hydrographic stations. The highest temperature recorded
during the season was 5.80 0 c. at the surface on August 24, and the
lowest was -1.50 0 C. at a depth of 140 metres. The greatest
depth measured was approximately 360 metres.
Plankton studies were continued and sufficient material
has nml been obtained for a full taxonomic study of the summer
plankton of Ungava Bay. The benthonic fauna was collected with
the dredge and beam-traWl, but as no bottom sampler was used
little of the burrowing or buried life was included. The
significance of the littoral fauna in estimating the nature
of the marine environment was studied. It appears that the
presence or absence of Littorina saxatilis, },Tytilus edulis,
and Balanus balanoides is indicative of the productivity of
the water although the nature of the relation is not yet known.
Trawling experiments, with otter- and beam-trawl, were
not successful owing to the uneven and rocky bott om. Explora
tion with the echo sounder showed that this type of bottom,
with crevices or small valleys filled ',lith mUd, appears to
extend over most of the bay. Long-line fishing was also un
successful. The ~uickest way of catching cod proved to be
by hand-line and jig. The behaviour of the Atlantic cod in
the cold waters of Ungava Bay is significantly different from
that in more southern waters, or in West Greenland, where long
line fishing is very successful.
This programme of resGarch in Ungava Bay was planned
to investigate the possibilities of additional food supplies
from fishing, as there were caSGS of serious malnutrition among
the local native population. It has now been shaNn that both
the Atlantic cod and the Greenland shark may probably be
profitably exploited by the Eskimo.

•

According to the Eskimo the cod (Gadus callarias) usually
arrives off Port Burwell between June 29 and July 16 and leaves
at the end of September. This year the Eskimo reported that
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they arrived shortly after the Calanus left Burwell on July 16.
They were found to be nwnerous when the ship returned on August
3. It would be unwise however to place too much reliance on
Eskimo reports as they very rarely do any cod-fishing.
Codfish were found to be plentiful both at the mouth
of Foxe Harbour and in Forbes Sound in the Burwell region.
Jigging off McColl Island in the Button group, only fifteen
miles to the north, produr::ed nothing. The nature of the water
and the littoral fauna are quite different from at Burwell and
it may be that thE;T"G is a sud'ien change in mElrine conditions
between the two localities across Gray Strait. Fish described
as "At~antic cod" are reported to be common in Acadia Cove, in
the Resolution Islands, some forty miles north of the Button
Islands. If they are, in fact, Atlantic cod, it is just
possible that they may be from West Greenland, whereas the
Burwoll cod come, in all probability, from the Labrador.
Owing to lack of success with trawl nets or long-lines
it was difficult to obtain undamaged specimens of Atlantic cod
for tagging. Eighty-eight cod taken by jigging were tagged in
the Burwell rEgion in 1949. The tags were numbered between EA 1
and EA 90 and nttached to the left gill-cover. It is unlikely
that any of thes", will bG picked up but Labrador and Newfoundland
fishermen have been asked to return any seen to the Fisheries
Rese"rch Board.
Five shark (Somniosus microcephalus) were seen during
the summer; of these two were shot by the Calanus party and
one was caught on a long-line. According to Eskimo reports
shark are abun'iant at Burwell and have also been seen in nwnbers
in the region of Cape Hope's Advance and Diana Bay. There is
no doubt that, GS in Grrenlund, shark-fishing could become a
valuable industry provided instruction is given to the Eskimo
and that it is possible to find a market for the liver-oil and
the skins. Thv whole skin with only the denticles removed
drE;ss GS to Q hard dura bIb IGGther, which can be us ed for
luggage, boots and shoes. With the hard epidermal layers
removed, an excellent soft leather of the chamois type is
obtained in large even sheets. The meat when dried and mixed
with a little shark- or seal-liver oil mGkes adequo.te dog-feed.
In 1949, a supply of shark tackle was left with the natives at
Burwell and instructions were given on how to prepare dog-feed.
It is hope d that the tackle will be used and the. t [c stGrt will
thus be made towards fc.miliGrizing the Eskimo with shark-fishing.

•

The young of the Greenland halibut (Reinhardtkus
hiPPOylOSSOides) were taken in soms numbers from the stomachs
of At antic cod at Burwell in 1947 and 1948. In 1949, they
were Glso taken in the beam-trawl and in the dredge, though so
far the adult halibut has 81uQed capture. An Eskimo at Burwell
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said that he had seen adult halibut, two to three feet in length,
on the northern side of Killinek Island.
If sufficient quanti
ties of halibut could be discovered a profitable native fishery
might be developed.
Thou~h no walrus were recorded by the Calanus, shortly
before her arrival off Akpatok Island twenty-nine had been
taken by the Eskimo. The walrus, which had been numerous,
had left with the ice.

Seal-hunting off Chimo was not very productive in the
1949 season. This was partly because of alternative employment
for the Eskimo but also because tho ice left the bay early and
the best of the hunting was over quickly. The Fayne Bay
people were said to have been more successful and the Burwell
natives who visited the Button Islands, made a good catch. The
Button IslandS are almost always good seal territory and there
is no doubt that some connection exists between the abundance
of seals and the altered hydrographic and biological conditions
there compared with Ungavo Bay.
Beluga hunting in Ungava Bay up to the end of August was
very poor. The Chimo and George River natives obtained scarcely
any, though the Payne people killed fourteen in July and a few
others during the rest of the summer.
It appears that the inadequate food resources of the
region could be supplemented to a marked extent by fishing, and
both cod and shark offer possibilities. The natives in Ungava
Bay, OWing to lack of knowledge and skill have not so far ex
ploited these resources while their hunting of walrus, beluga
and seal suffers from poor initiative and insufficient effort.
Operation Lyon.

•

By Graham Rowley

"Lyon" was an R.C.A.F. operation of providing transport
in the Foxe Basin area for certain scientific projects sponsored
by the Defence ReseaI'ch Board. The name was chosen in honour of
Capt. G.:B'. Lyon who was Capt. li.E. Parry's second in command in
the original exploration in H.M.S. Fury and Hecla of much of the
~re~.
His account of h~s exper~ences dring the.expedit~on is,
lncldentally, my favourlte arctlc book.
The prlmary obJect
was to enable the Queen's University arctic expedition, which
had carried out medical research in Southampton Island in 1947,
48 and 49 (Circular Vol.I (1948) pp. 17-18; 37; 81-2), to extend
their activities to another part of the north to see if the
results they had obtained were representative of the Eastern
Arctic or due to special conditions on Southampton.
Igloolik
was chosen as the most suitable locality for their work owing
to its large Eskimo population which is comparatively unaffected
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by white influence. At the same time the opportunity was taken
to carry out other scientific work in the area.
The party left ,iinnipeg on August 12 in an R.C .A.F.
Canso aircraft yiloted by Flo Earle D. Harper with Flo R. Roane
as co-pilot, FlO W. Kereliuk as navigator, Flo J. Hynds as
radio officer, and Corporal K. Johnston and LAC W. I,~utt as
engineers. The passengers were Dr. O.JIh. Solandt, Chairman of
the Defence Research Board, Major-General Elliot Rodger,
Quartermaster-General, Drs. ~alcolm Brown and Morley ,Thillans
of the Queen's University expedition, Dr. Brian Roberts of the
Scott ?olar Research Institute, Dr. JoT. Wilson of Toronto
University, and myself. At Churchill we picked up our equip
ment and on August 13 flew on to Coral Harbour, Southampton
Island. Here we met the remaindo· of the Queen's University
party, two of whom, Dr. T. Boag and J. Green, were to accompany
us to Igloolik. With the heavy X-ray equipment and other medica
supplies we had become too large a load for one trip, so tho
next day SOID;; of us flew first to Frobisher Bay and then across
Foxe Basin to Igloolik. En route 'I've had hoped to drop mail and
some urgently needed supplies to T.H. Manning's party in the
Nauja. Ode had heard bJr radio that they were near Cape Dominion,
but we could not make direct ,fireless contact and. though we flew
to their last reported position we could not see them. The
weather then deteriorated and we had to give up the search.
We were most hOSIJitably received at Igloolik by Fathers
Cochard and Trebaol at the R.C. Mission and Reub Ploughman and
Harold Tucker at tho Hudson's Bay Company Post. The next two
days were spent in setting up camp and collecting geological
specimens while the C~nso returned to Southampton Island and
brought the rest of t~e party.

•

The Department of Health and 1Jelfare had asked us to
examine an Eskimo boy who v~s sick Et Adniralty Inlet. Accord
ingly some of us set out on August 17 and wont first to Resolute
Bay to refuel and then to Arctic Bay where loose ice nearly
prevented o~r landing. Flying over Brodeur Peninsula we had
a magnificent view of the small rosidual, and probably rapi6.1y
disappearing, ice caps, with remarkable deep canyons running
from their edges. Earlier in the day we had noticed similar
canyons on Somerset Island which is now free of ice. We had
to wait at Arctic Bay while I arranged for a boat to go to
Strathcona Sound to p~ck up the patient. He arrived the next
morning and was cxumined by Dr. Brown who decided that there
was no point in evacu2ting him. We then returned to Igloolik
passing over the misslon in Moffet Inlet which had been the
scene of the well-known and difficult operations to assist
Canon Turner (CirculaI Vol.I (1948) pp. 14-17). The Canso
had to returll to Ot-<:;mia for a 250-hour Check which was now
due, so on the same dc·.y it set off with Drs. Solandt, Brown
and 'Jilson, and Generel Rodger.
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It had been expected that the aircraft would return
in a few days, but it was delayed both in ottawa and later
by bad weather. Meanwhile the medical party was kept busy
with thorough clinical observations of many of the Eskimo
and inoculations of them all. The Eskimo had been told of
the expedition and about 170 had arrived providing ample
material for the medical party.
It is hoped that a note on
the medical work will be published in a future number of the
Circular. Dr. Roberts and I decided to excavate at ArnacotsiaQ
on the southwest corner of the island, where I had carried out
a trial dig in 1939. We pitched a tent there and spent several
days at what turned out to be an exceptionally interesting site
with both Thule and Dorset material and some evidence of strati
fication. The weather, which had been unusually fine for the
first stage of the expedition, turned as unusually bad and for
five consecutive days we had snow.
It was not until August 31 that the Canso returned
bringing A.J.G. Langley, I. Bm~en and F/L Greenaway of the
Defence Research Board, and Majors Berry and Gillis. We had
hoped to spend a few more days in the area and to get in touch
with the Nauja, but the poor weather conditions and the approach
of another low pressure system forced us to take off immediately
for Coral Harbour. The next day we said good-bye to the Canso
and its crew, to whose skill and consideration we owed so much.
They flew to Edmonton, stopping en route at Churchill to leave
an Igloolik Eskimo, Ooyarak, who was being evacuated for an
operation while we and the rest of the ~ueen's University party
at Southampton returned to Ottawa via Chimo in a Dakota.

1

Lyon, G.F.

'Private Journal'.

London:

John Murray, 1824.

Baker Lake Hydr0f,raphic Survey, 1949
In AUGust and September, 1949, a Hydrographic Survey
party carried out charting operations in the channel leading
from Chesterfield Inlet to Baker Lake. The party, which was
headed by Mr. R.E. Hanson, travelled north on the Regina Polaris
and arrived at the cast end of Baker Lake on August 4. Supplies
and eQuipment were landed at once and tents pitched.

•

Charting operations in the channel to the south of
Christopher Island were begun the next day using the new Hydro
grC\phic motor launch Groebe, which is eQuipped with an echo
sounder and was specially designed and built for the Survey in
Nova Scotia. She was shipped by rail to Churchill arid from there
was taken north as deck cargo on the Regina Polaris.
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As a result of this party's work a new route through the
difficult mile and a-half channel connecting the Chesterfield
Inlet and the east end of Baker Lake was chartcd and marked
with beacons. The new passage will be shown on charts which
should be distributed in time for use in the 1950 navigation
season. This passage will enable the shallow draft vessels
supplying the Baker Lake settlement at the west end of the
lake to negotiate the channel with greater speed and safety.
It is unlikely that any change will be made in the piloting
arrangements. At present Eskimo pilots are employed to guide
ships through the lOa-mile Inlet joining Hudson Bay and Bakcr
Lake.
In addition to this passage the Survey party took sound
ings over a 15-mile area of the lake and located what may prove
to be a more direct route to Baker Lake and throuch deeper water
than the channel to the south of Christopher Island.
It is
planned that further work in this area will be carried out
ne xt summer.
Charting operations were stopped on September 13 as
work on the new passage was complete and depletion of supplies
and the imminent approach of winter made further work inadvis
able. To assist in taking the equipment and boats to Baker
Lake settlement, a distance of 50 miles, a native boat, and
two men were hired from the settlement. As soon as everythin8"
was safely stored the party, which included hydrosraphers A.L.
Mack, S. J. ~lurphy, and Gordon Merr il, Gas oline Eng inee l' :B'rank
Morrison and a cook and two seamen from Churchill, left for
Churchill by R.C.A.F. aircraft.

The conclUding notes and much of the above information vlere
kindly sent to l1S by 1':1'. R.E. Hanson:
The following remarks are based on ODe season's opEra
tions supplemented by inquiries from residents in the area.
They must not all be considered reliable until further in
vestigation is made.
The land bordering Baker Lake consists of bare rolling
hills, rising to three or four hundred feet. The shores are
generally low or gently sloping and landings from boats can be
made almost anywhere. The region is poorly mapped, many islands
being missed altogether and a few non-existent isl'3.nds shown.

•

In the narrows at the extreme east end of the lake the
tide was observed to rise ov'Or four fcet and outward currents
of seVbn knots were measured. A few miles to the west no tide
or current could be detected and the water at both places was
fresh.
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The hieh water mark on shore at Christopher Island
indicated that the water rose during break-up to a height of
seven fcct above the low vvater mark in September. This was
proto.bly caus6d by an ice jQm in the narrows.
The average opening of navigation between Baker Lake
and Chesterfield is between July 17 and July 20 but in 1949
it was o.bout one week later. Navigation usually ceases after
the first weck in October since the lake may be expected to
freeze at any time Qfter this date. The ice in Baker Lake is
reported to freeze to a depth of seven or eight fcct.
The weather is usually cool in this area and freezing
weather vith snow may be expected Qt the Gnd of August. Small
patches of snow on steep northcrn slopes remain all summer.
stron;; winds are common, but & well-pitched tent will withstand
any wind usually encountered during the SUIDnler months. Rainfall
is light ets is th, case over most of Northern CanadQ.
Fish are plentiful, those most commonly t&ken being
lake trout Qnd whitcfish. Several flocks of duck, geese and
ptarmigan and a few caribou were sighted and a few seals were
observed in the fresh water at the cast end of the lake. Parry
Ground Squirrels were COillilon cround the ccmp site Qnd frequently
invaded the cook and store tents. Gulls were r&re but a few
visiteu the camp during the season.
Royal Canadio.n Naval Cruise 1949
In September, 1948, three ships of the Royal Canadian
Navy sailed for northern waters on the first of a series of
annual training cruises (see Circular Vol.r (1948) p. 75-6).
This year the frigate H.M.C.S. Svmnsea, cOllillBnded by Lieut.
J.~.T. Dawson, left Halifax on August 24 for the cast coast
of Boffin Island to continue the work of familiarizing officers
and men with operating conditions in the north. In addition
hydr·o(·;raphic oLservations were carried out and IIlr. A.A. Onhauser
of the Dominion Observatory accompanied the Svmns ea to make
magnetic measurements.
(See p. 105).

•

The first port of cull, Frobisher Boy, was reached on
AUGust 30. On sept0mber 1 the frigate continued to Padloping
Island, arriving on Septembsr 4, and ofter remaining overnight
sailed for River Clyde where she put in late at night on
September 6. River Clyde is the most northerly place ever
to have been visited by a vessel of the Royal Canadian Navy.
On the return trip the frigate called at Godthaab on the west
·coast of Greenland on Septembcr 12 and then made for Hebron,
in north Labrador, arriving on September 14. At Hebron the
frigate had a rendezvous with the naval auxiliary tanker
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Dundalk for refuelling and the ship's arctic piiot, Commander

G.H. Stephens, was transferred to the Dundalk as it was felt
that his services would not be necessary on the straight return
trip to Halifax.
Commander Stephens, who in the years before
the war had been first mate of the Nascopie and later skipper
of the 1cjV Therese, had been in the Nootka in 1948. The
following day, September 15, the Swansea left Hebron and sailed
south down the Labrador coast.
Preparations were going forward
for the ship's concert as the end of the cruise was near and
the ship was pusiling ahead slowly in ice and fog when orders
were received to proceed as quickly as possible to assist the
R.C ••"-.F'. supply vessel Hilahat, which was drifting disabled
off Mansel Island at the entrance to Hudson Bay.
This rescue
operation is described in tho next note,
A long tow in northern water"
Dill'ing t!]e morning of 15 September 191+9, the R.C.A.F'.
~1/V ~,;alahat, a 200-ton vE'ssel of the WGst Coast Seine F'ishing
type, developed serious engine trouble 10 mi:Les northeast of
]\lansel Island in Hudson Bay. 1'he ship wa.s en route to Halifax
from Coral Harbour, Southampton Island, where she had delivered
a cargo of fuel oil and was loaded on deck and below with empty
steel dI1lms.
The weather at the time of the breakdaNn was very heavy
with an easterly gale and high seas runn;.ng.
The Malahat had
been labouring heavily since the gale corrunenced on the previous
day and when the engine was stopped she rolled more violently
than ever, making i t almost impossible for thr, crew to attempt
repair·s.
A sea anchor consisting of drums, chain and canvas was
constructed and streamed out astern and a tarpaulin w~s rigged
as a staysail from the forerigging in order to ease the vessel
as much as possible.
Inspection of the engine revealed that
rGpair was beyond the capacity of the crew at sea, so R.C.A.F'.
Maritime Group Headquarters was notified and the assistance of
the Royal Canadian Navy was requested. As a result H.M.C.S.
Swansea, a frigate which was opsrating off the north coast of
Labrador, 565 mileS away, was dispatched to take the Malahat
in tow.

•

The Swan:'3ea reached the l\;alahat during the early morning
of September 18 after an arduous trip through heavy ice floes
in fog and bad weather. Meanwhile the ~~alahat had drifted to
within 2! milGs of Mansel Island and droppE,d her anchor.
Fortunately the wind and sea had decreased on September 17
and were quite moderats when the Swansea arrivedo

W.O. 1st. Class V. Nicholson, in command of the ~alahat,
who has considerable experience of Hudson Bay waters was greatly
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relieved when the Swansea hove in sight. He and Lieut. Dawson,
commander of the frigate, had discussed by wireless the method
of towing, prior to the rendezvous, and all was in readiness
after food and fresh water had been passed to the Malahat.
The Swansea got underway for Goose Bay with the Malahat
in tow and the voyage proceeded without incident. Goose Bay
was reQche d in 5 days and 5 hours, thus c ompJ_eting one of the
lon~est tows in Canadian Naval history: a total of 1200 miles.
H.M.C.S. Swansea's commitments did not permit her to
continue the tow to Halifax, so the Royal Canadian Mounted
Police were contacted and made available their Cutter MacBrien
with Inspector Cassivi in command, to complete tne tow. 'Ehe
two ships left Goose Bay on October 6 and encountered heavy
easterly swell when the open sea was reached, The first night,
the towing hawser carried away and it took an arduous three
hours to make it fast again. A stop was made at Chateau Bay,
Labrador, where an all-wire hawser was Jigged. The voyage from
Chateau Bay was accomplishE;(l at a gr"at~_y reduced speed owing
to bad 'deather and seas which at times Viere 20 feet high. It
wall necessary to put in to Sydney for 24 hours but from there
thE weather improved and the ships arrived in Halifax at noon
on October 14.
This tow was a long trying experienCe but it demonstrated
fully the efficiency and cooperation of all services concerned.
Special mention should be made of the assistance rendered by
the Department of Transport wireless ope:'ators on Nott ingham
Island in relaying messages between the ships.

s. C.

Burdccge

MaglKtic observations on the Royal Canadian Naval Cruise 1949
A.A. Onhallser of the Division of 'l'errestrial Magnetism,
Dominion Observatory, Department of Mines ant} R''lsources,
accompanied H.lLC .S. Swansea on her northern cruise during
August and September 1949. Mr. Onhauser was responsible for
gathering magneti.c data at coastal points in Labrador and Baffin
Island.
Stations were re-occupied
and Hebron, and a new station was
dip, total force, and declination
revision of' Davigation charts and

at Frobisher Bay, River Clyde,
established at Padloping. The
secured will be used in the
in determininl': secular change.

The cruise gave Mr. Onhauser the opportunhy of making
observations at sea. Comparisons were made between the gyro
c·ompass and magnetic compass readings, through east"rn coastal
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waters from the Strait of Belle Isle to River Clyde. An un
scheduled trip to Mansel Island to rescue the disabled Malahat
permitted observations to be made through Hudson Strait. Upon
analysis, this information nmy serve to reveal discrepancies
in present magnetic charts, the existence of offshore anomalies,
and the rate of annual change.
The rioyal Canadian Navy cruises of 1948 and 1949 enabled
the Dominion Observatory to obtain invaluable magnetic data at
points which otherwise would be accessible only with difficulty.
R. Glenn Madill
The French Research Expedition to Greenland, 1949
In the Circular for March 1949 (pp. 36-37) we gave a
short account of the 1948 French Expedition to Greenland. This
preliminary expedition was planned to save the time of the main
expedition which would leave the following year. A suitable
landing place was found in de Quervains Havn (69 0 48N., 50 0 15\1.),
near the snout of the Eqe glacier (Eqip Sermia), and a large
amount of the heavy stores for the main expedition, inclUding
weasels, upon which the expedition depends for transport, were
taken up on to the Ice Cap.
In a letter dated September 30, Monsieur P.E. Victor,
leader of the expedition, has given us some details of the main
1949 expedition. The idea of the expedition was to study the
Greenland Ice Cap and to establish and man a research station
on the Ice Cap throughout the winter. It was intended that
this station should be set up as near as possible to the site
of Wegener's 1931 Eismitte. The 33 members of the expedition,
most of "hom had been with the 1948 party, left Rouen on April
13 aboE,rd the Fjellberg. Putting in to Reykjavik, 70 tons of
stores were unloaded to be parachuted in later when the Ice
Cap station had been established. On approaching Greenland
they found unexpectedly heavy pF"ck and were delayed for neerly
thr-ee we eks. The remainder of the store s brought in in the
Fjellberg were finally unloaded at the 1948 base and the trail
and cable-way, put up in 1948, were found to be in good order.
An unexpectedly early thaw caused much trouble: "The
weasels, the sledges, and even the men and dogs were sinking
deep in the melting ground. Worse still, it thre&tened to
drown our equipment •••• However, we won the race, hauling the
equipment further inland and higher daily •..• We reached the
location of our future research station on July 17th. The rest
of the equipment, that was waiting in Iceland, was parachuted
to us in August. 10 missions were necessary, but the loss among
the food, fuel, and equipment was less than 2%."
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The summer party, who were to return to France, set out
for the coast on August 24, leaving behind a completed station
and eight men who would remain until the summer of 1950. Their
main work will consist of weather observations, including
radiosonde ascents evsry second day when possible, and a pro
gramme of physical research. ;.[eather observations are sent
out four times a day by radio to the International "{eathsr
Network.
By the bsginning of Jecnuary a minimum temperature as
low as -85 0 F'. had been rBcorded and at times thsre were winds
of 80 m.p.h.
The temperature of the elaborate installations
dug into the snow where equipmbnt was stored varied between
-25 and -JOOF., and the temperature of the laboratory trailers
and living quarters could be maintaincd between 50 0 and 65 0 F.
A 25-foot deep pit has been dug for ice specimens us ed in
glaciologiC'al studios. It is plecnned tha t thE; winter party
will be isolated for nine months until the return of the
summer party in the summer of 1950.
Operation Noramex
During the latter part of October, 1949, ships of the
United States Naval Task Force carried out exercises in the
Northern Atlantic and off the coast of Labrador. The Task
Force, led by Rear AfuLiral Lyman A. Thackrey U.S.N., consisted
of more than /j.O vessels and 11,000 marine and naval personnel.
Brigadier General 'J.J. 'Hh&ling U.S.'.;.C., commanded a landing
force, Which comprised an infantry battalion of the 9th U.S.
Marines reinforced by units of the 10th and 11th U.S. ~.larines.
The exercises included an an~hibious landing exercise,
kno,in as Noramex, on the Labrador coast. This was carried out
in cooperation with the Canadian Government, and the Canadian
destroyer H.E.C.S. Haida, which last year took part in the
Canadian northern cruise into Hudson Bay, was a unit of the
support force.
On October 21 more than 2,000 marine and naval personnel
made an assault landing at Cape Porcupine (5J 0 56N., 57 0 09W.) in
southern Labrador. Specially clad underwater demolition team
personnel swam ashore to reconnoitre the beach prior to landing.
Bef'o:ce dawn on D-Day other underwater demolition team men came
ashore in rubber boats from the troop-carrying submarine U.S.S.
Sea Lion to report on b5&ch and surf conditions.
y:ithin six days the attacking troops had captured their
objective, an "enemy-held" weather reporting station and
partially completed airstrip. Numerous problems of health,
subsistence and operational procedures were dealt with on the
exerciss, which was carried out without any serious case of
illness or injury.
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"News of the North"
The ~ditor has been recelvlnc copics of the News of the
North as an exchange with the Arctic Ca'cular and would be
pleas6d to lend them to any member of the Arc~ic Circle. The
News of the North is a weekly Yellowknife papel' edi tsd by'Mr.
E.R. Eorton and can be obtained at a cost of $4.00 a year. It
contains genel-al news about the Hestern Ju'ctic as well as
YGllo~knife news and has much in it to interest members of
the Circle.
National Museum Lecture
On Wednesday February 15 at 6.15 p.m. Dr. Y.O. Fortier
will speak on "The Modern Arctic" in the National Museum. This
lecture is open to the pUblic and members of the Arctic Circle
would be welcome.
Meeting of the Arctic Circle
The next meeting of the. Arctic Circle will be held on
'rhursday, February 9 in the H.C.i..S.C. 1I1ess, 278 Sparks Street
at 8.00 p.m, Hr. A.E. Porsild will speak on "Plant lifG in the
Arctic" and will illustrate his t&lk with kodachrome slides.
Index
A short Index to Volume II has bsen prepared by Mr.
Trevor Harwood and will be sent to members as soon as possible.
Editorial Note

'J:'l:!e Editor wishes to thank Miss Moira Dunbar for ber
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Baker. Lake: Hydrographic Survey, 191,9, 101; ionospheric
station, 31; magnetic observatory, 42; collection of
meteoritic dust, 86; tides and currents, ]02
Baldwin, W.K.W., collecting tree-seeds at Goose Bay, 3
Barr-Mux-ray, W., and influenza epidemic at Coppermine, 68
Barren-ground caribou, migration of, 26
Barrow Harbour, Grinnel Pen., magnetic readings, 82
Bartol Research Foundation, and work on cosmic rays, 79
Bathythermograph, use in Ungava Bay, 97
Beaver, hunting of, 90; licences, 92; conservation in
James Bay area, 44
Beaver, H.B.C. magaZine, request for, 25; distribution
of paper by P.D. Baird, 76
Beluga, hunting in Ungava Bay, 99; protection of, 76
Berlinguette Inlet, Brodeur Pen., magnetic observations, 83
Berry, A.1.. , and lead at Detention Harbour, 45
Eirds eggs and nests, hunting of, 89
Bishop of the Arctic, appointment of new, 88
Blue Dolphin, and exped. to Labrador, 1949, 60
Boffa, E., 75
B¢ggild, K.H., and resurvey of Tuktuk harbour, 11
Boothia Pen., site of new H.B.C. post, 12; and north
magnetic pole, 1,2
Borinss in ice, 28
Brasher, C.W., and geological work in Baffin Id., 56
Broadcast stations, Canadian Army, N.W.T. and Yukon, 22
Brodeur Fen., residual ice cap, 100
Brown, Malcolm, on Trichinosis in Greenland, 55; and
Queen's Univ. exped., 100
Bruce-Robertson, A., and ascent of Mt. Vancouver, 59
Burbidge, F.E., and paper at Ice Conference, 40
Burridge, S.C., on A long tow in northern waters, 104
Burton Island, U.S.S., icebreaker in Antarctic, 39
Burton, J.W., representative on weather station supply
mission, 71
C

Calanus, Fisheries Research Board's vessel, voyages of, 9,
58, 96; crew, 1948, 9; crew, 1949, 96
Callaghan, J.C., and influenza epidemic at Cambridge Bay, 67;
talk on "Experiences of a medical officer in the Arctic",
78
Canadian Army Signals Stations, 22; broadcast stations, 22
Canadian Geographical Society, joint meeting with, J9
Canadian Hydrographic Service, see Hydrographic Service
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Canadian Ionospheric Stations, 30
Canso aircraft crash, personnel killed, 77; correction to
note, 95
Cape Sheridan, and site for weather station Alert, 70
Cariberg flight, reference to, 40
Caribou, and Game Laws, 90, 92; migration of barren ground,
26; hunt, see film l~ctic Holiday
Catholic, see Homan Catholic
Catlett, ',".J., and discussion on polar navigation, 24
C.D. Howe, launC'hing cf, 66
Chesterfield Inlet, and chartirus of channel to Baker
Lake, 101, 102; Mission Hospital, and polio outbreak,
33, 84
Chimo, new ionospheric station, 31; wood frogs, 9
Christopher Td., and new channel, 102
Churchill, cosmic ray studies at, 79; and mobile ionospheric
obscy-vatory, 63
Circular, s~e Arctic Circular
Clark, J.F., and magnetic observatory at Resolute Bay, 43
Claxton, Brooke, and contract for R.C.N. icebreaker, 10
Climate, changes in arctic, 3
Cod, in Ungava Bay, 8, 96, 97; tagging of, 98; off Green
land, 5
Commercial fishery, Great Slave Lake, 34
Constitution, Arctic Circle, amendment to, 1
Coppermine, influenza epidemic, 68; st. Roch, taking supplies
for, 19
Cornwallis Id., building at, 53; supplies to, 70; see also
Resolutb Bay
Coronaticn Gulf, passage through, St. Roch 1948, 19;
Nigalik 1948, 12
Cosmic dust, collection of, 86
Cosmic rays in the Ar-ctic, 78; station for recording at
Resolute Bay, 80
Coutts Inlet, description of North Arm, 57
Cree Indians, James Bay area, nutrition of, 43
Creery, T.W., and Calanus, 58
Cresswell Bay, Somerset Id., Eskimo deaths, 34
croft, N.A.C., &nd Oxford Univ. exped. to North East Land, 88
Cumberland Gulf, native deaths, discovery of, 46; further
account, 73
Cunningham Inlt,t, Somerset Id., magnetic observations, 82
Cuthbertson, D.R., pilot on Operation Magnetic, 81
D

Damage to U.S.C.G.C. Eastwind, 22
Davies, T.D., and discussion on polar navigation, 24
Dawson City, Signals station at, choice of, 21
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Death of Nukashook, 71
Declination, change of in AT'ctic, 42
Deer, W.A., on GeoJ,ogical reconnaissance in northeast
3a.ffin Id., 56
Defence Research Board, and Operation Lyon, 99; Radio
Propagation Laboratory, 31; and collecting of tree
seeds from Goose Bay, 3; lecture on arctic nutrition, 89
Demarcation Point, ice conditions off, 20
Dental ex~ination of Indians of Jwnes Bay area, 44
Department of Transport, personnel killed in Canso aircraft
crash, 77; see correction, 95; and Eastern Arctic Patrol
Ship, 66; new icebreaker, 10, 65
Detention Harbour, recent lead stakes at, 45
Discussion on navigation in polar regions, 23
Disko Id., change in vegetat:on, 5
Dogs, and rabies, see Operation Ostan; and Trichinosis, 56
Dugal, L.r., and McGill Summer School, 25
Dunbar, Moira, observer on ice recce flight, 1,1; and work
on Circular, 108
Dunbar, ~.J., and Fish8ries Research in the Eastern Arctic,
58; adv.i"or to Blue Dolpllin proe:ramme, 60; on Marine
Investigations, Ungava Bay, 1948, S; talk on "Marine
resour'ces of the Eastern MGtic", 96; and Marine
investigations, Ungava Bey, 191.. 9, 96
Dunne, Harold, and Operation Moore, 35

Eastwind, U.S.C.G.C., collision of, 22, 70
Edgar, IT.S., prospecting in Firth River area, 29
Edisto, U.S.S., ice'areaker in Antarctic, 39; supply of
northern weather stations, 70
Ellef Hlngnes leI., supply of weather station, 70
El16sJ:rcr'c Id., c'uPl,1y of weather stati on, 70; and site
for stetion Alert, 70
SCi6 G,L,eiE,r, GTcenland, and FTench Exp6d., 36
Srcbus Day, Dsvon Iil. , magnetic observations, 82
Srik :-Car-bour, Laffin Id., geology of area, 57
Eskimo: Cumber-land Gulf, 73; danger of trichinosis, 21;
]1'OX8 Basj.Y1, hunting incident, 72; Netsilik, 13,71;
Operation Lyon, 99, polio epidemic, 33, 84; Ungava Bay
.and food resources, 99
-ESKimo, Individuals: Akoolimik, 35; Eeriykoot, 71; Iggyuapik,
74; Ishakak, 71; Kilabuik, 74; NUkashook, 71; Ooyarak, 101;
Pc,ngat, 74
Eskimo point, and polio outbreak, 33, 84
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Excavations at Arnacotsiaq, 101
Exeter Sound, and Eskimo deaths, 46, 73
Expeditions: Blue Dolphin, 60; to the Canadian AI-ctic by
r.D. Baird, 76; French Arctic Research, to Greenland
1948-9, 36, 106; New islands in Foxe Basin, 28; North
East Land, 87; Queen's Univ., 100; Project Snow
Cornice, 27, 59; U.S. Navy, Operation High-Jump, 39
F

Fairburn, VI.B., and Operation Ostan, 24
Fauna: marine and littoral, Ungava Bay, 96; Baker Lake, 103
Films, see Rasmussen
Finnie, R., quoted on restoration of Gjoa, 14
Firth River gold, 29
Fish, in Baker Lake, 103; Ungava Bay, 1948 and 49, 58, 96;
Great Slave Lake, 34
Fleming, Bishop Archibald Lang, retirement of, 89
Forestry experiments in Greenland, 1
Forests, Finland and Sweden, changes in growth of, 5
Fort Hearne, H.B.C. schooner, building of, 10
Fort Ross, H.B.C. schooner, voyage of, 11
Fort S~ith, and collection of meteoritic matter, 86
Foxe Basin, exped. to new islands in, 28; hunting incident
in, 72
Frandsen, Johannes, report on health in Greenland, 53
Franklin Exped., reference to, 12
Ji'raser, J.K., on ,Tourney down N:ackenzie and along W. Arctic
Coast, 11
Fraser, R.J., on Hydrographic observations, 5
French Arctic Research Exped. to Greenland, 1948, 36;
1949, 106
Frogs, wood, at Chimo, 9; at Mistassini, 10
Fur-farms, regulations for, in N.W.T., 93
G

Galt, John, and cosmic ray observations at Resolute Bay, 80
Game Laws of the Northwest Territories and Ordinance, 89
Gateway Gold, and lead stakes, 45
Ge odet ic Survey, reference to work in Baffin Id., 57; and
talk by B.J. WoodrUff, 17
Geographical Bureau, exped. to Foxe Basin, 28; and Blue
Dolphin exped., 60
Geography Summer School, McGill Univ., 25
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Geology: Reconnaissance in northeast Baffin Id., 56; Firth
Hiver area, 29
Geomagnetic pole, and cosmic rays, 79
George Id., Prince Albert Sound, magnetic observations, 82
Gibson, A.E., and death of Nukashook, 71
Giddings, J.L., and archaeological work in Alaska, 70
Gillam, and mobile ionospheric observatory, 62
Gjoa, rcstoration of, 14, 37
Gjoa Foundation, 14, 37
Gjoa Haven, 12
r
Glaciers: Seward Ice Field, Alaska, 28; Bresvellbreen,
Nor"th East Land, 8'1; head of Coutts Inlet, Baffin Id.,
57; Eqc, Greenland, 106
Gl.aciology, Journal of, 48
Glen, h.R., and OXford Univ. exped. to North East Land, 88
Glynn, John A., Capt. U.S.C.G.C. Eastwind, 23
Gold, Firtb River, 29
Goldsmith, J.E., navigator on Operation Magnetic, 81
Grainger, E.n., and Calanus, 58, 96
Great"Slave Lake, comnercial fishery, 34
Grebe, Hydrographic motor launch, 101
Greenaway, K.R., and discussion on polar navigation, 24
Greenland; Afforestation experiments, 1; French Arctic
Research Exped., 36, 106; health conditions, 53;
Trichinosis in, 55; climate and forests, 2
Grimshaw-Hay River road, 34
Gros Cap, comnercial fishing, 35

Haida, }1.1.~.C.3., and Operati.on Noramex, 107
Halibut, Ungava Bay 1949,98
Hall, J., and lead at Detention Harbour, 45
Hannaford, W.L.'i'l., and magnetic observatory at Baker Lake, 43
Hanson, R.E., and hydrographic survey, 101; and notes on
Baker Lake, 102
Hantzsch, B., quoted on frogs in Ungava Bay, 10
Hare, F.K., and paper at Ice Conference, 40
Harp, Elmer, and Blue Dolphin Exped., 60
Harper, E.D., pilot on Operation Lyon, 100
Hartog, J .1:., on North East Land Exped., 87
Harwood, T.A., on A further account of tragedy on the
coast of Cumberland Gulf, 73; and index, 108
Hay River, Grimshaw- road, 34
Helicopters, and rescue methods, 47; for new D.O.T. ice
breaker, 65; for C. D. Howe, 66
Herchmer, and mobile ionospheric observatory, 63

- 115 Hildebrand, H., and ocea~ographical work in Ungava Bay, 8;
and wood frogs at Chimo, ')
Hobhouse Inlet, Devon Id., magnetic observations, 82
iTolman Island, visit of ILA. Proctor, 75; influenza epidemic,

68
Eonigman, J. ,I " and health of Jame s Bay Indians, 44
!-:.ospitals: Chesterfield Inlet, 33, 84; Fort Smith, Resolution,
Yello\'1knife, Fort Radium, FOc,t Simpson, Norman Hells,
Hay I~iver, Aklavik, mention of, 75
Howe, sen C.D. Howe
Huason bay, ice and weatr,er, 19, 40, 41
Hudson's Eay Company, beaver conservation at Rupert House, 44
Hudson Strait, forced landing by Dakota, 35; ice conditions,
1948, 18
Punting, end c;ame laws in H:V.T., 89
Huntinc; incident in Foxe Basin, 72
Hutchison, R.D., on Operation Magnetic, 81
Hydrographic otservat~ons, 5; Calanus 1949, 97; H.M.C.S.
Swansea, 1949, 103
Hydrocrephic Survey, Baker Lake 1949, 102
I

Icebreakers: new construction for D.O.T., 10, 65; and
R.C.n., 10, 88
Ice-Cake flight 1948, reference to, 40
Ice caps, on Brodeur Fen., lCO; Greenland, 36, 106
Ice conditions, in Canadian Arctic, summer 1948, 17; Akpatok
Id., 17; Baffin Day, 19; Button Id., 18; Coats Id., 18;
Davis Straits, 19; Demarcation Point, 20; Disko Bay, 4;
Dundas Harbour, 18; Frobisher Bay, 17; ffoxe Basin, 72;
Greenland Summer 1931-33, Winter 1942, 4; Hopeiale, 17;
Hudson Bay, 19, 40-1; Hudson Strait, 18; Labrador Coast,
17; Liddon Gulf, 83; Mansel Id., 18; Melville Id., 83;
NOlin, J7; North 'dest Passage, 4; Resolution Id., 17;
Ungava Bay, 17,1949,96; 'iiestern Arctic, 13,20
Ice Conference, 40
Ice reconnaissance flights over Hudson 3ay, 41
Igloolik: H.E.C. personnel, 100: magnetic obserVoltions, 83;
pr:csts, 100; OperatioL Ostan, 24
Illinois, and J ass of' Polarb,i2rn, 63
Indians, nutrition and health of James Bay, 43; James Bay
bands, 43
Influenza: epidemic at Cambridge Bay, 66; Coppermine, Read,
and Holman Id., 68; isolated cases, Perry River, SlleJ'I:lan
Inlet, 69
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Ionospheric Mobile Observatory, 31, 60; personnel at
northern ionospheric stations, 32; Canadian Stations,
new fixed stations, 32
Irminger Current, Greenland, 5
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Jacobsen, G., on Stressed skin plywood buildings for perma
frost areas, 50
Jakobshavn, change in climate, 3
James Bay, report on James B~y Indians, 43
Jamesway Hut, use on Project Sn~1 Cornice, 28, 59
Journal of Glaciology, 48
K
Karmal~~ueet, Baffin rd., d.eath of natives, 73
Keene, N., and Operation ~oore, 35
Kerr, A.J., and health of James Bay Indians, 44
Kuitunen-Ekbau~, E., and. trichinosis examinations, 20
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Labrador, ice conditions of coast, 1948, 17; Operation
Noramex, 107; and Blue Dolphin party, 60
Landing Ships, Medium, Snowbird, conversion of, 13; Tank
(LST) , us e of on northern supply mission, 70
Lay-sen, H.A., on Work of St. ::tach during summer of 1948, 19
Laws, Game, of Northwest Territories, 89
Lead stakes at Detention HarbuJr, 45
Learmonth, L.A., Franklin exped., burial of members, 12
Licences, under Game Ordinance, 91
Lord, C.S., on Firth River Gold, 29
Lyon, G.F., Capt., reference to, 99
Lyon, Operation, 99
M

li:ackenzie District, and medical sorvice, 74; hunting in,
and registration of traplines, 92
Mackenzie River, and journey by J.K. Fraser, 11
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;;Eid.ill, R.G., on Magnetic observatories in Canadian AI'ctic,
42; on Nagnetic observations on the Royal Canadian Naval
Cruise 1949, 105
J,iagnetic observations on Naval Cruise 1949, 105; at Mould
Bay, Prince Patrick Id., 43
~agnetic Observatories in the Canadian Arctic, 42; Baker
Lake, 42; Resolute Bay, 43
~agnetic, Operation, 81
T'Cagnetic pole, north, position of, 42, 81
Malahat, I'.C.A.F. supply ship, assistance to, 104
Manning, Leo, 12
l~anning, T.H., and expedition to islands in Foxe Basin, 28,
100; and work on Circular, 108; Mrs. T.H., talk on
"Travels in Hudson Bay and Foxe Basin", 65
l'arine investigations, Ungava Bay, 1948, 8' 1949,96
Thason, K., quoted on glaciers, 88
lI'axwell, E.M., prospecting in Firth River area, 29
Mayo, Signals station at, choice of, 21
McCarter, R.S., and ascent of I.Ct. Vancouver, 59
McGill, Geography Summer School, 25
J..'cKerrow, C .11.., on Trip on Mobile Ionospheric Observatory, 60
Medical Officers: Indian Health Services in Mackenzie Dis
trict, 75; appointments in Greenland, 53
Meek, J.B., on Canadian ionospheric stations, 30
Mehler, J.S., on Univ. of Alaska, 69
Iidville Pen., Eskimo hunting incident, 72
leerrill, G., observer on ice recce flight, 41; and Ice
Conference, 40
IJ[eteoritic matter, attempts to collect, 86
ICoteoroloe;ical stat ions, see Arctic Weather Stati ons
T,,'idgely, G.S., and lead at Detention Harbour, 45
';ikkelsen, Ejnar, lecture at National Museum on "Greenland
past and present", 39
T'ission, Homan Catholic: Chesterfield Inlet, 33, 84;
Igloolik, 100
Mobile ionospheric observatory, 31, 60
Montgomery, Margaret, observer on ice recce flight, 41;
on Some notes on ice and weather conditions in the
Canadian Arctic, summer 1942, 17; paper at Ice Con
ference, 40
iIoody, Alton B., and Institute of Navigation, 23
Moody, J.P., and polio epidemic at Chesterfield Inlet, 33, 84
Moore, K.O., see Operation Moore
Moore, Operation, 35
lCoore, P.E., and health of Jame s Bay Indians, 43
}Ioose, hunting of, licences in N.W.T., 90
rCurray, W. Barr, see Barr-Murray
I'uskox, killing of, penalties, 94
UUlduk, 76
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Nasco ie, reference to, 66
Fe lona Geograph ic Soc ie ty, and work on cosmic rays at
Church ill, 79
1,Eltional ~ruseum of Canada, and afforestation of Greenland, 3;
le cture, 108
National Research Council, and work on cosmic rays, 80; and
Ice Conference, 40; and lecture on arctic nutrition, 89
Nauja, and T.H. Manning's expedition, 100; specifications
of, 28
Navigation, d.i.scussions on in polar regions, 23; Institute
of, 23
l;a vY, se e Royal Canadian Navy and Royal Navy
Negler, F.P., and influenza epidemic at Cambridge Bay, 68
"News of the North", 108
Nigalik, passage of Queen Maud Gulf, 12
Nor~uex, Operation, 107
Norris, D.K., on Attempts to collect meteoritic matter at
Baker Lake and Fort Smith, 86
Norseman Skiwheel, use of on Snow Cornice, 27, 59
Norse Settlers, Greenland, 2
North East Passage, navigation of, 4
Northern weather stations, supply of, 70
Nor·thwest Territories, Game Laws of, 89; and Yukon Radio
Telegraph System, 21; Trichinosis in animals of, 20
Nueltin Lake, magnetic observations, 81
Nukashook, death of, 71
Nunnulla, and polio outbreak, 84
Nursing Stations, Indian Health Services, 28; personnel
required for, 48
Nutrition, of James Bay Indians, 43; of Ungava Bay natives, 97
Nutt, D.C., Blue Dolphin exped., 60; and film "Antarctic in
Colour", 39

o
Observatory, David Dunlap, and collection of meteoritic
dust, 86; Kobile ionospheric, 60
Odell, N .E., and ascent of Itt. Vancouver, 59
Oil, white whale, see Beluga
O~~uaney Bay, Prince of Wales Id., magnetic observations, 83
O'Neil, J.J., quoted on lead at Detention Harbour, 45
Onhauser, A.A., and magnetic work on R.C.I'. cruise, 103, 105
Operation Lyon, 99
Operation Magnetic, 1949, 43, 81
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Operation Noramex, 107
Operation Ostan, 24
Operation Polco, 43
Operation Snowbird, 13
Orkin, P., and oceanoe;raphicdl work in Ungava Bay, 8
Ostan, Rev. Pin-e, and mercy fL'ght, 24
OXford Univ. exped. to North E2st Land, 88

P
Padlei district, and polio outbreak, 33, 84
pangniI"tung, R.C.ILF. and native :leaths, 46, 73
PaYTY, Capt. W.E., exped. to Foxe Basin, reference to, 99
Pas, The, and mobile ionospheric observatory, 62
Patrol ship, Eastern Arctic, 66
Peart, A.F.'Y., and polio outbreak, 33, 84
Pelly Bay, magnetic observations, 83
Permafr-ost, buildings on, 50
Pickup, E., and. cosmic ray Y'esearch, 80
Pikwitonei, and mobile :conosphoric observatory, 62
Plankton, studies in Ungav., :~dY, 97
PolaY- Record, exchange nurr.te:::s, 25
polarbj¢rn, loss of the, 63
Polco, Opera' ion, 43
Poliomyeli tiE. in Keewatin Disti'ict, 33, 84
Pomerantz, M.A., and cosmic ray research, 79
Pond Inlet, gsological reconnaissance, 57
Porsild, A.E., on Afforestation experiments in Greenlani, ~;
on Cho.nging climate of the Arctic, 3; on Report on healtl'
conditions in Greenland, 53; and Vlork on Circular, 108
Portage La. lOrairie, and mobi,la ionosph6ric observatory, 62
Prince Patrick 10.., weather station, 70
Proctor, n.h., on Visit to Mackenzie District, 74
Project Sn~v Cornice, 27, 59
Prot6ction: o~ the beluga, 76; of seals, 88; game generelly, 89

Quarantine, Chesterfield lillet to ESkimo Point,
Q,uarman, Foxe B.lsin, and hunting incident, 72
Q,ueen's Univ. e ,:ped., 20, 99

33, 85
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Rabies, and Operation Ostan, 24
Radio, communic&tion in Canadianl!orth, 30; Pr,jpagation
Laboratory, and ionospheric work, Jl, 61; Northwest
TerTi tor ies and Yukon Syst em, 21
Rana Sylvatica, soe Viood Frogs at Chimo
Rasmusson, L. and B., film "luctic Holiday", 14
Re 9ina Polaris, voyage of 1948, 17
Reld, E.E., and Calanus, 96
Rescuo methods on Operation Moore, J5
Resolute Bay, supplies "'or weather stations, 71; magnetic
observatory, 43; cos:1ic ray station, 80; and Operation
~::agne tic, 82
Rod~hl, K., ",-nd loss o! pol"rbjirn, 64; work on nutrition
In the Arctic, 64, 09
Roman Catholics: Priests at Igloolik, 100; Father Ostan, 24;
Mission Hospital, ChesterfieJd Inlet, 3J, 84
Ronne, Finn, exped. to Antarctic, 39
Rose, D.C., on Cosmic rays in the Arctic, 78
Rousseau, Jacques, and wood frogs at Mistassini, 10
Rowley, G. Vi., on Hunt ing inc ident in Fexe Basi n, 72; on
Operation Lyon, 99; reference to, 87
Royal Canadian Air Force: Churchill, base, 6J; and ice r3cce
fliGhts over Hudson Eay, 41; and Operation Moore, 35; and
Operation 1Bgnetic, 81; and new islands in Foxe Basin, 28;
and Geodetic Survey in Eaffir' Id., 57; and Operation
Lyon, 99
Royal Canadian Corps of 3igr16.1s: N.vi.T. and Yukon radio
system, 21; J.ist of statiolill, 22; broadcast station~, 22;
personnel on loan to mebile ionosph~ric observatory, 63
Royal Canadian Mounted Police: Pangnirtung detaChment, 1,.6;
Herschel Id., 29; and adninistrati.on of N.W.T. Game
Ordinance, 94
Royal Canadian Navy, new icebreaker, 10, 88; Elrctic cruise, 103
Royal Navy, arctic cruises, 13, 1,7
Rupert's House, and deep-freeze unit, 45; health of Indians, 43
Rupert's Land, ecclesiastical province of, 88
Rupertsland, launching of, 10
S

St. Elias Mountains, 27, 59
St. Roch, work dur'ing 1948, 19
Salinity, measurements in Ungava Bay, 97
Sandy, R.W., prospecting in Firth River area,
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Sawmill Bay, magnetic observations, 82
Schools, personnel re~uired for northern, 48
Seal-hnnting, ungava Bay 1948, 99
Sealers, loss of Polarbj¢rn and Her¢yfjord, 63
Scals, protection of, 88
Serson, paul, talk on "Operation Magnetic", 1
Seward Ice ]"ield, see Snow Cornice
Shark fishing in Ungava Bay, 98
Sharp, H.r., glaciological work on Snow Cornice, 27, 59
Shearman, H.L., collecting tree-seeds at Goose Bay, 3
Sheridan, Cape, and site for weather station Alert, 70
Ships, new, for Canadian Arctic, 10
Signals, see Royal Canadian Corps of Signals; stations,
list of in N.W.T., 22
Siple, Paul, and McGill SummEr School, 25
Sn~lbird II, and supply operation, 13
Snow Cornice, Project, 27, 59
Somerset Id., Eskimo deaths, 34; topography, 100
Southmnpton Id., Queen's Univ. exped. to, 20, 99
Spence Bay, magnetic observations, 82; site of new H.B.C.
post, 12
Spitstergen, see North East Land
Stefansson, V., and McGill Summer School, 25
SteplJens, G.B., arctic pilot in H.M.C.S. Swansea, 104
Sturdy, J.B., and.influenza epidemic at Cambridge Bay, 68
SUbmarines, and Operation Noramex, 107
Sumrc,er School, McGill Univ., Geography, 25
Sveip, and discovery of deaths in Cumberland Gulf, 46
Swansea, 11.~:.C.S., cruise of, 1949, 103; and towing of
Malahat, 104
T

Task l"orces, 68 and 80, reference to, 70
Tavani, and outbreak of polio, 84
Temperatures: during summer 1948 in Canadian Arctic, 17;
on Greenland Ice Cap, winter 1949-50, 107; amelioration
of, in Arctic, 3
Terra Nova, voyage of 1948, 17
Thackrey, L.A., Rear Admiral, and OpEration Noramex, 107
Thorn, J.A., 74
Tides: Baker Lake, 102; recording of, 7
Tisdall, F.F., and health of James Bay Indians, 43
Touadjuak Fjord, and Eskimo deaths, 73
Towing of R.C.A.F. vessel Malahat, 104
Tragedy on the coast of Cumberland Peninsula, 46
Trichinosis, in Greenland, 55; in Northwest Territories, 20
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Trout, Great Slave Lake, quantities shipped, 34
Tuberculosis: James Bay Indians, 44; in Greenland, 54
TUktuk, resurvey of harbour, 11
U

Ungava Bay, ice conditions, 17, 96; food resources, 99;
fisheries, 58, 96; marine investigations, 8, 96
United States Air Forces, and reestablishment of Arctic,
Desert and Tropic Information Center, 15
United States Coast Guard, collision of cutter Eastwind, 22, 70
United States Navy: Operation High-Jump, 39; U.S.S. Burton
Island, 39; U.S.S. Edisto, 39, 70; L.S.T. 533, 70;
u.S.S. ilyandot, 70; Task Forces, 70

v
Vancouver, Wit., climbing of, 59
Venereal disease, in Greenland, 54
Vengeance, }I.M.S., and R.N. arctic cruise, 14; collision
with ice, 47
Victor, P.E., French Arctic Research exped. to Greenland,
36, 106
Vitamins, and James Bay Indians, 45; and arctic nutrition
stUdies, 64, 89
Vivian, P., and health of James Eay Indians, 43
Vladykov, V.D., and wood frogs in Laurentide Park, 10
Voyvodic, L., and cosmic ray research, 80

vr
Wabowden, and mobile ionospheric observatory, 62
Vralrus, off Akpatok Id. 1949, 99; and trichinosis, 56
\feather conditions, during summer of 1948, 17
Weather stations, northern, supply of, 70
Welfare teachers, duties of, and r-equirement for, 48
Whitefish, Great Slave Lake, quantities shipped, 34
Wilson, J .A., 39; W.E., and Calanus, 58; Clifford, 76
Wint er Experimental Establishment (VI.E.E.), Ice-Cake
flight, 40
Wood, Mrs. J.J., quoted on migration of caribou, 26
Wood, W.A., and Snow Cornice, 27, 59
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Wood frogs, at Chimo, 9; at Mistassini, 10; in Laurentide
Park, 10
Woody-uff, B.J., talk on "Recent work of Geodetic Service
in northern Canada", 17
Wyandot, U.S.S., and Task Forces 68 and 80, 70
Wyatt, J.e., and commentary on film of "Construction problems
in the Arctic ", 50
Y

Yukon Radio Telegraph System, see Northwest Territories and
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